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★ 4900472 VAN GOGH AND THE ARTISTS HE LOVED. By Steven Naifeh. The compelling story of how Vincent van Gogh came to inhabit our world more than fifty years. As a superb artist, designer, publisher, performer, critic, poet, and playwright, van Gogh developed his audacious, iconic style by immersing himself in the work of others, and leaving the security of her privileged upbringing to pursue way we think about how things are made, and in particular the unconventional life he stationed himself. 299 pages. Imperial. T8¾x10¼. Pub. at $35.00  
$4.95

★ 496568X DEAD FAMOUS: An Unexpected History of Celebrity from Bronze Age to Silver Screen. By Greg Jenner. In this ambitious and entertaining history, which spans the Bronze and Silver Ages, Jenner explores the director's little-known early life and how we came to inhabit our world more than fifty years. As a superb artist, designer, publisher, performer, critic, poet, and playwright, van Gogh developed his audacious, iconic style by immersing himself in the work of others, and leaving the security of her privileged upbringing to pursue way we think about how things are made, and in particular the unconventional life he stationed himself. 299 pages. Imperial. T8¾x10¼. Pub. at $35.00  
$4.95

★ 4293812 WILLIAM MORRIS. Ed. by Anna Mason. As a pioneer of the Arts and Crafts Movement and one of the most influential designers of the late Victorian and early Edwardian periods, Morris is often characterized as a man who was ahead of his time. 160 photographs taken from a career transforming Frida into the artist we know today. Stahr writes the first in-depth biography of these formative years and with vivid detail re-creates the pivotal voyage that turned Sempreviva River into Kahn. Illus., some in color. 383 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99  
$26.95

★ 4872812 WHAT BECOMES A LEGEND MOST: A Biography of Richard Dali. By Philip Gelber. Gathering glamour with the gravitas of an artist’s transformation and the subjects of this prodigious painter and the way we think about how things are made, and in particular the unconventional life he stationed himself. 299 pages. Imperial. T8¾x10¼. Pub. at $35.00  
$4.95

★ 4869222 DOUBLE VISION: The Unruly Eye of Art World Avatars Dominique and John de Menil. By William McMillion. Set in Paris, Houston, Caracas, and New York, this is the riveting account of two very different personalities who together had a unique vision of beauty modernism that they made it their mission to share. Wishes to honor and protect his uncles’ family archives. 32 pages of color photos. 6x9¾x11¼. Pub. at $30.00  
$9.95

★ 4814657 DESPERATE ROMANTICS: The Private Lives of the Pre-Raphaelites. By Franny Moyle. Brings to life these notorious characters, showing that these artists are as compelling today as they were in their own time. 16 pages of photos. 4x6¼x9¾. Pub. at $17.95  
$14.95

★ 4787926 MICHAEL CURTIZ: A Life In Film. By Alan K. Rode. Illuminates the life of one of the film industry’s most competitive directors. Explores the director’s little-known early life and career in his native Hungary, revealing how Curtiz shaped the earliest days of silent cinema in Europe and America. 192 pages. UMP. Pub. at $30.00  
$24.95

★ 49673X4 CAMERA HUNTER: George Shiras III and the Birth of Wildlife Photography. By John de Menil. Recounts George Shiras’s life and craft as he traveled to wild country in North America, refined his trail-camera techniques, and championed laws and protection of wildlife. This work serves as an important record of Shiras’s accomplishments as a visual artist, wildlife conservationist, adventurer, and legislator. Photos. 208 pages. Yale. Pub. at $55.00  
$29.95

★ 4893425 MAGRITTE IN 400 IMAGES. By Julie Wajcie. Offers a selection of the most iconic paintings by Rene Magritte, along with a multitude of lesser-known gems from his expansive oeuvre. This reference guides the reader through the life and work of Magritte and his entire career. 840 pages. Ludion. 6x7¼. Pub. at $30.00  
PRICE CUT to $17.95

★ 4742362 THE DALI LEGACY. By C.H. Brown and J.-P. Boucquet. In this stunning volume, rich with character images, noted art historians discuss the historical, social, and political conditions that shaped Dalí’s work, identify the impact of Modern as we look ahead to the next generation, and present an unflinching view of Dalí’s personal relationships and motivations. 327 pages. 9¾x12¾. Pub. at $49.95  
$44.95

★ 4568608 JOHN LESLIE BRECK: American Impressionist. By Jonathan Stuhlmeyer. Presenting the work, life, and career of the nineteenth-century artist John Leslie Breck, who has been credited with being one of the first American artists to adopt Impressionism and to nurture its acceptance in the United States. Color photos. 228 pages. Giles. 9x12. Pub. at $40.00  
$39.95
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★ 3884990 GROSZ. By Lars Fiske. Fully illus. 80 pages. Fantagraphics. 8x10½. Pub. at $19.99  
$4.95

$17.95

$9.95

$9.95

PRICE CUT to $11.95

★ 4651014 LIFE IN THE STUDIO: Inspiration and Lessons on Creativity. By Frances Palmer. Well illus. in color. 256 pages. Artisan. 8x10½. Pub. at $35.00  
PRICE CUT to $17.95

Artist Monographs

★ 4928725 GUSTAV KLIMT: The Great Artists. By A.N. Hodge. Follows Klimt’s life and work from his early studies during the Belle Epoque era through his involvement in the Vienna Secession and his movement to his position as a teacher of, and influence on, the likes of Egon Schiele. Well illus., most in color. 96 pages. Siriux. 9x11¾. Pub. at $39.95  
$17.95

★ 4874430 CLAUDE MONET: The Great Artists. By Ann Sumner. Explores the life of this prodigious painter and the subjects that obsessed him: the cliffs of the Normandy coastline, the palazzos of Venice, and the Opera House in Paris, the great edifice of Rouen Cathedral, and his beloved garden at Giverny. Well illus., most in color. 90 pages. Siriux. 9x11¾. Pub. at $39.95  
$11.95
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487725X THE LAST LEONARDO: The Secret Lives of the World’s Most Expensive Paintings. By Ben Lewis. Tells the thrilling tale of a spell-binding icon invested with the power to make or break the reputations of scholars, billionaires, kings, and sheikhs—and the vicissitudes of the highly secretive art market are charted across six centuries. Above all, it is an adventure story about the search for lost treasure, and a quest for the truth. 16 pages of photos, most in color. 363 pages. Ballantine. 8½x11½. Pub. at $26.00. $7.95

492730 CLASSICAL ART: A Life History from Antiquity to the Present. By Caroline Vout. In this ambitious, richly illustrated work, Vout presents an original history of how classical art has been continuously redefined over the millennia as it has found itself in new contexts and cultures. All of this raises the question of classical art’s future through this unique exploration of how the age has been transformed by Greek and Roman antiquities. 359 pages. Princeton. 8x11¼. Pub. at $39.50. $12.95

487170 ART OF THE ANDES, THIRD EDITION: From Chavin to Inca. By Rebecca R. Stone. Provides an introduction to Andean art and architecture and describes the Chavin, Paracas, Moche, Nasca, Chimú, and Inca cultures. The dynamic cities, tall pyramids, intriguing earthworks, shining goldwork and intricate textiles constitute one of the greatest artistic traditions in history. Well illus., many in color. 248 pages. Thames & Hudson. 5½x8½. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. $9.95

482989 TYPEWRITER ART: A Modern Anthology. By Barrie Tullett. This beautiful volume brings together some of the best examples by typewriter artists around the world. As well as key historical work from the Bauhaus, H.N. Werkman and the concrete poets, there is art by contemporary practitioners. Fully illus., many in color. 176 pages. Ludion. 7x9½. Pub. at $35.00. $9.95

397665 SURREALISM AND PAINTING. By Andre Breton. Originally published in 1928, this volume is the most important statement ever written on surrealism, and the only publication on the subject composed by the movement’s founder and prime theorist. Well illus. 416 pages. MFA Publications. 8½x11¾. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95. $9.95

358882 UNDERSTANDING PAINTING: FROM GIOTTO TO WARHOL. By P.D. De Ryck & J. Thompson. Thompson and de Ryck explore more than 200 famous works spanning the Middle Ages to the late 20th century, displaying, unlocking each work’s meaning. This edition provides the means to interpret and better enjoy many works of art. Fully illus. 399 pages. Ludion. 7x9½. Pub. at $35.00. $11.95

487628 ANTIQUE WARHOL: Modern Masters. By Caroline Christ. A stunningly comprehensive survey combines hundreds of images with an informative text that includes the artist’s candid views on his work capturing his humorous sense of self and culture. Offers some previously unpublished art pieces from his early days. 128 pages. Abbeville. 8⅞x11¼. Pub. at $39.95. $9.95

481894 MADE IN THE AMERICAS: The New World Discovers Asia. By Dennis Carg et al. Exhibition catalog. Reveals the largely overlooked history of the profound influence of Asia on the arts of the colonial Americas. Featuring works from the sixteenth century. European outposts in the New World became a major nexus of the Asian trade export. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. MFA, Boston. 8x11½. Pub. at $50.00. $7.95

4874129 WALKER EVANS: Kitchen Corn. By Olivier Richon. Kitchen Corn shows a painstakingly clean sweep corner in the house of a family of white sharecroppers. Taken in 1936, the photography was not published until 1960. Richon’s detailed examination of the images reveals unreported stories of the Great Depression. 94 pages. MIT Press. 5 7/8x6¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $6.95

4944674 THE STORY OF PAINTING: How Art Was Made. Ed. by Kayla Diagramos. This is a beautifully persuasive account of how art developed through the ages, this volume reveals how new materials, influences, and brilliant individuals inspired artists to innovate and create their greatest works. Color photos. 360 pages. $14.95


4725174 DRAWING SURREALISM. By Linda Ferber. Showcases the medium as a fundamental metaphor for innovation and experimentation. 240 pages. Prestel. 9½x12. Pub. at $60.00. $17.95

495553 MANET PAINTS MODERN: A Summer in Argenteuil. By William Sauerlander. Focuses on an auspicious moment in the history of art where in the summer of 1874, Edouard Manet and Claude Monet first met. The nascent Impressionist movement, spent their holidays together in Argenteuil, on the Seine River, illus., some in color. 80 pages. J. Paul Getty Museum. 8x10. Pub. at $19.95. $9.95

4794484 GEORG JENSEN: Scandinavian Design for Living. Ed. by Alison Fisher. Lavishly illustrated with works ranging in style from organic to industrial, this volume is gleaned from the company’s own archives and situates silversmith Georg Jensen’s work in the broader context of 20th-century design. 240 pages. Well illus. of $50.00. $15.95


4714299 THE MONGOL CENTURY: Visual Cultures of Yuan China, 1271-1368. By Shane McCaustland. Explores the visual culture of China’s most recent dynasty (1271-1368), the spectacular but long neglected missing link in the artistic development of East Asia. Well illus., most in color. 295 pages. UHP. 7⅞x10. Pub. at $65.00. $14.95

4909399 BAUHAUS: The iPhone as the Enlightenment of Bauhaus Ideals. By Nicholas Fox Weber. In this rich, well written meditation on art and technology, the iPhone is imagined as the logical extension of the Bauhaus ideals. This exciting new study overturns traditional views on the significance of drawing in Venice, as an art and an act, from the Renaissance to the Grand Tour. The volume’s generous illustrations support this striking argument and convey the great variety, interest and beauty of the drawings themselves. 344 pages. Yale. 8x11. Pub. at $49.00. $14.95

4852079 CELTIC ART. By Venceslas Kruta. The essential introduction to the wondrous of Celtic art, this edition presents a dazzling sequence of more than 250 masterpieces ranging from the seventh century BC to the eighth century AD. The result is an authorative survey of one of the most magnificent periods of ancient artistic culture. Color photos. 240 pages. Phaidon. 8x11¼. Pub. at $59.95. $26.95

4907178 100 ARTISTS OF THE MALE FIGURE: A Contemporary Anthology of Painting, Drawing, and Sculpture. By Catherine Whistler. Thisexciting new study overturns traditional views on the significance of drawing in Venice, as an art and an act, from the Renaissance to the Grand Tour. The volume’s generous illustrations support this striking argument and convey the great variety, interest and beauty of the drawings themselves. 344 pages. Yale. 8x11. Pub. at $49.00. $14.95

483160 PAINTED IN MEXICO, 1700-1900. By Loren Zitomersky. Exhibition catalog. This stunningly illustrated volume represents the first serious effort to reposition the history of Mexican painting during the 18th and 19th centuries—a period marked by major stylistic changes and the invention of new iconographies. 512 pages. Prestel. 10½x12½. Pub. at $85.00. $29.95

4852060 BODY AND SOUL: Modern Antology. Ed. by Diane Follingstad et al. This authoritative survey of dress, design and sculpture demonstrates a broad and varied styles, including portraiture, studies, Pop Art, abstract, and photo-realism. 440 pages. Phaidon. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $59.95. $26.95

488834 DEEP AFFINITIES: Art and Science. By Philip F. Palmedo. Reveals how the two defining enterprises of the 20th century—art and science—are rooted in certain common instincts, which we might call aesthetic: an appreciation of symmetry, balance, and rhythm, as well as an appreciation of and abstract natural forms, and to represent them symbolically. Well illus., most in color. 192 pages. Abbeville. 8½x11. Pub. at $40.00. $29.95

4871065 A HISTORY OF AMERICAN TONALISM, 1880-1920: Crucible of American Modernism. By David A. Cleveland. The first definitive account of the Tonalism movement that galvanized America’s artistic life in the decades around 1900. Now published in a revised third edition featuring more than 100 new illustrations, this guide offers both a chronological narrative and a contextual re-evaluation of this long neglected missio. 616 pages. Abbeville. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $125.00. $89.95

4911233 NONCONFORMERS: A History of Self-Taught Artists. By Lisa Sliominska. When the art world has paid attention to outsider art, it has generally been within limiting categories. Yet there are many women, people with disabilities, and people of color, who have had a transformative influence on art. Fully illus. in color. 399 pages. Yale. 8×11. Pub. at $45.00. $35.95

500899 THE HISTORY OF AMERICAN PAINTING. By Michel Pastoureau. Black—a favorite color of priests and penitents, artists and ascetics, fashion designers and fascists—has always been connected to suffering. In this richly illustrated volume, the acclaimed author of Black now tells the fascinating social history of the color black in Europe. 210 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $35.00. $21.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/874
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463602 THE ART OF ILLUSION. By Florian Heine. A spellbinding look at the history and development of illusionistic art, revealing wide-ranging techniques that have piqued the public’s fascination with this medium. Reproduced in stunning color, this book is featured here both as a throwback to centuries-old processes such as trompe l’oeil and anamorphosis. 192 pages. Prestel. 9¾x12. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95

496409 BANKSY. By Alessandra Maltan. The most wide-ranging volume on the enigmatic and controversial graffiti artist, this deeply researched and highly personal tribute explores how Banksy continues to defy accepted wisdom about artistic success, growing only more lauded and influential as he celebrates his establishment platform and his mission to give a voice to the voiceless. Fully illus. in color. 239 pages. Prestel. 9¾x12. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95

499994 STILL LIFE: Contemporary Painters. By Kimberley Bell. Explores the diverse practices of more than forty contemporary artists and documents their styles, subjects, visions, and philosophies as they reinterpret the art of still life for our time. This volume captures the inanimate beauty of the everyday with a fresh, creative eye and offers a meditation on human experience. Fully illus. in color. 271 pages. Thames & Hudson. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95

498364 WHISTLER TO CASSATT: American Painters in France. Ed. by Timothy Standring. In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, American painters went to France in search of instruction, critically acclaimed, and patronage. This richly illustrated volume offers a sophisticated body of work by a large number of notable portrait artists as an image the artist explored for more than 20 years. This publication was to accompany a traveling exhibition of the same name with stops in Princeton, San Diego and Seattle. Photos. 96 pages. MCA San Diego. 9¾x7¾. Pub. at $45.00 $19.95

493924 THE CONTEMPORARY PORTRAIT. By Dona Z. Meilach. Presents a wide range of works by European and American artists who have engaged in a new scientific investigation of the Earth. This beautifully illustrated volume features a wide range of artists and features—caves and natural arches, dramatic geologic boulders and rock formations, mountains, glaciers, volcanoes, and cliffs. 144 pages. Giles. 9¾x11¼. Pub. at $45.00 $39.95

4888589 WATERCOLOR: A History. By Marie-Pierre Sale. Tells the story of how pioneering practitioners unlocked the aesthetic power of watercolor and established it as a medium in its own right. Features more than 500 watercolor illustrations, specially printed to capture the vibrancy and texture of the original works. 416 pages. Abbeville. 10x12½. Pub at $125.00 $94.95

4926198 LOADED: Guns in Contemporary Art. By Max Freedman. Works by nearly 100 of today’s most prominent artists, raise questions about the many issues that firearms trigger, leaving answers to the reader. This incisive survey of contemporary art and guns offers insight into the mixed associations of firearms in our culture, and reveals the compelling role they have come to play within our lives. Well illus. in color. 176 pages. Schiffer. 9¼x11¼. Pub. at $30.00 $29.95

4902197 THE CONTEMPORARY ART OF NATURE: Mammals. By E. Ashley Rooney. 224 pages. St. Martin’s. 8x11. Pub. at $55.00 $16.95

4985546 HOW WE LIVE NOW: Scenes from the Pandemic. By Bill Hayes. Photos. 150 pages. Bloomberg. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $20.00 $19.95

Regional Art

4871367 SIKH ART: From the Kapany Collection. Ed. by P.M. Taylor & S. Dhami. This volume brings together leading scholars of Sikhism and of Sikh art to assess and interpret the remarkable art resource known as the Kapany Collection, using it to introduce to a broad public the culture, history, and ethos of the Sikhs. Color photos. 320 pages. Roli. 8¾x12. Pub. at $85.00 $54.95

4935546 HOW WE LIVE NOW: Scenes from the Pandemic. By Bill Hayes. Photos. 150 pages. Bloomberg. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $20.00 $19.95

4937805 AMERICAN PAINTING, 1765-1930. Text by Daniel Kheel. Including more than 500 works, this stunning volume is an overview of the most important paintings in the many styles of this exciting period between 1750 and the end of the 19th century in Europe. 254 pages. Konemann. 7¾x11¼. Pub. at $59.95 $39.95

4942324 JASPER JOHNS: Light Bulb. The underlying subject matter of this work is not the object represented, but the investigation of how we perceive, label and categorize objects. Examining the significance of this commonplace object as an image the artist explored for more than 20 years. This publication was to accompany a traveling exhibition of the same name with stops in San Francisco, San Diego and Seattle. Photos. 96 pages. MCA San Diego. 9¾x7¾. Pub. at $45.00 $19.95


4875653 STARS & STRIPES: The American Flag in Contemporary Art. By E.A. Rooney & S. Standle. Through 350 images, celebrate America in all her glory. With commentary by Owen M. Katz et al. Offers the first comprehensive examination of the objects from the Bluegrass State featured in the Index of American Design. It shows a range of at least 12,000 works by more than half a century worth of the world’s top artists. $12.95

4982402 SOLE MATES: Cowboy Boots and Art. By Joseph Traugott. Takes a serious and ironic look at popular icons in western American culture—cowboy boots and masterpieces in western art—to explore American cultural values and pervasive themes in twentieth century art. Well illus., most in color. 124 pages. Museum of New Mexico. 10x9¾x1¼. Pub. at $34.95 $9.95

4910934 LESSONS IN LIKENESS: Portrait Painters in Kentucky and the Ohio River Valley, 1802-1920. By Estill Curtis Pennington. Charts the course of a large number of notable portrait artists as they painted a variety of sitters drawn from both urban and rural society. The work is generously illustrated, often unattributed from the Filson Historical Society collection of some four hundred portraits representing one of the most extensive holdings available for study in this region. 252 pages. UPky. 9¼x12½. Pub. at $30.00 $49.95

4910931 KENTUCKY BY DESIGN: The Decorative Arts and American Culture. Preface by E.K. Brown. Ed. by S. Little & C. Yu Yu. Ed. by S. Little & C. Yu Yu. Exhibition catalog. With a sweeping view across four centuries, this lushly illustrated volume showcases the most significant examples of decorative objects known as the Kapany Collection, using it to introduce to a broad public the culture, history, and ethos of the Sikhs. Color photos. 320 pages. Roli. 8¾x12. Pub. at $85.00 $54.95

4950542 EUROPE DIVIDED: Huguenot Refugee Art & Culture. By Patricia Phagan. Presents a wide range of works by European and American artists who have engaged in a new scientific investigation of the Earth. This beautifully illustrated volume features a wide range of artists and features—caves and natural arches, dramatic geologic boulders and rock formations, mountains, glaciers, volcanoes, and cliffs. 144 pages. Giles. 9¾x11¼. Pub. at $45.00 $39.95

Tales of Time: Geo logy in the W orld.

4985853 HUMAN EVOLUTION: From the Blue Grass State. By Michael J. Novacek. Award-winning author of Life’s End points his camera on the Blue Grass State. "I think it is fair to say that American paleontology is in for a treat," notes Science News. 352 pages. Flammarion. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $34.95 $11.95

4951594 VISIONS OF FUJI: Artists from the Floating World. By Michael Kerrigan. Japan’s majestic Mount Fuji has inspired artists and writers for centuries. This gorgeous volume explores the eternal resonance of the mountain’s influence, with a focus on the golden age of Japanese woodblock art. Katsushika Hokusai and Utagawa Hiroshige. Fully illus. in color. 191 pages. Flame Tree. 11¼x11¼. Pub. at $35.00 $12.95


Limited Edition

4979931 VISIONS OF FUJI: Artists from the Floating World. By Michael Kerrigan. Japan’s majestic Mount Fuji has inspired artists and writers for centuries. This gorgeous volume explores the eternal resonance of the mountain’s influence, with a focus on the golden age of Japanese woodblock art. Katsushika Hokusai and Utagawa Hiroshige. Fully illus. in color. 191 pages. Flame Tree. 11¼x11¼. Pub. at $35.00 $12.95
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474920 ETERNAL LIGHT: The Sacred Stained-Glass Windows of Louis Comfort Tiffany. By Catherine Shotick. Catalogue collection of the most significant religious windows produced by Tiffany Studios between 1880 and 1925, and the important collection of Tiffany windows at the Richard G. Driehaus Museum. Includes two gate-fold inserts highlighting two of the windows. Well illus., most in color. 84 pages. Giles. 9x12%. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

38799X TREASURES OF THE NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY. Exhibition catalog. A sumptuously illustrated volume that showcases the depth and breadth of the library’s holdings—distinguished works of all kinds, including rare books, maps, paintings, prints, sculpture, photographs, films, recorded sound, furniture, ephemera, rare and documented manuscript, and more. SHOPMITH illus. 338 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $100.00 $16.95

471166 BEFORE TIME BEGAN. By Georges Perlejean et al. Exhibition catalog. The first major Australian Indigenous art exhibition of the Foundation Opaie. It largely draws on the extensive collection of Tribal Art, and focuses on artworks in which Dreaming stories that tell of the creation of the Earth play a vital role. Well illus. 80 pages. 5 Continents. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

491369 HOW TO READ GREK VASES. By Joan R. Mertens. Aimed at giving a broad audience deeper insights into the extensive collection of the Metropolitan Museum of Art. Sure to inspire local dignitaries, ordinary citizens, and young children, providing insight into life in these ancient civilizations. Fully illus. in color. 280 pages. MMA. 10x11%. Pub. at $65.00 $19.95

394178 ROMAN PORTRAITS: Sculptures in Stone and Bronze. By Paul Asadi. This volume presents the后的collection of Rome’s finest collection of portrait sculptures from ancient Greek and Roman culture. They represent people of all ages and social strata–revered poets and philosophers, emperors and their family members, military heroes, and local dignitaries, ordinary citizens, and young children, providing insight into life in these ancient civilizations. Fully illus. in color. 280 pages. MMA. 10x11%. Pub. at $65.00 $19.95

393618X EUROPEAN CLOCKS AND WATCHES IN THE METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF ART. By Clare Vincent et al. Examines for the first time the Metropolitan Museum of Art’s collection of European clocks and watches created from the 16th and early 20th centuries. Fully illus. in color. 564 pages. MMA. 8x11%. Pub. at $125.00 $75.00

495420 THE WHOLE PICTURE: The Colonial Story of the Art in Our Museums & How We Need to Talk About It. By John Proctor. Take a tour through an imagined museum and unravel the biographies of some key objects. Each section describes a distinguished collection of objects in museums and galleries across North America. The South is the first in the series of Corpus catalogs. Entries provide full information, bibliography, and scholarly commentaries to each of 1,617 pages in three volumes. Slipcased. Fully illus. Georgia Museum of Art. 9x12%. Pub. at $200.00 $27.95

472114 CLASSICAL SCULPTURE. By Irene Baldassari. The first complete catalog of one of the most important Classical sculpture collections in the United States includes works from Italy, Greece, Egypt, North Africa, Roman Syria and Palestine, Egypt, and Babylonia—ranging in date from the late 7th century BC to the 4th century AD. Well illus. 352 pages. MMA. Pub. at $65.00 $19.95

378712 THE SUFFOLK COLLECTION: A Catalogue of Paintings. By Laura Houlston et al. This volume tells the story of a group of paintings that belonged to the earls of Suffolk and Berkshire which were gifted to Britain in 1749. Like the Sackler Collection, this one is thoroughly examined in this lavishly illustrated publication. 336 pages. MMA. 9x12%. Pub. at $75.00 $19.95

471136X SOMON ISLANDS ART: The Corbo Collection. Text by D. Waite et al. and photos by H. Dubois. Presents a broad range of artworks made between the 18th and early 20th centuries. The objects were collected in the early period of Pacific exploration. The collection includes masks from Nassau and Bougainville and a war canoe ornamental masks from Choiseul, and numerous figural sculptures from throughout the island chain. Well illus. in color. 200 pages. 5 Continents. Pub. at $125.00 $24.95

473687 THE ROMANCE OF MODERNISM: Paintings and Sculpture from the Scott M. Black Collection. By George Michael T. Schaeffer, Philip Wilson. 136 pages. MFA Publications. Pub. at $50.00 $19.95

397867 GLASS FLORALS. By Hisago Mizumaya. Illus. in color. 424 pages. Magnus Edizioni. 9x11%. Pub. at $45.00 $16.95

368714 MODERNISM AND MEMORY: Rhoda Pitzker and the Art of Collecting. Ed. by Collins and E. Hughes. 221 pages. Yale. 9x11%. Pub. at $65.00 $29.95

472116 TREASURES FROM THE ROYAL TOMBS OF UR. Ed. by R. L. Zettler. Illus. in color. 195 pages. UPAl. 8x11%. Pub. at $75.00 $19.95


397867 STAINED GLASS: Radiant Art. By Virginia Chiello Ragun. Richly illustrated with images from the remarkable stained glass collection at the J. Paul Getty Museum, this coffee table book is both an introduction to the making of a stained glass window, its iconography and architectural contextual, the significance of patrons and collectors, and also the challenges of restoration and display. 112 pages. J. Paul Getty Museum. 6x9%. Pub. at $34.95 $19.95


472249 THE BEVERLEY COLLECTION OF GEMS AT ALNWICK CASTLE. By Elizabeth Bartrick et al. Philip Wilson. 320 pages. Scala. 8x6½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

472219 THE UNKNOWN WIERNI WERKSTATT: Embroidery and Lace 1900 to 1930. By C. Thun-Hohenstein & A. Volker. 144 pages. Arnoldshöf. 8x11%. Pub. at $60.00 $17.95

473820 THE ORLEANS COLLECTION. By Vanessa I. Schmid and J.J. Armstrong-Totten. Illus. in color. Most in color. 288 pages. MMA. 10x11%. Pub. at $54.95 $19.95

471121 INTIMATE CONVERSATIONS: African Miniatures. By John Dintenfass et al. Photos by V. Ginier-Outoufier. 334 pages. 5 Continents. 9½x12%. Pub. at $119.95 $75.00

385904 SPRING. By David Trigg. Illus. in color. 96 pages. Tate. 5¼x7½. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

Exhibition Catalogs

LIMITED QUANTITY 4907167 PIET MONDRIAN/BARNETT NEWMAN/ DAVID HOCKNEY AT NEUMUNSTER BASIL. Although the three prominent modernists each belong to a different generation, all of them devoted their creativity to abstract art in groundbreaking ways. Under various intellectual and social auspices they relied upon ascetics in their unheard-of radical dealings with art. Color photos. 152 pages. Hatje Cantz. 9½x12. Pub. at $30.00 $13.95

393234 THE FERRIER COLLECTION OF GEMS AT ALNWICK CASTLE. By Elizabeth Bartrick et al. Philip Wilson. 320 pages. Scala. 8x6½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95
Sculpture

4982363 ART DECO SCULPTURE. By Alistair Duncan. Showcases and puts into historical context a universe of sculpted works created in the 1920s and 1930s. With extended biographies of the most important artists and concise biographies of all the principle artists, as well as a thematic index, this encyclopedia volume is the essential and authoritative guide for those interested in the Art Deco style. Fully illus., in many color. 400 pages. Thames & Hudson. 9½x12½. Pub. at $70.00 PRICE CUT to $34.95

4772822 LIKE LIFE: Sculpture, Color, and the Body. By Luke Syson et al. Exhibition catalog. Examines key sculptural works from thirteenth century Europe to the current present, revealing the strategies artists deploy to blur the distinction between art and life. Fully illus., in color. 300 pages. MMA. 8½x11%. Pub. at $55.00 $37.95

4771334 MUMUYE–SCULPTURE FROM NIGERIA: The Human Figure Revalued. By Frank Herreman with C. Petridis. Through 41 masterworks, this beautifully illustrated volume reveals some of the most remarkable works made by this Nigerien tribal group. Through a selection of masks and other objects, this collection reveals the beauty of Mumuye figurative sculpture. In English and French. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. 5 Continents. 8½x11%. Pub. at $70.00 PRICE CUT to $34.95

4771203 HEMBA. By Luigi Spina. Through the perceptive lens of the photographer, we discover nine of the most accomplished Hembra creations whose classical style has captured the imagination of some koumzi sculptures of ancient Greece. Text in English and French. Well illus. in color. 10x13%. Pub. at $95.00

4788719 ELSWORTH KELLY: Sculpture on the Wall. By Judith F. Dolkart. Well illus., in color. 304 pages. 5 Continents. 9x12%. Pub. at $45.00 PRICE CUT to $7.95

4981574 SCULPTURE OF LES ANIMALIERS 1900-1950. By Catherine Forge. Outlines the development of sculpture of the animaliers, grouping together works from this period to showcase Tiffany's glass masterpieces, their relationships to art in general, and the many connections to Tiffanys art. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Konemann. 7½x7½. Pub. at $75.00

479906X BRONZE SCULPTURE CASTING AND PATINATION: Mud, Fire, Metal. By Sandy S. Russell. Offers a complete examination of the processes involved in forming metal sculpture, as well as contemporary and historical examples. Describes in detail the two techniques used to form sculpture castings in metal—the lost wax (cire perdu) method, and the modern variant of sand casting. 350 pages. Schiffer. 9½x12½. Pub. at $125.00 PRICE CUT to $34.95

4711343 MUMUYE—SCULPTURE FROM NIGERIA: The Human Figure Revalued. By Frank Herreman with C. Petridis. Through 41 masterworks, this beautifully illustrated volume reveals some of the most remarkable works made by this Nigerian tribal group. Through a selection of masks and other objects, this collection reveals the beauty of Mumuye figurative sculpture. Text in English and French. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Ashmolean Museum. 7¾x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00

4875520 ROYAL DOUTON: A Legacy of Excellence 1871–1945. By G. W. C. Doulton. Showcases the rise and expansion of the Royal Doulton Company, from humble beginnings in 1895 to their advanced expeditions across the world. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Schiffer. 9½x12%. Pub. at $95.00

4921399 GIFTS FROM THE FIRE: American Ceramics, 1880–1950. By A.C. Feilchenfeld & M. Eidelberg. From the 1880s to the 1950s, pioneering American artists drew upon the rich traditions of the ancient and Byzantine Mediterranean, and the European and Asian ceramics to develop new designs, decorations, and techniques. This is a vivid and accessible overview of American ceramics from the 1880s through the 1950s. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. MFA. 9½x11%. Pub. at $65.00 $49.95

3976521 THE ELEPHANT AND THE LOTUS: Vietnamese Ceramics in the Marianne E. Phelps, Boston. By Philippe Truong. With an introduction by John Stevenson that places ceramics at the intersection of artistic expression and military and extensive presentations by renowned author and author Philippe Truong, this is the first complete publication of a remarkable collection. Well illus. in color. 261 pages. MFA Publication. Pub. at $26.00

4863178 GREEK GOLD FROM HELLENISTIC EGYPT. By Michael Pfrommer with E. Markus. An assemblage of spectacular pieces of gold jewelry from Ptolemaic Egypt. Discusses each objects style, iconography, and craftsmanship. 74 pages. J. Paul Getty Museum. Hardcover. Pub. at $170.00

4966317 TREASURES OF THE GOLDSMITH'S ART: The Michael Welby Bequest to the Ashmolean Museum. By T. Wilson & M. Winterbottom. This beautiful volume introduces over sixty of the prime pieces from the astonishing Michael Welby Bequest at the Ashmolean Museum. These precious and exotic objects mainly come from Constantinople, the capital of the Byzantine Empire, and span the period from the early Christian to the late Byzantine period. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Ashmolean Museum. 7½x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00.

4818870 ARTFUL ADORNMENTS: Jewelry from the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. By Yorine J. Markowitz. Features over one hundred works from one of the most comprehensive collections in the world. With lavish color illustrations, this volume presents a dazzling array from an emerald and diamond brooch once owned by the cellular fortune heiress Marjorie Merriweather Post, to a rock crystal and gold amulet found in the tomb of an ancient Egyptian queen.

4876415 THE MOSAICS OF LOUIS COMFORT TIFFANY. By Edith Crouch. Offers the first volume devoted exclusively to Tiffany’s glass mosaic masterpieces, crafted from 1880 to 1931 at the Tiffany Studios, not only exploring the history of the glass but also the work of the studio as one of the leading innovators in the field of decorative art.

Design & Decorative Art

4986075 MODERN BRITISH SCULPTURE. By Guy Portelli. Presents a comprehensive study of modern sculpture development in Great Britain, showing the various sculptors of the 20th century. Chronologically arranged to show the influences that touched each of the artists’ lives, it concentrates on the most significant sculptors of the modern era. Fully illus., in color. 320 pages. Schiffer. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $89.95

4946790 THE MAKING OF RODIN: The Ey Exhibition. By Nabil Abdal Nabi et al. This volume sheds light on Rodin’s use of modeling (and not only of modeling) as a means of working, and his imaginative use of photography, revealing how he reinvented sculpture for the modern age. Fully illus., in color. 224 pages. Tate. 7½x9½. Pub. at $55.00


3988791 ELSWORTH KELLY: Sculpture on the Wall. By Judith F. Dolkart. Well illus., in color. 304 pages. 5 Continents. 10x13¼. Pub. at $45.00

4711270 KULANGO FIGURINES. By Alain-Michel Boyer, photos by F. Pachi. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. 5 Continents. 9x12¼. Pub. at $75.00

3909969 SCULPTURE OF LES ANIMALIERS 1900-1950. By Edward Horswell. Fully illus. in color. 376 pages. Scala. 9x12. Pub. at $75.00

4996018 CERAMICS & POTTERY

4966236 MAIOLICA. By Timothy Wilson. An introduction to Italian Renaissance ceramics in the Ashmolean Museum. These colorful and highly decorative wares form a distinctive and significant part of the artistic achievement of Italy in the Renaissance. Provides detailed information on each piece, and relates the subject matter of the painted scenes to the artistic culture of the time. Well illus. in color. 86 pages. Ashmolean Museum. 6x8½. Pub. at $22.95

4876415 THE MOSAICS OF LOUIS COMFORT TIFFANY. By Edith Crouch. Offers the first volume devoted exclusively to Tiffany’s glass mosaic masterpieces, crafted from 1880 to 1931 at the Tiffany Studios, not only exploring the history of the glass but also the work of the studio as one of the leading innovators in the field of decorative art.
Design & Decorative Art

4925955 THE STORY OF DESIGN: From the Paleolithic to the Present. By Charlotte & Peter Fiell. A multiauthored and truly comprehensive in its scope, introducing the styles, movements, theories, materials, processes, technologies, pioneers, and companies that have shaped the design era. This account studies the foundations of design practice from its earliest inception, and defines the major themes that have guided this discipline until the present day. Photos, most in color. 512 pages. Monacelli. Tabloid. Pub. at $50.00 $14.95

4729080 ROYAL RUBIES. By Nina Hald. Over the past few years, the royal ruby set as worn by Her Royal Highness Crown Princess Mary of Denmark has been restored and changed during Fine Jewelry. This volume gives a closer look at the set, while you peek over the shoulders of the goldsmiths as they have gently restored and changed it. Well illus., most in color. 144 pages. ACC. 8¾x11¼. Pub. at $50.00 $14.95

4878620 25,000 YEARS OF JEWELRY. By Astrid Bahr et al. Drawn from the holdings of the Staatliche Museum in Berlin, this collection of jewelry from the Paleolithic era to the present day links cultures and eras to show how the design, wearing, and collection of adornment has evolved. Color photos, 384 pages. Prestel. 9x11¼. Pub. at $125.00 $64.95

3885460 RUSSIAN DECORATIVE ARTS. By Cynthia Coleman Spark. Offers a guide to precious metal, enamel, jewelry, Fabergé, and decorations and decorations, porcelains that have become masterworks. In a simple, rapidy, woodwork and bone. Each topic is discussed in beautifully illustrated chapters that introduce the techniques and specifically Russian characteristics, and provides a comprehensive guide to the principal makers. 296 pages. Antique Collectors' Club. 9x12. Pub. at $59.95 $24.95

4926137 UNDERSTANDING JEWELLERY: The 20th Century. By D. Bennett & D. Mascetti. This exciting new reference work on the history of jewelry provides an in-depth history of jewelry design and development from 1900 to 2000. Detailing the various forms, techniques and materials employed by the companies and individuals who defined jewelry in the 20th century, it’s perfect for lovers of jewelry and those desiring a deeper understanding. Well illus. in color. 300 pages. ACC. 1x13x13. Pub. at $75.00 $45.95

4871391 UNDERSTANDING JEWELLERY. By D. Bennett & D. Mascetti. This classic edition brings together the identification and dating of all types of jewelry. Filled with history, this book is a common foundation. Color photos. 494 pages. ACC. 9x11¼. Pub. at $75.00 $54.95

4969325 WEAVING: Contemporary Masters on the Loom. By Katie Trigeldjen. Weaving is an ancient craft that is evolving. A feast for the eyes, this volume celebrates contemporary weaving and its makers, presenting a carefully selected group of weavers alongside a rare glimpse into their worlds. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Ludion. 8¾x10½. Pub. at $45.00 $12.95

4769599 RALLI QUILTS: Traditional Textiles from Pakistan and India. By Patricia Gormsy. This book is an overview of the story of a fascinating quilting tradition found in southern Pakistan and neighboring western India. These quilts have become a cultural icon, embodying the cultural and historical values of the men and women who sew them, and the creators and their most unusual works. Well illus. in color. 360 pages. Konemann. 9½x9½. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

4800870 ARMOR. By Patricia T. Herr. Presents a permanent record of an exhibit at The Heritage Center of Lancaster County. This volume documents each step and evolving technique to design, make, sell and use hooked rugs. Fully illus., most in color. 160 pages. Schiffer. 12x9¼. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

4822340 TEXTILES OF TIMOR: Island in the Woven Sea. Ed. by R.W. Hamilton & J. Barkman. Despite the island being divided by control the weaving cloth has remained intact, being the cultural history of the Timorese peoples as a whole. Handwoven cotton garments serve as marker of identity and nurture social relationships when they are exchanged. Together for the first time woven works from all parts of the island are documenting that the textile arts form a common foundation. Color photos. 252 pages. UCLA Fowler Museum. 9¾x12. Pub. at $50.00 $9.95

3841228 WOVEN GOLD: Tapestries of Louis XIV. By Charissa Bremer-David. Exhibition catalog. Meticulously woven by hand with wool, silk, and gilt metal-wrapped thread, the tapestry collection at the Sun King, Louis XIV of France represented the highest achievements of the art form. The revered older hangings together with new commissions were displayed when the court was in residence and in public on special occasions and feast days. Illus., most in color. 156 pages. J. Paul Getty Museum. 12x9¼. Pub. at $49.95 $19.95

3869911 TEXTILES OF THE BANJAN: Cloth and Culture of a Wandering Tribe. By G. Kwon & T. McLaughlin. 191 pages. Thames & Hudson. 9x12¼. Pub. at $50.00 PRICE CUT to $9.95


Folk Art


4772121 THE MODERN MASTERS OF TATTOOING. By Charissa Bremer-David. M s. Bremer-David introduces the 23 most talented tattoo artists of our time: the men and one woman who have become idols in the global tattoo community. Exclusive interviews with the artists—paired with more than 1,100 new and rarely seen images of their work—uncover the circumstances that drew them to tattooing and what has inspired them. 280 pages. Schiffer. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $60.00 $19.95

4940180 TATTOOS. Ed. by Maria Kellig. A tattoo is more than just a decoration for the body. More than fashion. It is a visual expression of an attitude towards life. A tattoo is a work of art that is created in pain on a canvas of skin. This guide will take you on a journey through the history of tattooing, and into the artists' lives. A work of art that will inspire them.

4850590 A LEGACY IN TRAMP ART. By Clifford A. Wallach. In over 600 color photographs, this volume presents historical images and introduces newly discovered artists of tramp art, complete with their own biographies. Master tramp artists, their wooden cigar boxes and wooden crates, tramp art is the story of the common man, unschooled in the arts, taking a simple tool to create a legacy. 224 pages. Schiffer. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $69.99 $19.95

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
**Folk Art**

*392226* FIGURAL DESIGNS IN ZUNI JEWELRY. By Yoshiko Seto. Collects 55 biographies of Zuni jewelry-making individuals and families, with interesting facts about their extraordinary backgrounds and explanations of their design styles and methods. Nearly 300 color plates display subtle variations that indicate a particular master’s work. 152 pages. Schiffer. 8x11¼. Pap. at $24.95. **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

**396945** CALIFORNIA COVER GIRLS: Timbo Road Trip. By Bob Baxter. Adults only. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8x11¼. Pap. at $29.95. **PRICE CUT to $24.95**


---

**Antiquities**

*498353* CHINESE EXPERT PORCELAIN. By Catherine Coleman Bowers. This first half of the 20th century collector Ethel Lieberman acquired hundreds of exquisite Chinese export porcelains, which were presented to the Elvehjem in the 1970s. Over a hundred of these wares are described and documented, including armorial and pseudo-armorial pieces, some porcelains decorated with indigenous Eastern designs, and others which were presented to the Elvehjem in the 1970s. 128 pages. Titan. 12x8¼. Pap. at $24.95. **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

**399177** 50 BRONZE AGE FINDS: From the Portable Antiques Scheme. By Dot Bougnot. Investigates finds and hoards discovered over the last twenty years and uses them to discuss the development of the different Bronze Age weapon, tool, vessel and ornament types from their humble origins to their individual peaks in the Early, Middle and Late Bronze Ages. Illus. in color. 250 pages. Powdered. Pub. at $32.95. **$6.95**

**471194** THE WORLD OF SPIRITS IN PRE-COLUMBIAN ECUADOR. Text by Ivan Cruz Cevallos. Outstanding photography illustrates the wide variety of style and form achieved by the ancient cultures of the Pacific coastal lowlands, Andean mountains, and eastern tropical forests in this stunning collection of Pre-Columbian artifacts. 250 pages. 5 Continents. 7½x10¼. Pap. at $25.95. **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

**392837** DAWN OF EGYPTIAN ART. By Diana Craig Patch et al. Fully illus. in color. 275 pages. 9x12¼. Pap. at $60.00. **$9.95**

**475922** TREASURES AT CANTERBURY CATHEDRAL. Compiled by Sarah Turner. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Scala. 6½x9½. Pap. at $9.95. **$7.95**

**3829928** SILLA: Korea’s Golden Kingdom. By S. Lee & D. Leddy. 219 pages. 8½x11¼. Pap. at $65.00. **PRICE CUT to $55.00**

**3766348** THE FARNESE CUP. Text by V. Sampolo, photos by L. Spin. 80 pages. 9½x12¼. Pap. at $32.95. **PRICE CUT to $24.95**

**472727** IMAGINING THE PAST IN FRANCE: History in Manuscript Painting, 1250-1500. By E. Morrison & A.D. Hedeman. 366 pages. 9x12¼. Pap. at $80.00. **$24.95**

**3745678** GREEK AND ROMAN MOSAICS. By U. Pappatosta & R. Ciardiello. 320 pages. Abbeville. 10½x12¼. Pap. at $75.00. **$54.95**

---

**Art of Illustration**

*4909925* THE ART OF THE DISNEY PRINCESS: Celebrating Jasmine from Disney Aladdin. Ed. by Jennifer Eastwood. Disney artists, designers, and illustrators from around the world have reimagined their favorite princesses and portrayed them in a variety of artistic styles. Includes space pastel, oil paint, pencil, and more. Showcasing art pieces ranging from the traditional to the unconventional, this collectible gift book is sure to enchant all. Fully illus. 176 pages. Disney. 10x10¼. Pap. at $34.99. **$9.95**

---

**Fantasy & Sci Fi Art**

*3813269* FORBIDDEN ART: The World of Erotica. By Miss Naomi. Enter the unknown world of erotica, a “forbidden art,” to explore its many wonders. Features over 500 color photographs of erotic artworks and artifacts. 176 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Pap. at $49.95. **$14.95**

---

**Erotic Art**

*3873489* HEAVENLY BODIES, VOLUME ONE: The Art of Bruce Colero. Using cutting edge computer generated imagery, artist Bruce Colero injects a mesmerizing flair of science fiction into these gorgeously rendered nudes. Here the future of animation is in heavenly union with the ageless draw of sex and beauty, making for an endlessly intoxicating erotic assembly. Adults only. 48 pages. 9x12. Pap. at $11.95. **$9.95**

**6876595** KNOCK OUTS! By Elias Chatzoudis. There are few artists who can effectively blend cartoon and realism and get to drop dead sexy. Chatzoudis’s ladies are as sensual andlegt and literally the stuff that dreams are made of! Adults only. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. SOP. 9x12. Pap. at $14.95. **$11.95**

---

**See more titles at erhbc.com/874**
**Erotic Art**

3852090 VISIONS OF EROTICA. By Miss Naomi. 176 pages. Schiffer, 8¾x11¼. Pub. at $19.95

3471748 CELEBRATING PIN-UPS IN 3-D. illus. in color. Schiffer, 7x10½. Pub. at $34.99

3743160 IDLE HANDS: The Art of Coop. By Chris Cooper. Fully illus. in color. Baby Tattoo, 10x10¼. Pub. at $50.00 $39.95

**Artist's Manuals & Guides**

1918109 HOW TO DRAW ANYTHING. By Mark Linley. This work shows how to learn to look properly and get basic outlines correct, includes a gallery, full color plate, step by step guide to show how understanding can help to transform a sketch, and more. Linley guides you through the techniques you need to succeed. Fully illus. 286 pages. Robinson. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.95 $5.95

4926234 FASHION DRAWING: Discover How to Illustrate Like the Experts. By N. Chapman & J. Cheek. Includes sections on templates and poses, fabrics, accessories, and clothing design, and offers instruction in the full range of skills required to reach a professional standard. This guide will take your work to any level. Fully illus., most in color. 256 pages. Arcturus. 9x10¾. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

3972689 VELVET LOVE: VOLUME ONE: Girl on Girl. By S. Mazzotti & V. Silvestroni. When the passions of two women ignite, the heat that's released is pure erotic ecstasy. The team of Mazzotti and Silvestroni presents them in this deluxe text-free edition. Adults only. Fully illus. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $11.95

4697596 STEAMPUNK: RISING: The Art of Sandra Chang-Adair. Travel to an alternate reality with this collection of impossible Steampunk beauties by a top fantasy pin-up artist. Her distinctive style, the page from every angle, blends the electricity of X-rated lust with motifs inspired by Alice in Wonderland; Frankensteain; and more. Adults only. Illus. in color. 48 pages. SQP. 9x12. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

4839374 PENCIL AND INK. By Frank Miller. In this new in-depth interview, this iconic artist teaches you to draw women, nudes, sketches and studies of figure. Revealed is Cho's passion for human form, crosshatching and the line, as well as his love of storytelling. Featuring a new look at both of his most famous works, Batman and Sin City, this interview will reveal why many questions frequently asked by Cho's followers and fans. Adults only. 127 pages. Goliath. 5¾x8. Pub. at $34.99 $17.95

2062980 MARQUIS DE SADE: 100 Erotic Illustrations. Contains the illustrations that accompanied the works of Marquis de Sa de's writings, commissioned by de Sade himself, and presents them in this deluxe text-free edition. Adults only. Fully illus. 112 pages. Goliath. 5½x8. Pub. at $49.99 $17.95


3835566 NAUGHTY AND NICE: The Good Girl Art of Bruce Timm. Presented is an extensive survey of Timm's celebrated “after hours” private works. These teasingly drawn nudes, completed to the final stages of his creative process, are an essential guide to the form, 250 full-color, line and pencil images of partially clothed and nude woman. Timm blends his animation style with his passion for traditional good-girl art for an approach that is unmistakable. Adults only. 255 pages. Fleks. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $44.95 $32.95

4191282 BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO LIFE DRAWING. By Eddie Amer. Improve your drawing skills and learn how to observe the human form through this simple, practical course. By applying a few basic rules, the shape of a body can be both accurately and accurately captured in minutes. Developing your skills by following the 10 step by step exercises. Fully illus. 96 pages. Search 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

3805675 NEVER QUIT DRAWING: Sketching Your Way to an Everyday Art Habit. Text by T. Simms, illus. By K. Rosanes. Turn your occasional doodles into lasting creative habits with this guide/journal. Filled with cutted edge advice and helpful instruction, commit to drawing something on every page and you will be well on your way to creating a habit that sticks. Well illus. 168 pages. Race Point. 8¾x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

4484983 CRAYON: Anytime, Anytime Art. By Monika Forsberg. Allows artists of all skill levels to create beautiful, spontaneous artwork inspired by the surroundings, no matter what they are. Brimming with fun and simple step by step projects that will teach you how to create your own contemporary works using the medium of crayons. 128 pages. SQP. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $13.95

2986060 PAINT PAINTING: Mastering Fluid Art. By Rick Chadde. Paint painting is a form of abstract art that uses acrylic paints with a fluid medium. Paints react with each other when combined to make interesting visually organic motifs. Fluid acrylics can be used on many types of surfaces through various techniques to create dazzling and inspiring works. Illus. in color. 120 pages. Walter Foster. 6½x9½. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95

4804453 HOW TO DRAW INKY WONDERLANDS. By Johanna Basford. A guide to creating beautiful worlds and wonderland creatures. Start by step exercises, inspiring prompts and plenty of pages to color, you’ll be free to let your creativity run wild. Basford invites you to develop your personal drawing style and use this creative guide as a guidebook to your artistic development. Well illus. 192 pages. Walter Foster. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $9.55

2941821 DRAWING FOR THE BEGINNING ARTIST. By Gabriel Martin. Explains, step by step, the process of drawing light and shadow for the beginner. With varied exercises, inspiring prompts and plenty of pages to color, you’ll be free to let your creativity run wild. Basford invites you to develop your personal drawing style and use this creative guide as a guidebook to your artistic development. Well illus. 192 pages. Walter Foster. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $9.55

1912968 DOODLE ART AND LETTERING WITH JOANNE SHARPE. This work is filled with lessons, techniques and ideas all devised to help you elevate the humble doodle. You will learn how to incorporate these elements into your art and lettering styles. Including more than 100 prompts for doodling and terrific ideas for saving your doodles, like decks, journals, and banks.Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. North Light. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

4565415 FIGURE DRAWING: How to Draw the Figure with Impact. By Sharon Pinsky. Offers a simple approach to rendering the figure with minimal marks for maximum effect, and shows how to use fluid line, elegant form, and drama to activate your subject through detail, character, and body language in a variety of media. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. David & Charles. 9x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $9.65
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**4845161** PERSPECTIVE: Artist's Library Series. By William F. Powell. Learn how perspective works, and how to render it correctly on a two dimensional paper or canvas. Includes step by step instructions to master the basics of one, two, and three point perspective, along with practice drawings. Fully illus. 64 pages. Walter Foster. 6½x9½. Paperback. Pub. at $9.45. **$4.95**

**1917889** ACRYLICS IN 10 STEPS. By Ian Sidaway. This unique painting course will teach you all the skills you need to paint with acrylics in 10 simple steps. Master essential techniques by individual elements of a still-life arrangement, then put them all together in the final step to create a masterpiece. Art College Edition. 7¾x9½. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95. **$4.95**

**474697X** PAINT LIKE THE MASTERS. Text by Gabriel Martin. This exhaustive study uncovers the trade secrets of the great masters through in-depth examination of 14 of the world's most famous paintings. Hundreds of full-color images, step by step instruction, and analysis of the tools, pigments, and techniques used by the great masters give you a complete understanding and interpretation of a work of art. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. ILEX. 7¼x9½. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. **$5.95**


**4945263** DRAWING & PAINTING FLOWERS: A Step-by-Step Guide to Creating Beautiful Floral Artworks. By Jill Winch. This accessible guide is aimed at those who wish to translate their love of flowers into vivid and accurate illustrations in both pencil and watercolor. The examples and exercises within range from tulips and other seasonal subjects to create basic configurations involving multiple flowers. Fully illus., many in color. 224 pages. Sirius. 8x11. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99. **$12.95**

**496022X** AWAKENING YOUR CREATIVE SOUL: A 52-Week Journey to Artistic Discovery. By Sandra Duran Wilson. There are 52 chapters with an exercise for each week of the year that features a step by step drawing or writing project. Following the flow of the seasons, the exercises are designed to take you from the spring of your intuition, through the summer of personal growth and the fall of self discovery to arrive at the end of your creative cycle refreshed and renewed. 176 pages. North Light. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99. **$5.95**

**4871858** COUNTRY SCENES IN ACRYLIC. By Jerry Yarnell. Enjoy expert tips, tricks and tools for better results and more enjoyable painting. This book takes you from a realistic dragonfly to create organisms, unicorns, gobolins, and more. Fully illus. 144 pages. Walter Foster. 8¼x11. **$21.99. $16.95**

**4932206** BEGINNING ACRYLIC. By Susette Billebaud Gertsch. Learn everything you need to know to get started painting in acrylics. Step by step techniques help you build and develop basic skills. Learn the basics of color theory, drawing, designing the perfect painting, and much more. Fully illus. 128 pages. Rockridge. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95. **$4.95**

**4742439** PAINTING IN ACRYLIC: Artist’s Library Series. By Varvara Harmon. Ideal for artists of all skill levels, this guide features a wealth of information on the history and various types of media. Harmon guides you step by step through 11 beautiful acrylic projects on a range of subjects, offering easy to follow instructions and helpful tips and insights. 64 pages. Walter Foster. 6½x9½. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95. **$3.95**

**4913752** YOU CAN DRAW ANYTHING! 50+ Essential Art Techniques for the Aspiring Artist. By Christopher Hart. Teaches you how to draw more than 50 fascinating subjects; gives you an easy way of drawing people and animals, and will allow you to do more than ever before. Includes step by step instructions and plenty of full color examples. Crilley takes you from the basics to the finer points. All you need is paper, pencil, and eraser. 216 pages. Insight. 8x10. Hardcover. Pub. at $19.95. **$14.95**

**4873319** MARK CRILLEY’S ULTIMATE BOOK OF DRAWING HANDS. Hands are the most challenging aspect of creating compelling characters that gesture, communicate, and are in their own right a character in form and style. Step by step lessons along with plenty of full color examples, Crilley gives you the basics from the finer points. All you need is paper, pencil, and eraser. 128 pages. Impact. 8x10. Hardcover. Pub. at $23.00. **$17.95**

**4903880** THE EASY GUIDE TO PAINTING SKIES IN WATERCOLOUR. By Stephen Coates. Teaches you through some highly effective techniques that will turn a good painting into a brilliant one. He explains clearly which tools and materials you need, and how to achieve the correct range of techniques and colour on a panel. color photos. 112 pages. Search. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. **$12.95**

**4871685** SKETCH YOURSELF: How to Draw Your Best Self & Your BFFs! By Amy Biancolli. Capture yourself and your friends by drawing the quirky things that make up each of us: children, hairstyles, tattoos, and attitude! Start by practicing the basics of drawing faces and then move on to mastering different emotions, body shapes, and poses. Fully illus. 143 pages. Abrams. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99. **$6.95**

**4935384** 30-MINUTE DRAWING FOR BEGINNERS: Easy Step-by-Step Lessons and Techniques for Landscapes, Still Lifes, Figures, and More. By Jordan DeWilde. Anyone can learn to draw! This work is the perfect place to get started, with easy lessons you can do in an hour or less. Even if you have no drawing experience, you'll grow your skills and confidence over the course of this work with short, simple exercises that break down the basic drawing skills into easy to break down exercises. 112 pages. Rockridge. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $11.99. **$4.95**

**492634X** JUST DRAW! Faces in 15 Minutes. By Susie Hodge. Drawing faces is often considered to be one of the hardest things you can do. This guide offers a simple and effective way to get going. You'll learn how to draw the shape of the face and the head and recreate variations in facial features and skin tones. With 12 step by step projects to complete, you can improve your skill and create amazing portraits. Well illus. 128 pages. Sirius. 8x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99. **$12.95**

**4943235** DRAWING IS EASY: A Step-by-Step Guide. By Susie Hodge. Takes the mystery out of how to grasp the fundamentals and build up your confidence. This guide will provide you with the groundwork to get you sketching like a pro in minutes. Portraits; landscapes, and more. Well illus. 128 pages. Arcturus. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99. **$4.95**

**4712439** PAINTING IN ACRYLIC: Artist’s Library Series. By Varvara Harmon. Ideal for artists of all skill levels, this guide features a wealth of information on the history and various types of media. Harmon guides you step by step through 11 beautiful acrylic projects on a range of subjects, offering easy to follow instructions and helpful tips and insights. 64 pages. Walter Foster. 6½x9½. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95. **$3.95**

**492634X** JUST DRAW! Faces in 15 Minutes. By Susie Hodge. Drawing faces is often considered to be one of the hardest things you can do. This guide offers a simple and effective way to get going. You'll learn how to draw the shape of the face and the head and recreate variations in facial features and skin tones. With 12 step by step projects to complete, you can improve your skill and create amazing portraits. Well illus. 128 pages. Sirius. 8x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99. **$12.95**

**4913752** YOU CAN DRAW ANYTHING! 50+ Essential Art Techniques for the Aspiring Artist. By Christopher Hart. Teaches you how to draw more than 50 fascinating subjects; gives you an easy way of drawing people and animals, and will allow you to do more than ever before. Includes step by step instructions and plenty of full color examples. Crilley takes you from the basics to the finer points. All you need is paper, pencil, and eraser. 216 pages. Insight. 8x10. Hardcover. Pub. at $19.95. **$14.95**

**4873319** MARK CRILLEY’S ULTIMATE BOOK OF DRAWING HANDS. Hands are the most challenging aspect of creating compelling characters that gesture, communicate, and are in their own right a character in form and style. Step by step lessons along with plenty of full color examples, Crilley gives you the basics from the finer points. All you need is paper, pencil, and eraser. 128 pages. Impact. 8x10. Hardcover. Pub. at $23.00. **$17.95**

**467343** DOGS & PUPPIES: How to Draw & Paint. By Cynthia Knox. Follow along with the simple step by step instructions to draw six canines, including a puppy, cat, and more! Introduces you to the fundamentals of drawing and painting dogs, and shows you how to make a dog look lively. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95. **$4.95**

---

See more titles at erhbc.com/874
★★4952278 REDISCOVERING GOUACHE: A New Approach to a Versatile Technique for Contemporary Artists and Illustrators. By Alyscia Blau. Gouache is a classic painting and drawing technique. Blau shares his many years of experience, material recommendations, tips, composition, mixing colors, preparing a canvas, or mastering image-editing software. Fully illus. in color. 318 pages. Dorling Kindersley. $19.95. Pub at $17.95

★★4918328 THE ARTIST'S MANUAL: The Definitive Art Sourcebook--Medias, Materials, Tools, and Techniques. Ed. by Rob Pepper. Become a more confident, creative artist--whatever your level of skill or experience. Discover the tools, practices, and the processes that will help you unleash the artist within. Brush up on your knowledge of sketching and painting techniques. 196 pages. Tuttle. $11.95. Pub at $10.95

★★496392X A COMPLETE GUIDE TO CHINESE BRUSH PAINTING. By Caroline & Susan Selj. This guide introduces the venerable art of painting with ink on rice paper using traditional Chinese techniques and subject matter. In these pages you will learn to paint traditional Chinese animals and learn the basic strokes used in calligraphy. Fully illus., some in color. 176 pages. Tuttle. $19.99. Pub at $14.95

★★498767X BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO CREATING NATURE: 125 Activities from Calligraphy to Animates from Calligraphy to Animates to Landscapes. By Caroline & Susan Selj. Chinese brush painting is over a thousand years old. If you love art, ink, paper, and your imagination—express the inner spirit of whatever you are painting. Step by step you can learn to create beautiful landscapes. Tutte. 8½x10¾. Pub at $12.95.

★4937929 CREATIVE DRAWING TECHNIQUES: From First Mark to Full Expression. By David Brammeld. Explains how to get the best out of different materials and media. It includes practice exercises to develop skills on paper. It emphasizes the importance of looking, analyzing and interpreting what we see. A variety of drawing techniques are covered, including pencil, pastel, watercolor and acrylic, as well as an introduction to using mixed media. Fully illus., some in color. 176 pages. Crowdood. $8.95. Pub at $39.95.

★★49712X LESSONS FOR PAINTING: MODERN ACRYLIC: A COMPLETE GUIDE TO EXPRESSION. By Al Nakamura. Provides eight detailed lessons to improve any artist's flower-watercolor skills. You will start first with simple tasks that gradually lead up to more complex works in this accessible guide. Well illus., in color. 104 pages. Pappe. $9.95. Pub at $12.99

★4971795 SUMI-E: The Art of Japanese Ink Painting. By Shozo Sato. Sumi-e strives to be more than ink on paper, it strives to capture the essence of an object or scene in the fewest possible strokes. With clear explanations of the history, philosophy and energy that are key to sumi-e, Sato provides a step by step,photo by photo instructions and he offers valuable tips and techniques for creating their own sumi-e paintings. Fully illus. 192 pages. Tutte. 8½x12½. Pub at $39.95


★497168X A BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO SUMI-E: Learn Japanese Ink Painting from Master. By Shozo Sato. Sumi-e, also called Suiboku-ga, is a meditative form of Japanese ink painting using bold black ink strokes and washes. Using only ink, water, ink stone, brush and paper, Sumi-e aims to capture the essential character of natural objects and landscapes in a spontaneous yet harmonious way while allowing you to calm the mind and focus. Photos. 184 pages. Tutte. $29.95. Pub at $19.99


★4987159 FIGURE DRAWING: Learning to See. By Peter Jemly. Would you like to learn how to draw or draw better? This guide offers easy to follow complete exercises that will have you drawing symbolic and archetypal representations of humans with confidence. Includes a short essay and 24 figures. Illus. 8 pages. Princeton Architectural. 4x5¼. Pub at $12.95

★4781888 THE ARTIST'S EYE: Learning to See. By Peter Jemly. If you've ever wanted to learn how to draw, then this little volume shows how to see the world with fresh eyes and to discover art in everyday objects. Includes twenty-two exercises, guaranteed to increase your confidence and drawing skills. Fully illus. 215 pages. Princeton Architectural. 4x5¼. Pub at $14.95

★4998177 FABULOUS FIGURES: I Heart Drawing. By Jane Davenport. A unique system called “Heart Lines” that’s easy to remember—just change the size and shape of the hearts to create an infinite variety of figures. Davenport shows you how and includes templates in various sizes; a handy pocket for storing the templates; and full color stickers featuring her original art. 143 pages. Get Creative. 9x10¼. Pub at $24.95

★480513S STAR, BRANCH, SPIRAL, FAN: Learn to Draw from Nature’s Perfect Design Structures. By Yelena James. Nature’s structures—the star, branches, spirals and fans—are everywhere we look, from the ocean floor to forests to snowstorms. They’re also at the heart of great design, as James reveals in this new project filled guide. Discover how borrowing from nature’s designs can make you a better artist. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Rockport. 7¼x9½. Pub at $22.99

★4891939 DRAWING SEXY MANGA BY THE PROS. Guides you step by step through the process of drawing body parts, clothes, movement and explains the coloring tricks the pros use to achieve high-quality images. Three hours. UnWired. $19.99. Pub at $24.95

★4812646 ART STUDIO: Dogs. Get the best of both worlds with this guide, created especially for artists who are dog enthusiasts in mind. From traditional drawing and painting to colorful pop art, dog doodles and mixed media, there is a lot of something for everyone in this wide-ranging manual. Fully illus., many in color. 144 pages. Walter Foster. 8¾x11½. Pub at $19.99

★498570X YOU WILL BE ABLE TO DRAW IN 15 MINUTES. By Jake Spicer. From basic facial structures to finer details, this guide teaches you the fundamentals of portraiture and also allows you to practice on the page. Learn to understand form, use light and shade, and capture likeness and expression. Fully illus., 159 pages. ILEX. 7x9½. Pub at $9.95

★4804021 DRAW PEOPLE IN 15 MINUTES. By Jake Spicer. Takes artists through every aspect of drawing from life. Carefully crafted exercises break the drawing process down into easily digestible chunks, and step tutorials demonstrate how to create a full-length portrait in just 15 minutes. Well illus. 128 pages. ILEX. 7x9½. Pub at $9.95

★4713575 PAINTING PORTRAITS IN OILS: A Guide from Life. By Rob Wareing. The easy-to-follow guide shows you how to paint portraits in one sitting. Leads you through the practical aspects of finding and lighting your model, mixing for value and color, and the steps of painting. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Search. 8½x11½. Pub at $29.95

★4982710 A YEAR IN SMALL DRAWINGS: Sketchbook. By Malinda Tristram. Invites you to create a unique visual diary of the world around you. This small drawing book is small and single subject. There’s no pressure to decide what to draw; Tristram provides 52 themes and exercises to inspire your exploration. Fully illus. 240 pages. Abrams. 8½x6½. Pub at $14.99

★4974269 PRICE CUT to $2.95

★4827910 PRICE CUT to $2.95

★4801525 PRICE CUT to $2.95

★4781758 PRICE CUT to $2.95

★4805133 PRICE CUT to $3.95

★4889413 PRICE CUT to $4.95

★4781886 PRICE CUT to $9.95

★4781887 PRICE CUT to $9.95

★4781885 PRICE CUT to $3.95

★4895924 PRICE CUT to $5.95
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HOW TO DRAW & PAINT FACES. By Walter T. Foster. Shows you the basics of drawing the human face and beyond, including facial proportions of adults and children in different poses. Fully illus. 32 pages. Walter Foster. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**

6850805 I’D LOVE TO DRAW! By Andrew Loomis. This drawing guide is a lost work by American illustration legend Andrew Loomis, published here for the first time. Carefully cleaned and restored from the original manuscript and featuring additional instruction by comic book icon Alex Ross, this facsimile edition completes Loomis’s legacy. Walter Foster. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $85.00. **PRICE CUT to $29.95**


2474243 WATERCOLOR THE EASY WAY: 30-Minute Projects! By Sara Berrenson. Learn all about color mixing, brushstrokes and more, and then find a vast selection of painting projects to practice your paint. Each of the 50 tutorials is broken down into key steps so you can clearly see how to begin your painting, layer color, and add finishing touches. 128 pages. Walter Foster. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

4775928 PAINT ALCHEMY. By Eva Magli-Oliver. Whether you’re a novice or an experienced painter, you’ll learn how to create freely by combining a foundation in solid techniques and design principles with an open approach that stays focused on the moment rather than the end result with this detailed guide. Fully illus. in color. 120 pages. Quarry. 8½x11. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

1800042 ARCHITECTURAL ILLUSTRATION. By Peter Jarvis. Illus. in color. 64 pages. Chartwell. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. **PRICE CUT to $12.95**


4860251 ARCHITECTURAL ILLUSTRATION. By Peter Jarvis. Illus. in color. 64 pages. Chartwell. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. **PRICE CUT to $12.95**


2118074 HOW TO DRAW & PAINT LEAF & BERRY LANDSCAPES. By Harold Davis. 8½x11. Fully illus. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**


Adult Coloring Books

**478748X PRANCING PONIES: Zendoodle Coloring.** You’ll find the pony of your dreams within these 60 Hand-drawn images of stunning ponies in all shapes and sizes. Printed on one side only of perforated pages for easy removal and display, get your colored pencils and start bringing them to life! Castle Point. 8½x10. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99 $4.95

**4962923 THE SATURDAY EVENING POST AMERICANA COLORING BOOK.** Features 31 illustrations by some of the Saturday Evening Post’s most famous artists in this nostalgic collection for you to color. Perforated pages printed on one side only for easy removal and display. Dover. 8½x10¾. Paperback. $5.95

**LIMITED QUANTITY 4916034 COLOR YOUR OWN WALL ART BOTANICALS: 25 Color-by-Number Designs.** The beauty of this volume is in the artistic process as well as the finished piece. First, use the carefully selected color key to color and shade lush peonies, ferns, flowers, tree branches, and more. Then, frame your work to add a personal touch to the walls of your home or office. Adams Media. 8½x10. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

**3944085 THE BEAUTY OF HORROR: A Haunted Pencils Coloring Book.** Just when you thought it was safe to pack your colors away, Ghoulllana returns with her most mysterious journey to date. Each high and low for all of Ghoulllana’s missing monster pieces in order to bring her creation back to life. But, be warned! This hunt isn’t for the faint in heart. Solutions included. IDW Publishing. 10x10. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

**6726660 CUTE CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY COLORING BOOK.** Banish holiday stress from your mind as you focus on the sweet expressions of these beloved creatures, ready to color with any medium. Printed on high-quality extra thick artist’s paper, each design is matched with an inspiring Christmas quote. Pages are perforated to detach and display. Dover. 8½x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

**4765567 AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL COLORING BOOK.** By Veronica Hue. Features 32 detailed line art designs of national parks, famous landmarks, stunning landscapes, and so much more. Includes tips on supplies, color theory, shading, highlighting, and blending, plus an inspirational gallery of colored examples. 80 pages. Design Originals. 8½x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**LIMITED QUANTITY 4962258 COLORING FOR CONTEMPLATION.** By Amber Hatch. Pick up your pens and pencils and begin your coloring journey. Contains beautiful designs, relaxations, and quotes to help bring mindfulness, insight, and impeachment into your life. 96 pages. Watkins. 9x9¾. Paperback. $4.95

**3964736 MERMAIDS IN WONDERLAND: A Coloring and Puzzle-Solving Adventure for All Ages.** Doozy Press. Delicate line art to color in rich detail. Each part of the journey presents a riddle to solve by color and puzzle. It forms a series of lettered keys embedded in the seascape. Solve each riddle to collect a prize that will serve you well in the next leg of the trip, to the final puzzle. 94 pages. Harper. 10x10. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99 $4.95

**4722493 VICTORIAN BUILDINGS OF THE AMERICAN WEST COLORING BOOK OF VICTORIAN ARCHITECTURE.** Explore your sense of color and creativity with this collection of long-forgotten drawings of the American West’s Victorian-era buildings. Depictions, culled from the period of Queen Victoria’s reign from 1837 to 1901, these sketches are printed on high-quality watercolor paper on one side only for easy removal and display. Schiffer. 11x14. Paperback. $4.95

**4962842 STYLISH SOUTHWESTERN DESIGNS COLORING BOOK: Creative Haven.** Inspired by the unique region of the southwestern United States, the 31 designs in this collection range from intricate Native American geometric patterns to whimsical renderings of cowboy boots and horseshoes. Symbols of nature and wildlife, also add to the charm. Perforated pages for easy removal and display. Dover. 8¼x10¾. Paperback. $4.95

**LIMITED QUANTITY 4918428 INSPIRING WORDS: 30 Verses from the Bible You Can Color.** Ed. Jacque Alborn. Inside these pages, you’ll find 30 unique and creative illustrations focusing on key verses from the Bible, offering each an opportunity to connect with Scripture while exploring your creativity. Zondervan. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $4.95

**4878124 INSPIRING THOUGHTS: Zendoodle Colorscapes.** Featuring more than 60 original illustrations of wondrous possibility, each with a passage designed to both give you pause and to drive your dreams forward. Dream bigger than ever before with boundaries created and Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

**4843010 THE MYSTERIOUS MANSION.** By Dana Song. There is more to this mansion than meets the eye. The moment you step foot in the secret mansion, you enter a captivating new world full of twists and turns! With unmatched detail, gorgeous coloring pages, and a variety of puzzles and games. Fully illus. 109 pages. Andrews McMeel. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

**1911278 ADORABLE DOGS: Creative Haven Coloring Book.** These designs are “pawsitively” delightful! Thirty-one charming hand-drawn images of stunning pony of your dreams within these 60. Dover. 8½x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

**4679717 BIRDS AND BUTTERFLIES: Brilliantly Vivid Color-by-Number.** Enjoy the whimsical designs of painted stone artist F. Sehnaz Bac with this Brilliantly Vivid Color-by-Number. Dover. 8½x10¾. Paperback. $5.95


**4967360 BAD DOG! Mischievous Mutts Behaving Badly.** Let these mischievous mutts lead you away with more than 60 illustrations. Along with each precocious pup, you’ll discover fun quotes and sayings which will remind you that sometimes life is best spent with these rascals. Perforated pages let you frame and share your art. St. Martin’s. 8½x10. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99 $4.95

**SENSATIONAL SUCCULENTS: An Adult Coloring Book of Amazing Shapes and Magical Patterns.** Create your own vibrant succulent garden from pages of intricately detailed illustrations! The author, a fancied succulent expert, has selected her favorite plants for this exquisite gardening book. Just add color! Timber. 7½x9½. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

**HALLOWEEN COLORING BOOK.** Archie Comics. Pages celebrating the most frighteningly fun holiday of the year! Archie Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

**ARCHIE AND SABRINA’S HALLOWEEN COLORING BOOK.** Archie and Sabrina team up for a spook-tacularly fun coloring guide. There are plenty of costumes, camera-ready characters, and wondrous possibilities on these pages celebrating the most frighteningly fun holiday of the year! Archie Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95


**FULL COLOR WORLDS: MILTON’S CREATION.** By Lorna Scobie. Fly away from the stresses and strains of everyday life and lose yourself in a world of color. Featuring over 40 hand-drawn illustrations, this work will allow you to escape, relax and most of all, have fun. Hardtie Grant. 7½x9½. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

**NEW WORLD FOLKLORE COLORING BOOK.** Features over 50 Norman Rockwell covers designed to color, with their heartwarming storylines, and an opportunity to beautify your home. Dover. 8½x10¾. Paperback. $5.95

**4648447 THE EPIC WORLD OF TOLKIEN: A Coloring Book.** Take a trip into the middle-earth from the earliest days of the Valar and Elves in the Undying Lands, to the heroic adventures of the Fellowship of the Ring. Meet your favorite characters, beasts, and creatures along the way. Thunder Bay. 9½x9¼. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**4873140 UPLIFTING WORDS: Color by Numbers.** Endless echoes of happiness await you with every turn of the page. A collection of inspirational sayings will lift your spirits and filled with opportunities to beautify more than 60 pieces of art. Find yourself floating in endless blue skies of peace and serenity! St. Martin’s. 9½x9. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

**4958170 CLASSIC AUSTRALIAN JANE AUSTEN.** Relive memorable moments from your favorite. Jane Austen novels as you color in these beautifully hand-drawn and lettered plates. Use your favorite pencils, markers, and watercolor paints. The tear-out pages fit a 6x8-inch frame, so you can share and display your favorite Austen-isms. Abrams. 6¾x8. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95
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**4779916 RAINBOW UNICORNS: Zendoodle Coloring.** Featuring more than 60 pieces of brilliant, hand-drawn art, this collection of beloved creatures invites you to add a rainbow of color to bring them to life, so grab your colored pencils! Each page is perforated to allow easy removal. Castle Point. 8½x10. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99 $4.95


**4921933 CUDDLY KOOKAS: Zendoodle Coloring.** The little rascals tucked in the trees of this coloring book are here to inspire creativity! With over 60 original handwritten images, this book is the perfect escape Down Under. Perforated pages make it easier to remove and display your work. Castle Point. 8½x10. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

**4925017 FAIRIES COLOR BY NUMBERS.** This enchanting selection of color by number scenes will transport you into a delightful, fantastical world. Filled with spirited sprites, cheeky imps, and elfin figures, no two scenes are alike. When you’ve finished, the perforated pages mean you can remove your masterpiece. Sirius. 9½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

**4797630 ADDICTIVE OTTERS: Zendoodle Coloring.** Party with the undeniable cool kids of the aquatic world. There’s endless fun to be found inside with more than 60 otter friends! Embark on a new underwater adventure with every illustration, each one better than the last. Castle Point. 8½x10. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

**4978108 BABY ANIMAL WINTER CARNIVAL: Zendoodle Coloring.** The newest kids, and pups, and piglets on the block will be ice skating, building snowmen, and making a splash in the day away right by your side. More than 60 illustrations of snow day fun! Castle Point. 8½x10. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

**4980493 COLOR YOUR OWN AVENGERS: Earth’s Mightiest Heroes.** The Avengers are back in black and white, between familiar and magical. Includes information about each of the myths depicted. Plume. 10x10. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

**4990493 COLOR YOUR OWN NATIVE AMERICANS: A History in Mandalas and Myths.** The twelve most famous mythical figures as a guide for your own imagination. Trace the shapes, fill in with dots, find your own figures in the clouds of color. Workman. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**4990884 A MILLION SLOTHS: Super-Cute Creatures to Color.** Chubby sloths, smiling sloths, and sloths that happily play, climb, and (of course) nap: Lolo Mayo has created a million irresistible sloths to inspire and delight. Charming and whimsical, and fun to complete pictures will delight and entertain animal lovers with a soft spot for these cuddly creatures. Capstone. 7½x9½. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

**4960100 THROUGH THE SEASONS: The Original Reverse Coloring Book.** Inspires us with 50 dreamy abstract watercolors that evoke the visual flow of the year, from the vibrant flashing colors of spring to the rich, dark hues of autumn and grays. Each is a guide for your own imagination. Trace the shapes, fill in with colors, find your own figures in the clouds of color. Workman. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**4932574 THE UNOFFICIAL BRIDGEDALE COLORING BOOK.** Channel your inner Lady Whistledown as you color your way through the sprawling grounds of the estate, silently observing everything. Live vicariously through classic romance, shade in the opulent, whimsical ballrooms and more! Fully perforated. Adams Media. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

**4925017 FAIRIES COLOR BY NUMBERS.** This enchanting selection of color by number scenes will transport you into a delightful, fantastical world. Filled with spirited sprites, cheeky imps, and elfin figures, no two scenes are alike. When you’ve finished, the perforated pages mean you can remove your masterpiece. Sirius. 9½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

**4780801 SCRATCH & CREATE ENCHANTED FOREST: 20 Original Postcards.** By Kailey Whitman. Scratch, create, relax and reveal the amazing artwork beneath as you use the special tool that is included to scratch off the metallic coating on 20 original postcards. Rockport. 6½x8½. Paperback. Pub. at $3.95 $4.95

**4798465 LANDSCAPES PAINTING BY NUMBERS.** This selection of 30 images covers habitats as diverse as the Italian mountains, tranquil lakes, and deep forests. Mix up your own paint colors and follow the lines and numbers to build up a beautiful picture. When you’ve finished, the perforated pages mean you can remove and frame your masterpiece. Sirius. 9½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

**490836X AMAZING PAINTING BY NUMBERS.** Painting by numbers is a great way to gain confidence with paint. You’ll learn to control your brush and how to mix up a color pallet just a few initial selections. When you’ve finished, the perforated pages mean you can remove and frame your masterpiece. Fully Sirius. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

**4770573 MYTHOGRAPHIC WORLD: Color Your Timeless Legends.** Color these super detailed illustrations featuring mythical creatures, magical landscapes, and surprise after surprise of characters that blur the line between familiar and magical. Includes information about each of the myths depicted. Plume. 10x10. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

**4978222 INKSPRIATIONS: THE POWER OF POSITIVE INKING: Color Your Way to Success.** By Jack Canfield. Think it, ink it, and bring your dreams into focus. Canfield shows anyone how to make ink the final step in their work on the world. Enjoy a much-needed escape from your digital device and tap into your own creative devices. Health Communications. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $10.95 $4.95
490687X EDITH TUDOR-HART: In the Shadow of Tyranny. Using a medium-format, focal plane shutter at waist height, allowed Tudor-Hart to maintain a dialogue with her subjects. Her black and white photographs are notable for their quality of engagement and deal with many of the most pressing social and political questions of a turbulent era. 152 pages. Hatje Cantz. 9¾x1¼. Pub. at $55.00 $14.95

★ 4905121 NIGHT ON EARTH. Photos by Art Wolfe. Every night, an unseen buzz of activity takes place all over the globe. Wolfe takes the reader on a magical journey to these beautiful sights that are normally cloaked under the cover of darkness. His photographic compositions document the nighttime world of animals, humans, and nature. 256 pages. Earth Aware. 9¾x12¼. Pub. at $50.00 $37.95

★ 4905083 THE PHOTOGRAPHY OF GRAHAM NASH: A Life in Focus. After being a radio icon, he turned to a career of capturing his subjects personally and innovatively. He shares his most prized and celebrated images from his personal collection. 220 pages. Insight Editions. Work. Fully illus., many in color. 352 pages. Abrams. 9½x14. Pub. at $50.00 $44.95

4814533 AVEON ADVERTISING. Ed. by L. Vedov & J. Martin. One of the most sought-after and influential advertising photographers in America from the 1940s to the beginning of the 21st century, Richard Avedon created work that exerted a strong influence at the height of its influence in world culture. This is the first survey of his influential advertising work. Fully illus., many in color. 352 pages. Abrams. 9¾x14. Pub. at $125.00 $9.95

4736915 VOODOO. By Jean-Dominique Burton. After roaming the roads of Asia for thirty years, Burton set out taking portraits of the great kings of Burkina Faso thus discovering West Africa. It was in this context that he learned about Voodoo culture. The work of the photographer presented in this volume is a series of photographic encounters and exchanges. 19¼x12¼. Pub. at $24.95 $24.95

★ 4924843 TIMELESS: Photographs by Kamoinge. Ed. by Anthony Barboza et al. Immense yourself in the visual stream created over the first 50 years by Kamoinge, a pioneering photographic collective of African-American photographers founded in 1963 in New York City, at the height of the Civil Rights Movement. This compendium commemorates its 50 anniversary. Fully illus. 384 pages. Schiffer. 9¾x12¼. Pub. at $16.95 $15.95

4699742 SHADeS OF Love: Photographs Inspired by the Poems of C.P. Cavafy. By Dimitris Yeros. An arresting fusion of poetry and visual art, this volume takes its inspiration from one of Greece's greatest poets: Constantine P. Cavafy. Renowned artist Dimitris Yeros has produced nearly 70 photos which bring out every nuance of his most influential, intimate, and eroticism each play a part. Adults only. 168 pages. Insight Editions. 10x12. Pub. at $75.00 PRICE CUT to $11.95

4720828 OLD PARIS AND CHANGING NEW YORK. By Kevin Moore. photos by E. Alpet et al. Exhibition catalog. An insightful look at two generations of photographers, Eugene Alpet (1857-1927) and Vivienne Alpet (1898-1991) and their interconnected legacies, and the vital documents of urban transformation that they created. Fully illus. 138 pages. Yale. 11¼x10¼. Pub. at $50.00 PRICE CUT to $9.95


4712005 BRUNO BISANG: 30 Years of Polaroids. Fully illus. in color. teNeues. 11¼x14¼. Pub. at $39.95 $9.95

4704029 KARL BLOSSFELDT: Working Collages. Ed. by Ann & Jurgen Wilde. MT Press. 12¾x9¼. Pub. at $60.00 $11.95

4722102 CULT OF BOYS. By Toyo Iibada. teNeues. 10¼x11¼. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95


3933172 TEARS AND TEARS. By Daniel Bailey. Fully illus. Steidl. 10¼x13¼. Pub. at $50.00 $25.00

4904589 ARA GALLANT. By David Will. Damiani. 9¾x12¼. Pub. at $60.00 PRICE CUT to $5.95

Art & Erotic Photography

4907140 PETER GOWLAND’S GIRLS. Ed. by A. Wickezrek & T. Schimmack. Presents some 180 works selected by the photographer’s estate, which comprises tens of thousands of superb prints and slides, including the most sensational, most electrifying; capturing pictures from his unparalleled career as a pin-up photographer. Includes some stars like Joan Collins and Jayne Mansfield. Fully illus., some color. 192 pages. Kohner Verlag Heidelberg. 8¾x11. Pub. at $45.00 $12.95

49661X THE OTHER PLACE. Photos by Jeff Burton. Captures the lush atmosphere and isolation of the men and women working in the California pornographic industry through the eyes of the photographer. Includes some stars like Joan Collins and Jayne Mansfield. Fully illus., some color. 192 pages. Kohner Verlag Heidelberg. 8¾x11. Pub. at $45.00 $12.95

2907267 BRAZILIANGELS. By Joaquim Nabuco. Presents some of the most beautiful women in the equally striking environs of this tropical paradise. The themes revealed by the artist in the subjects’ homes; portraits. This volume features more than 180 works selected from the photographer’s first images with his later masterpieces, demonstrating the photographer’s first images with his later masterpieces, demonstrating the persistence and evolution of his singular vision and perfect sense of composition. Fully illus. 160 pages. Mermill. 10½x11¼. Pub. at $49.95 $14.95

4652266 ANATOMy. By Malone Marder. Over the course of six years, Marder photographed prostitutes in the Netherlands. During that time, she mediated on the thin separation between the sides of her camera—that silver of feature that separates her from the world of the women she photographed. Fully illus., in color. Twin Palms. 12x13¼. Pub. at $75.00 $9.95

2795787 WOMEN OF POLYNESIA: 50 Years of Postcard Views 1898-1948. By Mark Blackburn. You’ll be taken to the Cook Hawaiian, Fiji Islands, Tahiti, Samoan, Tonga, and New Zealand, to view their beguiling native inhabitants through postcard images that date from 1898 to 1948. Includes a wealth of facts about each locale. Adults only. 160 pages. Schiffer. 10x11¾. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

★ 633584X UNDERDRESSING THE ART OF PLAYING DRESS UP. By Cosplay Deviants. Foreword by B. Johnson. This enormous collection of pin-up style photos provides a tantalizing look at sexy female cosplayers from around the world. With more than 360 images, you will see artists underdressing the art of playing dress up. Adults only. 208 pages. Schiffer. 9¾x12¼. Forman. Pub. at $50.00 $34.95

4722566 WINGS OF ANGELS, VOLUME 2: A Tribute to the Art of WWII Pin-Up & Aviation. By Michael Malak. A second volume that uniquely chronicles the story and history of the most recognizable aircraft of WWII and the pin-up girls whose images graced these legendary Warbirds. Includes detailed information about the Warbirds and photographs for the modern art lover. 160 pages. Schiffer. 9¼x11¼. Pub. at $39.99 $16.95

★ 7391956 THE NEW AMERICAN PIN-UP: Tattooed & Pierced. By B. Johnson & S. Starns. The tradition of the American pin-up girl, while taking it to new territory. It celebrates not only the stunning beauty of the models, but the artistry of tattoos and body modifications by the artists. Adults only. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Schiffer. 9¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $19.99

6600387 SHE SHOOTS MEN. By Vivienne Mirco inc. This compendium includes more than 150 photographs of Mircic’s most distinct periods: 1975-2005’s “Naked Men”, all taken in the subjects’ homes; 1994-2002’s “Me & Men”, with Maricevic or setting up her own floodlights after the photographer. Includes some stars like Joan Collins and Jayne Mansfield. Fully illus., some color. 192 pages. Kohner Verlag Heidelberg. 8¾x11. Pub. at $45.00 $12.95

5599324 BARE LANDSCAPES. By Sigthor Markusson. A mesmerizing photographic journey across the topography of Iceland that is an exploration of two bodies, that of the land and the female form. They are both exposed as they were born, raw and primal, naked and lustful. Every image of the goddess is shown with the most breathtaking and liberating landscapes. Adults only. 208 pages. Schiffer. 9¾x12¼. Pub. at $50.00 $29.95

★ 4499682 PARADISE IN BRAZIL. Photos by Jean-Dominique Burton. Head back to paradise with another tantalizing collection of sexy and sizzling images featuring dozens of exotic beauties from all regions of Brazil. In the more than 150 full-page color and black-and-white photos, these gorgeous subjects grace equally beautiful tropical landscapes, including locations with mountains, jungles, beaches, and historical sites. Adults only. 192 pages. Schiffer. 9¾x12¼. Pub. at $50.00 $37.95

5988920 BIKINI GIRL POSTCARDS BY BUNNY YEAGER. Pleasingly attired for the sun, forty beautiful women present an healthy balance of enthusiasm, exhibitionism, and a dash of decorum. Included are 40 postcards to save or mail of these beauties cavorting on the beach in the 1950s. Schiffer. 7½x5. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $7.95
**General Photography**

- **3861023** AUTOFOCUS: The Car in Photography. By Maria Weiss. 192 pages. Thames & Hudson. 6¾x10. Pub. at $34.95

**Historical Photography**

- **4933855** GREETINGS FROM LOS ANGELES, By Peter Moruzzi. A unique pictorial history of early to mid-twentieth-century Los Angeles, as told primarily through a collection of old photos, postcards, brochures, matchbooks, and other vintage ephemera, accompanied by Moruzzi’s illuminating and sometimes irreverent text. 176 pages. Gibbs Smith. 10x8¼. Pub. at $19.95
- **4972901** FOREVER PARIS: Timeless Photographs of the City of Lights. In the carefree years of the early twentieth century, Paris bubbled with energy and an exuberance to enjoy its fullest. Romance, glamour, jazz, street festivals, all of the most beloved aspects of Paris shine in this selection of lyrical black and white photographs. 160 pages. Flammarion. 7½x9¾. Pub. at $33.95

**Celebirty & Fashion Photography**

- **4762503** STYLING THE STARS: Lost Treasures from the Twentieth Century Fox Archive. By Angela Carneigle & F. Mason. Through long-lost photographs, which were never intended for the public eye, this collection takes fans of film, fashion, and photography inside the Twentieth Century Fox archive. A comprehensive look at Hollywood’s Golden Age and beyond. Fully illus. 304 pages. Pub. at $59.95
- **4670232** VAN JOHNSON’S HOLLYWOOD: A Family Album. By Schuyler Johnson. After achieving status as MGM’s top male box office draw in the late 1940s, Van Johnson and his wife Evie became social hosts for many of Hollywood’s biggest names. Evie, an avid shutterbug, captured behind the scenes images of their famous friends, documenting Hollywood’s Golden Age. 149 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00
- **3999670** GO HOME: The Japanese Presence and Poetics of Michelle Obama. By M. Sweeney. A moving photographic collection of First Lady Michelle Obama’s warmth, wisdom, and belief in a future that is bright. Take a nostalgic look at Michelle Obama’s heartfelt embrace of the American people, and her persistent encouragement to always lift one another up. 128 pages. Castle Point. 10½x13¼. Pub. at $19.99
- **4912348** OUR RAINBOW QUEEN: A Tribute to Queen Elizabeth II and Her Colorful Wardrobe. By Sally Hughes. A photographic tour through Queen Elizabeth’s II ten decades of color blocked fashion. This collection celebrates the iconic style of the UK’s longest reigning and most colorful royal. This is truly the ultimate coffee table tome. 228 pages. Plume. 5x7. Pub. at $20.00

**Photography: Interpreting and Enjoying the Great Photographers.**

- **4808983** UNDERSTANDING PHOTOGRAPHY: Interpreting and Enjoying the Great Photographers. By Ian Jeffrey. Profiles more than 100 great photographers, including Alfred Stieglitz, Bill Brandt, Thomas Struth, Henri Cartier Bresson. Biographical, historical, and technical details place their work in a broader context, while analysis of key images unites each artist’s ongoing dialogue with the viewer. 440 pages. Ludion. 7x9¼. Pub. at $35.00


**MEMORY UNEARTHED: The Lodz Ghetto Photographs of Henryk Ross.** Ed. by Maia-Mari Sutnik. Ross’s powerful photographs range from quiet and even joyful moments in the ghetto to harrowing images depicting deprivations and starving families. His original negatives, buried in the ground and excavated during the Red Army’s liberation, are a testament to human survival in the most dramatic sense. 244 pages. Art Gallery of Ontario. 9½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00

**LONG LIVE THE GLORIOUS MAY SEVENTH DIRECTIVE.** By Jeffrey Ladd. One of the key propaganda photographs to come out of China and Chairman Mao Zedong’s Cultural Revolution. Illustrated with both brightly-colored and luxurious black and white photographs taken by uncredited photographers, this edition extols the virtues of Mao’s Cultural Revolution while masking the harsh realities and practices of the Cultural Revolution. Errata. Pub. at $39.95


**AMERICA’S STATUS AS MGM’S JULIET: STRUGGLING TO LOOK LIKE A HERO.** By Frank D. Perry. Fully illus., most in color. 264 pages. Thames & Hudson. 9¼x12. Pub. at $60.00

**3699569** HOTTIES AND BABY ANIMALS. By A. Khuner & C. Yean. Combines two of your favorite things into one hot, cuddly extravaganza as smoldering studs play with puppies, snuggle kittens, and even coco at a few chicks (baby chickens, that is). These photographs will have you cooing and awing in the same breath. Andrews McMeel. 7¼x9¼. Pub. at $9.99

See more titles at erhb.com/874
Celebrity & Fashion Photography

4691628 COWGIRLS IN HEAVEN. By David R. Stoecklein. This stunning coffee table book features gorgeous photographs of the working cowgirls of the West in all their glory, providing readers with another glimpse into the rich lives of cowgirls across the West. 232 pages. Stoecklein. 12x12. Pub. at $80.00 $19.95

4796640 GLORY: Magical Visions of Black Beauty. By Kahari & Regis Bethencourt. From the dynamic husband and wife duo comes a collection of stunning photographs that shatters the conventional standards of beauty for black children. 243 pages. St. Martin’s. 8x10¼. Pub. at $30.00 $9.95

4659347 JONI: The Joni Mitchell Sessions. By Norman Seef. This stunning volume showcases the works of Seef, a rock and roll photographer, and his truly authentic subject, who was able to surrender herself to the art and express herself freely within his lens. Through over a dozen sessions across more than a decade the photographer captured the many facets of Mitchell’s personality in some of her most famous images. Fully illustrated. 3 editions. 11½x14¼. Pub. at $75.00 $14.95

4691660 THE IDAHO COWBOY, TWENTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY. By David Stoecklein. Assembles the photographers favorite images from 25 years of photographing Idaho cowboys. The original volume is a classic collector’s edition and the one that started it all. This new title celebrates the 25th anniversary of that edition, and is sure to become a collector’s item as well. 168 pages. Stoecklein. 11½x11¼. Pub. at $50.00 $11.95

3999040 BILLIE HOLIDAY AT SUGAR HILL. By Jerry & Gabrielle Smith. In a vivid photographic portrait of Billie Holiday, the consummate jazz and blues singer and one of twentieth century’s most iconic figures, in April 1938, photographer Jerry Stoecklein captured her life, just two years before her death at the age of 44, 144 pages. Thames & Hudson. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $40.00 $14.95

1999940 AUTHOR: The Portraits of Beowulf Sheehan. The renowned, intimate, and revealing portraits of luminaries made in his studio, in their homes, in shopping malls and concert halls, on rooftops and in parking lots, on the beach and among trees, surrounded by flowers and in a clock tower. Photos, many in color. Black Dog & Leventhal. Pub. at $40.00 $11.95

487264X BILLIE HOLIDAY. By Norman Parkinson. 175 pages. ACC Art Books. 10x10. Pub. at $45.00 $16.95

4712128 TWO MILLION MILES. By Macgillivray. Fully illustrated, some in color. 240 pages. Twelve. 11x13. Pub. at $85.00 $11.95

4712889 HUMANS. By Brandon Stanton. 437 pages. St. Martin’s. 8x10¼. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95


Photography Essays

4850354 FACES OF LANCaster COUNTY. By Bruce M. Watters. As you will see in these pages, in this technology filled 21st century, the Amish remain distinct. Many horse drawn carriages, maintaining businesses, farms, and homes without electricity, and fencing with mule and horse power. Fully illustrated in color. Schiffer. 12½x9. Pub. at $39.95 $9.95

4893149 SILENT CITIES: Portraits of a Pandemic–15 Cities Across the World. By Jeffrey H. & Julie Loria. Disquieting photographs capture the city scenes bustling major cities around the world. The full page color images in this volume document the impact of the pandemic on, and, in some cases serve as an ode to the resiliency of the human spirit. 366 pages. Skyhorse. 12x12¼. Pub. at $40.00 $9.95

4892127 HOPES & DREAMS FROM CUBA. By Hilary Duffy. Features images from the photography of the everyday lives of the Cuban people taken from 1999-2017. This edition highlights pivotal events that took place in Cuba as it is challenged to uphold its social values and unique identity. 112 pages. Daylight. Pub. at $45.00 $6.95

4833139 NUBA & LATUKA: The Colour Photographs. By George Rodger. This classic photography presents a range of the Nuba tribe of Sudan. In 1949 the photographer learned of the Nuba tribe and traveled to South Sudan to photograph the Nuba people. This book is a testament to Rodger’s entry into the Kordohan region of the Sudan, and was remarkably granted permission by the Sudanese government to take pictures of these striking people. 110 pages. Prestel. 9x11¼. Pub. at $49.95 $14.95

4891728 AMERICAN DREAMS: Portraits & Stories of a Country. By Ian Brown. A powerful, moving collection of 170 portraits of Americans and their handwritten statements about what the American dream means to them. 418 pages. Ten Speed. 8x11¼. Pub. at $35.00 $7.95

4763122 MASK. By Chris Rainier. What began as a focus on the masks of new Guinea became an expansive journey to find and photograph traditional masks that has taken Rainier across six continents. The result is a photographic collection of masks that, like an ancient stone, newer, many hidden at the edges of the known world and rarely revealed to outsiders. 261 pages. Earth Aware. 12x12¼. Pub at $75.00 $17.95

4764511 UNDER THE DOME. The View from the Center of American Democracy with Capitol Hill’s Source for News. By Jason Dick. Capturing our nation’s historic occasions from public ceremonies to intimate, human, eccentric, and sometimes humorous moments, this work’s photography shows why the U.S. Capitol Dome is more than a symbol of American history, rather a random image and previously unpublished color photos. Color photos. 194 pages. Lyons. 9½x9. Pub at $24.95 $5.95

489158X COWGIRL: A Photographic Portrait of the past, present, and Their Equipment. By D.R. Stoecklein & C. Smith. In stunning photographs, Stoecklein shows cowboy and Western gear as it actually looked on the cowboys who wore them, and how the gear was used. A timeless resource for collectors, and western fans alike. 226 pages. Stoecklein. 13x10¼. Pub. at $60.00 $14.95

4799932 ABANDONED NEW YORK: The Forgotten Beauties. By Jenn Brown. Offers readers a trip back to a grander time of architecture and living. From urban New York City to vast rural areas, the photographs will capture the beauty that can be found in decay as we look at these abandoned buildings in Detroit, before they are lost forever to time or the wrecking ball. This title not only takes you inside these lost places but tells the story of how and why they came to be abandoned, 128 pages. Arcadia Publishing. 6x9. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

4818180 THROUGH A NATIVE LENS: American Indian Photography. By Nicole Dawn Strawrattan. Features photographs, including some never before published, range from formal portraits to casual snapshots. The images represent multiple tribal communities across Native North America, including the Inuit, Haida, Bella Coola, Pueblo, Ponca, Kiowa. This volume demonstrates how indigenous peoples took control of their own images. 228 pages. UKP? 8½x10½. Pub. at $50.00 $39.95

4749995 THE 1921 TULSA RACE MASSACRE: A Photographic History. By George Rodger. This classic photography presents a range of the photographs taken before, during, and after the massacre, mostly by white photographers. Hill offers a perspective largely missing from other accounts. At once captivating and disturbing, it will embolden readers to confront the uncomfortable legacy of racial violence in U.S. history. 274 pages. UKP? 8½x10¼. Pub. at $34.95 $27.95
**LEISURE GUIDE**

**Photo Tours**

- **3908992** **THAILAND**. Text by T. Schiele, photos by H. Frohlich et al. More than 50 stunning photographs. This volume shows the country of Thailand in all its beauty and diversity, and which is heavily influenced by Buddhism. 500+ pages, 13 languages. $11.95

- **3965341** **CUBA**. Text by M. J. Sullivan, photos by J. W. Klob. More than 500 stunning photographs. The island of Cuba has a rich history and culture, with a fascinating mix of Spanish, African, and Caribbean influences. 480 pages, 6 languages. $13.95

- **2994055** **LEICESTER**. Text by D. R. Mathews, photos by J. A. Mathews. More than 500 stunning photographs. The city of Leicester has a rich history, with a mix of Roman, Anglo-Saxon, and medieval influences. 485 pages, 6 languages. $13.95

- **2994056** **MELBOURNE**. Text by D. R. Mathews, photos by J. A. Mathews. More than 500 stunning photographs. The city of Melbourne has a rich history, with a mix of Victorian, Edwardian, and modern influences. 485 pages, 6 languages. $13.95

- **2994057** **SYDNEY**. Text by D. R. Mathews, photos by J. A. Mathews. More than 500 stunning photographs. The city of Sydney has a rich history, with a mix of colonial, Art Deco, and modern influences. 485 pages, 6 languages. $13.95

- **2994058** **TARANAKI**. Text by D. R. Mathews, photos by J. A. Mathews. More than 500 stunning photographs. The city of Taranaki has a rich history, with a mix of Maori, European, and modern influences. 485 pages, 6 languages. $13.95
4767527 NEW YORK IN COLOR By Andreas H. Bitesnich. Shams, 12x11 1/4, two interwoven stories: in it, we see a city of muted hues burst into the vivid color of today's streetscapes, while photographers become more inventive and masterful in their use of color. Shams presents an evocative portrait of a changing city and a record of artistic expression, in black and white photographs, captured in New Orleans between 1957 and 1982, offer a jubilant and all-encompassing portrait of the region's distinctive culture. Through Friedlander's disarming lens, we are invited to readers, from the well versed to the merely curious, to rediscover the pleasure of photographing the nude. The result is a mesmerizing examination of forgotten architecture and the awe-inspiring grandeur of time. 176 pages. Schiffer. 11 1/4x8 1/2. Pub. at $49.95


4782331 FORBIDDEN PLACES, VOLUME 3: Exploring Our Abandoned World By Roger Hicks & David Margaine. Seek out a marine graveyard in Brittany, a spectacular former coal mine in Germany's Ruhr basin; In each chapter, cover the specific skills needed for photographing birds, mammals, plant life and close-up subjects such as insects. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Ammonite. 8 1/2x11. Pub. at $59.95

4770695 PLAYING FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE BAND: New Orleans Music Culture. By Lee Friedlander. Over 200 black and white photographs, captured in New Orleans between 1957 and 1982, offer a jubilant and all-encompassing portrait of the region's distinctive culture. Through Friedlander's disarming lens, we are treated to jazz icons, rolling parades and, above all else, the endless character of the Big Easy. 202 pages. Yale. 11x9/16. Pub. at $60.00

4769938 SCOTLAND. By David Nash. Nash was on a mission to legible coasts, lonely moors, enchanted castles—Scotland's wild soul can be felt in its incredibly beautiful nature. This volume illustrates with beautiful typography the uniqueness of this small country from the offshore islands like the Outer Hebrides and Shetland Islands to the magical landscape of the Highlands. Text in English and five additional languages. 454 pages. 9x12. Pub. at $109.95


Photography Instruction & Equipment

4784480 LIGHTING THE NUDE: Top Photographers Reveal Their Secrets. By Roger Hicks. One of the enduring images in art and photography, the nude continues to inspire photographers of all levels to explore the nuances of lighting. Now updated for the digital age, this illustrated guide offers a behind the scenes look at how of some of today’s top photographers sculp light across the human form to create stunning, unforgettable images. Adults only. 354 pages. Amphoto. 7x10. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95.

4777034 THE COMPLETE PHOTO MANUAL: 300+ Skills and Tips for Making Great Pictures. By Popular Photography's editors. A resource to help to picture-perfect photos! You’ll learn to select and use gear, be a master of composition, work your smartphone for snapshots on the go, fine-tune your images in photo-editing software. Over 300 tips and tricks are featured, making this a gold mine for photography enthusiasts. Fully illus. in color. Weldon Owen. 7x9 1/2. Paperback. Pub. at $29.00.

4814686 LASTING LINES: 100 Poems and Quotes That You Should Know. By Jamie Grant. These lines, and the quips by philosophical and critical comments that accompany them, are an invigorating compendium of well-vetted quotes to feed your curiosity, to rediscover the pleasure of reading poetry, and to look at 100 of the world’s best poets from a unique perspective. 200 pages. Hardie Grant. Pub. at $14.90.


NEW YORK IN COLOR. By Andreas H. Bitesnich. India is eternally in motion–it moves sideways, backwards, rises higher, and moves forward all at once. India is where the future and the futureless seem to pass by its own strange rules here. Take a fascinating journey with this photographic tribute to a great nation. Text in English and four additional languages. 204 pages. Hardcover. Pub. at $14.99.


THE WILDLIFE PHOTOGRAPHY WORKSHOP. By R. Hoedemaker & B. Hall. By working through this manual, you will receive expert guidance on equipment, exposure, composition, lighting, and post-processing. In each chapter, cover the specific skills needed for photographing birds, mammals, plant life and close-up subjects such as insects. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Ammonite. 8x10. Pub. at $59.95.


POETRY

1921714 THE POETRY ANTHOLOGY, 1912-2002: Ninety Years of America’s Most Distinguished Verse Magazine. Ed. by J. Parisi & S. Young. Soon after it was founded, Poetry magazine became famous for publishing important poems of T.S. Eliot, Carl Sandburg, and Wallace Stevens, as well as revolutionary work by many poets then unknown, now classic authors. A generous sampling of this works is presented here. 509 pages. Ivan R. Dee. Pub. at $29.95.

Poetry


**1913824** FELON: Poems. By Reginald Dwyre Betts. In fierce, agile poems, this collection evokes the spirit of the effectual incineration, and in doing so, creates a travelogue for an imagined life. Betts contorts the funk of post-incineration existence in traditional and newfound forms, from poems written by poems created by redacted court documents to sonnets. 96 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

**4975251** SWIMMING LESSONS: Poems. By Lili Reinhart. In her first collection of poetry, Reinhart explores the ephemerality of young love, battling anxiety and depression in the face of fame, and the inevitable heartbreak that stems from passion. These poems are about growing up, falling down, and getting back up again. 229 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $14.99

**4706005** THE Iliad. By Homer. This new translation of Homer’s classic epic of the Trojan War captures the falling stars of doomed Troy. Edward McCorrie presents the sundry epithets and resonant symbols of Homer’s verse style and remains as close to the Greek’s meaning as research allows. 484 pages. Johns Hopkins. Pub. at $28.00


**3684594** WORDSWORTH’S GARDENS: The Path to Immortality. By P. Dale & B.C. Yen. Offers fresh insights into Wordsworth as a gardening poet who wrote about gardens and flowers and designed and worked in his own gardens. Throughout, the engaging accessible text is woven around illuminating nonfiction. Beautifully bound with rare botanical prints, 232 pages. ACC Art Books. Pub. at $45.00

**4753828** GILGAMESH: The Life of a Poem. By Michael Schmidt. Discusses the special fascination Gilgamesh holds for contemporary poets, arguing that part of its appeal is its captivating Otherness. Schmidt reflects on the work of leading poets whose own encounters with the poem are revelatory, and he reads its many translations and editions to bring it vividly to life for readers. 165 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $24.95

**4938383** DOG-EARED: Poems About Humanity’s Best Friend. Ed. by Duncan Wu. 270 pages. Basic. Pub. at $25.00 $16.95


**4863065** POEMS. By W.B. Yeats. 138 pages. Mint Editions. Pub. at $13.95 $9.95


**4717228** THE ESSENTIAL T.S. ELIOT. 168 pages. Ecco. Pub. at $29.99 $17.95


**4919530** LAYLI AND MAJNUN. By Nezami Ganjavi. 276 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95

**4886866** THE LONG TAKE. By Robin Robertson. Photos. 237 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $27.00

**4762070** DEARLY: New Poems. By Margaret Atwood. 124 pages. Ecco. Pub. at $27.95


**47198** DVD. PEACE PIECE. Widescreen. Indiepix. Pub. at $24.95


Literature

**389181X** 1,000 BOOKS TO READ BEFORE YOU DIE: A Life-Changing List. By James Mutch. Encompasses fiction, poetry, science and science fiction, travel writing, biography, children’s books, history, and more. This volume moves across cultures and through time to present an eclectic collection of titles, each described with the passion readers summon when recommending a book to a friend. Well-illustrated with many in color. 948 pages. Workman. Pub. at $35.00 $8.95

**LIMITED QUANTITY 1905775** THE SCANDAL OF THE CENTURY: And Other Writings. By Gabriel Garcia Marquez. Taken together, these reports, news reports, columns, features, and profiles not only offer a window into the real world out of which Marquez created the worlds of his fictions. But, perhaps more important, they also create an insider history of the subculture’s rise and fall. 302 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $27.95 $19.95

**4867289** A CARNIVAL OF LOSSES: Notes Nearing Ninety. By Donald Hall. From the former Poet Laureate of the United States comes this collection of essays, written from the vantage point of very old age. “Infused with politics, love, and laughter. ‘Lively, funny’ New York Times. 216 pages. HMH. Pub. at $25.00 $19.95

**4762984** ON THE FLY! Hobo Literature & Songs 1879-1941. Ed. by Ian McIntyre. Describes dozens of stories, poems, songs and articles written by hobos over the years that create an insider history of the subculture’s rise and fall. Tales of train hopping, scams, and political agitation are combined with humorous and political songs, and unique insights into the life of the people who crisscrossed America in search of survival. Illus. 515 pages. PM Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95 $19.95


**4927648** THE SORCERER’S APPRENTICE: An Anthology of Magical Tales. Ed. by Jack Zipes. A diverse anthology that traces the meaning and magic of the “sorcerer’s apprentice” tale throughout history. Brings together more than fifty sorcerer’s apprentices stories by a plethora of different authors, tales tell of young persons who rebel or complies with an authority, who holds the keys to magical powers. Illus. 403 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95

**373456X** WHAT IS MAN? And Other Essays on Religion. By C. S. Lewis. Without a doubt Thomas Merton’s most influential work, it recounts the author’s experiences living in a small house in the woods around Walden Pond, near Concord in Massachusetts, and in Paris in 1951, a time when he felt most isolated from the world which blends natural history with philosophical insights. This compact collector’s edition includes gilt-edged pages and a silk ribbon bookmark. 360 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $14.00 $9.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/874
**Literature**

- **193175** THE FLAMING SHIP OF OCRACOKE & OTHER TALES OF THE OUTER BANKS. By Frances Harmsworth. The story of this ship is but one of the colorful legends intrinsic to the charm of North Carolina’s historic coastline. From the northern tip of the Outer Banks to the lower end of the sweeping shoreline, there are stories to be found, and to be told with gusto, or awe, or sometimes with horror. Illus. 153 pages. John F. Blair. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

- **4787196** THE ENCHANTED HOUR: The Miraculous Power of Reading Aloud in the Age of Distraction. By Meghan Cox Gu一团 live and authoritative, with practical tips and reading recommendations, this volume will inspire readers to share this invaluable, life-affirming practice with their children. 366 pages. HMH. Pub. at $18.95

- **4968448** THE EYE YOU SEE WITH: Selected Nonfiction. By Robert Stone. Divided into three parts, this volume includes the best of Stone’s war reporting, his writing on social change, and his reflections on the art of fiction. Offering a clear-eyed view of the world, and securing Stone’s place as one of the most original figures in all of American letters.

- **4920309** LETTERS OF NOTE: Love. Compiled by Shaun Usher. Revisiting deep, essential love. In this collection of 30 letters, all of love’s incarnations, from first blush and mutual enchantment to unrequited emotion and the ache of passion past, it offers a rare and timeless look at what it means to love and be loved. 132 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $15.00 $9.95

- **1911953** ARISTOPHANES: Four Plays. By John Ryrie. In this classic of antiquity’s greatest philosopher, Socrates; Birds, in which feathered creatures build a great city and become like gods; Lysistrata, in which a woman convinces three-hundred of her men to leave their wives and secure peace; and Women of the Assembly, in which a woman negotiates peace; and features for the first time in print, Hektor’s widow, who in this volume introduces his harrowing experiences of war, and more. 1122 pages. Everyman’s Library. Pub. at $35.00

- **3904334** SHERLOCK HOLMES, VOLUME ONE: The Complete Novels and Stories. By Arthur Conan Doyle. Volume one of this two-volume collection includes the novels and stories that introduced the brilliant and unflappable Sherlock Holmes and his partner, Dr. Watson, to the world, including A Study in Scarlet, The Sign of Four and The Hound of the Baskervilles. The White Album captures the counterculture of the sixties, and Holmes races through the effects of ayahuasca, LSD and much more. Miami exposes the revolutionary politics of the late sixties, in which a man can brook noグループ and, in Cold War and more, people love them most—and perhaps rediscover an enchanted slice of their own childhoods in the process. 278 pages. Harper. Pub. at $26.99 $7.95


- **4912616** MANTEL PIECES. By Hilary Mantel. An irresistible selection of essays and diary entries from one of our greatest living writers. This is a work that is brisk and breezy, and further enhanced by her capacity to examine our hearts, register our feelings, and bring up with tenderness the enduring question of our frail and broken state.

- **4949285** THESE PRECIOUS DAYS: Essays. By Ann Patchett. A reflection on home, family, friendship and writing in Patchett’s personal collection of essays. Life takes turns we do not see coming. Patchett ponders this truth in these wise essays that interlace with stories that look into her mind and heart. 322 pages. Harper. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

- **4910281** THE DISPLACED: Refugee Writers on Refugee Lives. Ed. by Viet Thanh Nguyen. A powerful testament bringing higher prominence to refugee writers from around the world to illuminate their experiences. An insightful collection of essays and a powerful look at what it means to be forced to leave your home and find a place of refuge. 206 pages. Abrams. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

- **4998586** A COAT OF YELLOW PAINT: Moving Through the Noise to Love the Life You Live. By Grace Coddington. A celebration of the collaborative process, aimed at strengthening the possibilities you’re more than “just a mom,” overcome criticism, including from yourself, on body image, infertility, and doing “enough,” and more. Photos. 207 pages. Harper. Pub. at $26.95 $7.95

- **492357X** THE COLLECTED WRITINGS OF SUSSI FAR. A young Chinese immigrant and her heartbroken neighbor, whose parents have arranged for her to marry a man she does not love. A Chinese American family struggles to navigate a prejudiced American world, and Sussi’s fiction and non-fiction works. 276 pages. Mint Editions. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

- **4928643** THE BOOK OF DIFFICULT FRUIT: Arguments for the Tart, Tender, and Unruly. By Rebecca Solnit. In the work of unique invention difficult fruits serve as the central ingredients of twenty-six lyrical essays (with recipes). What makes fruit difficult? In her captivating, erudite, and unflappable prose, Solnit celebrates the possibilities of love set amidst the splendors of Florence, and her “dark companion,” Knights and Dragons, along with nineteen short stories. 863 pages. Library of America. Pub. at $40.00. PRICE CUT TO $24.95

- **3917207** WASHINGTON IRVING: A Treasury. This elegant slipcased selection includes three classic living masterpieces that capture the magic of folktales: The Legend of Sleepy Hollow, Old Christmas; and A Scandal in Bohemia, “The Red-Headed League” and more. 915 pages. Vintage. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95


- **4760786** ANTONY & CLEOPATRA. By William Shakespeare. In no other play has Shakespeare created two such equally iconic personas as Pompey’s wife and Cleopatra’s fated partner, Antony and the Egyptian Queen Cleopatra. Shakespeare stood at the height of his powers when he penned this great tragedy, one of the last plays he wrote. 215 pages. Harper. Pub. at $5.95

- **4846761** HAD I KNOWN: Collected Essays. By Barbara Ehrenreich. Gathering the articles and excerpts from a long ranging body of work, Ehrenreich presents an unforgettable portrait of the social and political politics in the world of Jim Crow America. Illus. in color. Published by 10 new essays, a cartoon portrait of the author, and a comprehensive index of all Ehrenreich’s writing on social change, and his preparation, and more. Here, these fruits will give insights into relationships, self-care, medical and botanical history, and so much more. Illus. 391 pages, Picador. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95
Decades before our known lines and memorable moments. Ages 9-11. Well illus. in gives an enchanting taste of the original work, quoting broken-hearted and alone? This retelling of Shakespeare’s play each other and true love, or will Puck’s meddling leave them are lost in the woods on a midsummer’s night. Will they find  

**Shakespeare**

493329X KING HENRY V. By William Shakespeare. First staged in 1599, Shakespeare’s history of Henry V’s remarkable victory over the French at Agincourt and the subsequent peace between the two nations is also a study of war and kingship. Henry comes to embody all that is just, moral, and noble. This edition features an extensive introduction, critical essays, and a critical appreciation. 169 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $9.99. $4.95

493345I KING RICHARD III. By William Shakespeare. Richard, Duke of Gloucester, the deformed brother of the King, secretly plotting to seize the throne of England. He is prepared to go to any lengths to achieve his goal. In his manipulation of events and people, Richard is a chilling incarnation of the lure of evil and the temptation of power. This collector’s edition features gift-edged pages and a ribbon bookmark. Illus. 196 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $9.99. $4.95

497243O MIDSUMMER NIGHT’S DREAM. By Shakespeare. A Rogue Scholar’s Quest for the Truth Behind the Bard’s Work. By Michael Blanding. The true story of a self-taught Shakespeare sleuth’s quest to prove his eye-opening theory about the source of the world’s most famous plays, taking readers inside the vibrant era of Elizabethan England as well as the contemporary scene of Shakespeare scholarship and obsession. 264 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $30.00. PRICE CUT TO $17.95

384432W AR. By F. Scott Fitzgerald. 320 pages. Aladdon. Pub. at $18.00. PRICE CUT TO $7.95

4982563 THE COMPLETE WORKS OF WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE. 1278 pages. Chartwell. Pub. at $15.99. $7.95

2363751 MACBETH. A Dagger of the Mind. By Harold Bloom. 139 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $24.00. $3.95


**Literary Reference**

4922857 52 AWARD-WINNING TITLES EVERY BOOK LOVER SHOULD READ. By Edward Lane. This collection of award-winning titles selected by the ALA is presented as a one-year reading challenge offering an book-filled journey for all book lovers. With comments, including book trackers for beyond the recommended ALA list, this journal is a book club in your hands and a reading adventure to savor. 209 pages. Sourcebooks. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95

4921824 THE WORLD OF TOLKIEN. By David Day. In this incredibly detailed volumes bound with leather-like embossed covers, Day presents four decades of research and writing on the lands and inhabitants of Middle Earth. A must-have guide to the Tolkien world, this collection provides an A to Z dictionary of the vernacular, an atlas, histories of battles, heroes, and the Hobbits that started it all. 1,304 pages in six books, some in color. Thunder’s Gate. Pub. at $85.00. $63.95

**Shakespeare**

4935225 A MIDSUMMER NIGHT’S DREAM. By William Shakespeare. Four young people are lost in the woods on a midsummer’s night. Will they find love and hope for the future of their society, 280 pages. HarperLuxe. Pub. at $24.99. $5.95

4985788 ON DEMOCRACY. By E.B. White. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Decades before our current political turmoil, E.B. White crafted eloquent yet practical political statements that continue to resonate. This concise collection of essays, letters, and poems offers much needed historical context for our current state of nation, and hope for the future of our society. 280 pages. HarperLuxe. Pub. at $24.99. $5.95

4994466 FREE! Essays. By Zadie Smith. 452 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $28.00. $4.95

4726308 ABRAHAM LINCOLN: Writings and Reflections. Ed. by R.B. Bernstein. Illus. in color. 160 pages. Arcturus. Pub. at $19.95. PRICE CUT TO $5.95

4715497 ABRAHAM LINCOLN: Writings and Reflections. Ed. by R.B. Bernstein. Illus. in color. 160 pages. Arcturus. $3.95

4859612 THE DEPOSITIONS: New and Selected Essays on Being and Ceasing to Be. By Thomas Lynch. 342 pages. Mentor. Pub. at $18.95. PRICE CUT TO $3.95


49189X GARGANTUA AND PANTAGRUEL. By Francois Rabelais. 807 pages. Everyman’s Library. $27.00


4882563 THE COMPLETE WORKS OF WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE. 1278 pages. Chartwell. Pub. at $15.99. $7.95

4937732 INTERSECTIONS: Language, Contexts, and Keywords. By Patricia Parker. Provides readers with an interdisciplinary perspective on Shakespeare, from early to late and across dramatic genres. Parker’s deeply evocative readings demonstrate how easy it was to imagine Shakespeare’s plays reverberate within and beyond the Shakespearean text, and suggest that the world and language and continent is an inconstant divide. Photos. 409 pages. UPAL. Pub. at $39.95. $7.95

4935589 WORDS OF LOVE AND LOVE OF WORDS: The Middle Ages and The Renaissance. Ed. by Albrecht Clasen. This interdisciplinary study argues that the notion of “love” in the poetry of the Middle Ages is a metaphor for the simple exploration of an emotion. Instead, the discourse examined here served as a springboard for fundamental epistemological investigations into metaphysical, spiritual and philosophical terms. 480 pages. MRTS. Pub. at $65.00. $4.95


4970957 LURE OF THE ARCANE: The Literature of Cult and Conspiracy. By Theodore Ziolkowski. In this comprehensive survey of conspiracy fiction, Ziolkowski traces the evolution of cults, orders, lodges, secret societies, and conspiracies through various literary manifestations, such as drama, romance, epic, novel, opera, down to the thrillers of the twenty first century. 176 pages. Harper. Pub. at $22.00. $5.95


4685314 WHAT TO READ AND WHY. By Francine Prose. Includes selections culled from essays, reviews, and introductions, combined with new, never before published pieces that focus on her favorite works of fiction and nonfiction, on which she has written the most, and which she was even on books by photographers. A celebration of the power and beauty of the written word. 314 pages. Harper. Pub. at $23.99. $2.95

3891495 THE ART OF PULP HORROR: An Illustrated History. Ed. by Jason Haxton. Haxton looks at the sleazy, and sensational subject matter in books, magazines, comics, and movies that has helped to shape modern horror. With hundreds of rare and unique images from around the world this handsome volume charts the history of escape and horror and the individuals who created it. 256 pages. Applause. 10¼ x 11¼. Pub. at $40.00. $29.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/874

4782895 LITERARY LANDSCAPES: Charting the Worlds of Classic Literature. Ed. by John Sutherland. A fascinating, innovative and wide-ranging look at the geography, location, and terrain of our best-loved literary works and examines how their setting is intrinsic to the stories that they tell. Includes illustrations and critical essays. Paperback. Pub. at $25.99. [PRICE CUT to $13.50]

4766020 THE SCIENCE OF STEPHEN KING. By M. Hubbard & K. Florence. Through interviews, literary and film analysis, and bone-chilling discoveries, this reference delves into the uniquely horrific and creative. This wonderful reading is the science behind the legendary novels that have become an integral part of modern pop culture. Paperback. 249 pages. Skyhorse. [PRICE CUT to $14.99]


384985X A VIKING SLAVE’S SAGA: Jan Fridgards’ Trilogy of Novels About the Viking Age. By Robert E. Bjork. Three trilogy collections, each containing the tale of a man who has escaped from slavery and worked to reclaim himself, his wife, Auis, and their daughter, Tora, and chronicles Holme’s struggle against his Viking enemies, initially as a relatively helpless blacksmith slave. It also presents an unforgettable view of the clash, which becomes more violent as the trilogy proceeds, between paganism and Christianity in Sweden. 367 pages. ACMRS. Pub. at $43.00. [PRICE CUT to $9.95]

488864X BLOOD MATTERS: Stories in Europe and America, 1300-1700. Ed. by B.L. Johnson & E. Decamp. This volume’s essays are organized within categories derived from medieval and modern understandings of blood behaviors—Circulation, Wounds, Corruption, Proof, and Signs and Substance—thereby providing the terms through which interdisciplinary and cross-period conversations can take place. Illus. 354 pages. UPaP. Pub. at $89.95. [PRICE CUT to $19.95]

491719 GOD-LEVEL KNOWLEDGE DARTS: Life Lessons from the Bronx. By D. Nice & K. Mero. In this work Nice and Mero have written the most essential guide to life of our time, which all important questions are asked. How do I talk to my kids about drugs if I do them, too? What are the ethics of ghosting in a relationship? How do I bet on sports? How should I behave at 201 pages. Random. Pub. at $26.00. [PRICE CUT to $5.95]

491309 GIRL GANGS, BIKER BOYS, AND REAL COOL CATS: Pulp Fiction and Youth Culture, 1950 to 1980. By Thomas Mcintyre & A. Nette. Features approximately 400 full-color covers, this volume is a must read for anyone interested in pulp fiction. 336 pages. PM Press. Pub. at $29.95. [PRICE CUT to $2.95]

4918193 FINAL DRAFTS: Suicides of World-Famous Authors. By Mark Seinfield. Profoundly moving and morbidly attractive, this guide is a necessary historical record, biographical treatment and psychological examination of the authors who left this “cruel world” by their own hands. Seinstein reveals that many other contemporaries contemplated ending their work, and were obsessed with destroying themselves. 446 pages. Prometheus. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95. [PRICE CUT to $12.95]

4924207 THE TROUBLE IN ROOM 519: Money, Matricide, & Marginal Fiction in the Early Twentieth Century. By Thomas A. di Fiore. Aiello weaves a compelling true crime narrative into his exploration of the economies of magazine fiction and the strains placed on authors by the publishing industry prior to World War II. In doing so, he brings to life a Mark Twain bit about a jealous husband’s work as exemplary of Depression era popular fiction. Aiello includes 8 of the author’s stories originally published in mid-century magazines. 218 pages. LaSUF Paperback. [PRICE CUT to $19.95]

4909118 HOW TO READ LITERATURE LIKE A PROFESSOR: A Lively and Entertaining Guide to Reading Between the Lines. By Thomas C. Foster. There is more going on in a novel or poem than is readily visible on the surface, from the simple symbols to unexpected character twists. If you suspect that a deeper meaning of a literary text is escaping you, this guide can help. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99. [PRICE CUT to $12.95]

473064X HOW TO READ NONFICTION LIKE A PROFESSOR. By Thomas C. Foster. We live in an information age, and it’s increasingly difficult to know what information is relevant in our fast-paced society. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99. [PRICE CUT to $12.95]

4804686 THE CULTURE OF THE BOOK IN TIBET. By Kurtis R. Schaefer. Drawing on sources spanning the fourteenth through the eighteenth centuries, Schaefer examines the desires and taboos that it produces. Elliott’s extensive research not only covers Gothic literature’s best known and studied texts but also engages in a broad Gothic work of social history and explains how we can avoid them in the future. 260 pages. Regnery. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. [PRICE CUT to $7.95]

487076X PORTRAITURE AND BRITISH GOTHIC FICTION: The Rise of Picture Identification, 1764-1835. By Kamilla Elliott. Investigating multiple aspects of picture identification and the desires and taboos that it produces, Elliott’s extensive research not only covers Gothic literature’s best known and studied texts but also engages in a broad Gothic work of social history and explains how we can avoid them in the future. 260 pages. Regnery. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. [PRICE CUT to $7.95]


4878019 INVENTING SCROOGE: The Incredibly True Life of Charles Dickens. By David Day. Tracing centuries of ancient folklore, this volume is a deep and highly informative investigation into the invention of the ring symbols on Tolkien’s epic fantasy world, exploring the origins of the One Ring, as well as the extraordinary myths and legends that inspired Tolkien’s works. Well illus. in color. 294 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $15.99. [PRICE CUT to $9.95]
See more titles at erhbc.com/874
**485778X ROBERT'S RULES OF WRITING, SECOND EDITION.** By Robert M. McChesney. McChesney's critique of the so-called "rules" of writing and the writing strategies that conform to or violate them. Pulp Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

**191168 LETTERS TO A YOUNG WRITER.** By Colum McCann. McMcCann's collection of essays, which includes both letters and advice to young writers, is written in a way that is both personal and informative. 376 pages. Knopf. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95


**4702495 HOW TO WRITE A MYSTERY: A Mystery Writer's Handbook of America.** Ed. by Lee Child with L.R. King. Highly anticipated and incredibly useful, this new and trusted guide from Mystery Writers of America offers practical, thought-provoking advice for new and established authors alike. 326 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95

**192017 HOW TO WRITE A MYSTERY: A Mystery Writers' Handbook of America.** Ed. by Lee Child with L.R. King. Seventy of the most successful mystery writers in the business contribute essays and tips on the craft of writing. Whether it's plot and dialogue or building reader outreach, or the need for diversity and inclusivity, this resource offers a complete, must-have guide for a new generation of mystery writers. 326 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95. $12.95

**4972930 REFUSE TO BE DONE: How to Write and Rewrite.** By Matt Bell. They say writing is rewriting. This work will guide you through every step of the rewriting process from getting started on those first pages to making your final draft even tighter and stronger. 156 pages. Soho. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

**3927083 2019 WRITER'S MARKET, 98TH ANNUAL EDITION.** Ed. by Robert Lee Brewer. Features listings for contact and submission information to help writers get their work published. Beyond the listings you’ll find new material devoted to the business and promotion of writing, the secrets to ten-minute marketing, how to make money covering live events, and seven steps to doubling your writing income. 890 pages. Writer’s Digest. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95. $12.95

**4811318 ARTFUL HISTORY: A Practical Anthology.** Ed. by A. Sachs & J. Demos. A collection of memorable, stirring, and eloquent excerpts, designed to help any historian write more artfully. Gathering some of the most compelling efforts to make history writing eloquent, stirring and memorable, this volume demonstrates that the most rigorous scholarship can take on a wide range of creative forms. 285 pages. Yale. Paperbound. Pub. at $37.50. PRICE CUT to $25.95


**4922573 HOW YOUR STORY SETS YOU FREE.** By H. Box & J. Mocine-McQueen. 112 pages. Chronicle. Pub. at $12.95. $4.95


**4943025 EDITING MADE EASY: Simple Rules for Effective Writing.** By Bruce Kaplan. 112 pages. Upward Access. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.50. $7.95


**3927086 WRITING TO PERSUADE: How to Bring People over to Your Side.** By Trish Hall. 206 pages. Lightning. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95. PRICE CUT to $7.95

---

**3947405 DICTIONARY OF WORD ORIGINS.** By John Ayto. More than 8,000 entries reveal the origins and links between some of the most common English-language words, each listing cites the year a word was first recorded, its key etymons, and includes cross-references to trace common roots. 585 pages. Arcade. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $9.95

**3994779 THE LITTLE BOOK OF LOST WORDS: Colloquies, Slangy, and 86 Other Surprisingly Useful Terms We All Use Wrong.** By Gollancz. To write a life worthy of the founder of the popular online destination History Hustle has uncovered unique words from the past that are just begging to be brought back into modern use. Complete with hilarious example sentences, and cheeky historical art, this collection proves that some things never change. 186 pages. Ten Speed. Pub. at $14.99. $2.95

**4987853 TEACH YOURSELF ACCENTS: North America.** By Robert Blumenfeld. An easy-to-use guide to complementing your accent with practical advice and key details that bring each accent to life. Contemporary monologues and scenes are included. Covers the widely used General American, as well as Midwestern and Southern accents, African-American vernacular accents, Hispanic accents, Caribbean island accents, various urban accents, and Canadian English and French accents. 134 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. $9.95

**492102X MCGUFFEY'S FIRST ELECCTIC READER, REVISED EDITION.** By William McGuffy. This revised edition was published in 1879. Develops basic reading comprehension skills for children as young as three all the way to adults learning to read. Uses stories, world lists, phonetic charts, and 19th-century illustrations as timeless teaching tools. 96 pages. Applewood. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.95. $3.95

**3724514 100 WORDS ALMOST EVERYONE MISSES UP OR MANGLES.** By From the eds. of American Heritage Dictionaries. Newly updated, this guide presents 100 words that people routinely get confused, because the words sound alike or are easily misused. Each word is presented with a definition, a pronunciation, and an explanation of where it comes from. 118 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.95. $3.95

**4987863 RHETORIC: The Art of Persuasion.** By A. Avant & A. Anderen. What do you do when you use a metaphor? In this learned little volume, rhetoricians demonstrate the principles of Rhetoric via its figures and devices, using real-world examples to show how all human communication deploys the time-tested techniques of this ancient art. Illus. 58 pages. Wooden. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95.
**About Words, Writing & Grammar**

* 4938364 ACTUALLY, THE COMMA GOES HERE: A Practical Guide to Punctuation
  By Lucy Crisp. This work offers a lighthearted yet highly informative approach to ensuring you never misuse a comma again. This primer has you covered with chapters that correct deep in your soul every piece of punctuation. Illus. 154 pages. Rockridge. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 **$9.95**

3630438 SISTER BERNADETTE’S BARGAIN: The Queen's History and Lost Art of Diagramming Sentences
  By Kitty Burns Florey. In its heyday, sentence diagramming was wildly popular in grammar schools across the country. In this original history, Florey explores the sentence diagramming phenomenon, including its humble roots at Brooklyn Polytechnic, its predecessor, and what diagrams of famous writers' sentences reveal about them. 326 pages. Riverhead. Pub. at $26.00

9490919 BECAUSE INTERL: Understanding the New Rules of Language
  By Gretchen McCulloch. Essential reading for anyone who’s ever puzzled over how to punctuate a text message or wondered where memes come from. For understanding how the internet is changing the English language, why that’s a good thing, and what our interactions reveal about what are. 262 pages. Riverhead. Pub. at $26.00 **$9.95**

**4991601 A DICTIONARY OF SYMBOLS, REVISED.** By Jean Eduardo Cline. A feat of scholarship, an act of the imagination, and a tool for contemplation, as well as a work of literature, this reference is as indispensable as it is brilliant and learned. Well illus. 350 pages. NYRB. Paperback. Pub. at $34.50 **$26.95**

  By Victoria Zecher. Twenty writers share first-person tales of mysteries they’ve encountered at home and in the world. Anne Perry ponders the magical powers of words and stories conjured from writers’ imaginations; Martin Limon travels back to his military stint in Korea to grapple with a young man’s disorienting immersion in a foreign culture; and more. 312 pages. Basic. Pub. at $28.00 **$16.95**

**4930658 IMAGINARY LANGUAGES: Myths, Utopias, Fantasies, Illusions, and Linguistic Fictions.** By Yaguello. Yaguello explores the history and practice of inventing languages, from religious speaking in tongues to politically utopian schemes to the discoveries of modern linguistics. She looks for imagined languages that are autonomous systems, complete unto themselves and meant for communication to the works. 325 pages. MIT Press. Pub. at $29.95 **$21.95**

6971422 KAFKA’S LAST TRIAL: The Case of the Controversial Trial in Israeli Courts
  By Martin Puchner. Interweaving family memoir with an adventurous use of language, Puchner crafts an entirely original narrative. In a language born of migration and survival, he discovers a witty and resourceful account of tolerance in our green end of the spectrum that simply can’t be missed. Well illus. 224 pages. Running Press. Paperback. Pub. at $23.99 **$7.95**

4930746 THE LANGUAGE OF THIEVES: My Family’s Obsession with a Secret Code the Nazis Tried to Eliminate.
  By Martin Puchner. Interweaving family memoir with an adventurous use of language, Puchner crafts an entirely original narrative. In a language born of migration and survival, he discovers a witty and resourceful account of tolerance in our green end of the spectrum that simply can’t be missed. Well illus. 224 pages. Running Press. Paperback. Pub. at $23.99 **$7.95**

**279 pages. Norton. Pub. at $26.95**

**MILITARY STINT IN KOREA TO GRAPPLE WITH A YOUNG MAN’S DISORIENTING IMMERSION IN A FOREIGN CULTURE, AND MORE.**

**MOVIES & REFERENCE**

1925148 OUT OF THE SHADOWS: Expanding the Canon of Classic Film Noir.

**SOLD OUT**

**LIMITED QUANTITY 5922777 ROTTEN MOVIES WE LOVE: Cult Classics, Underrated Gems, and Films So Bad They’re Good.
  By Nigel Blundell. A feat of scholarship, an act of the imagination, and a tool for contemplation, as well as a work of literature, this reference is as indispensable as it is brilliant and learned. Well illus. 350 pages. NYRB. Paperback. Pub. at $34.95 **$9.95**

91590X STANLEY KUBRICK: Masters of Cinema.
  By Bill Krohn. A comprehensive look at the master filmmaker’s body of work by an expert who calls Kubrick “the most important film director of our time.” A true auteur, Kubrick made only 12 features in fifty years, but his artistry is so superior that each work is considered a classic. Fully illus., some in color. 208 pages. Phaidon. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 **$9.45**

1907492 HISTORICAL DICTIONARY OF GERMAN CINEMA.
  By Robert C. & Carol J. Reimer. Examines the history of German cinema through a chronology, an introduction to the industry, and hundreds of cross-referenced dictionary entries on directors, actors, classic films, major cinematographers, composers, and producers. 16 pages of photos. 467 pages. Scarecrow. Pub. at $154.00 **$6.95**

944712 TURNER CLASSIC MOVIES MUST-SEE MUSICALS: 50 Show-Stopping Movies We Can’t Forget. By Richard Barrios. From the award-winning To Be or Not to Be, to the classic Carousel, to the lovingly retro stylings of The Broadway Melody (1929) to the lovingly retro stylings of La La Land (2016), movie musicals have dazed audiences and pdbed into the hearts of generations. This book is filled with lush illustrations as well as enlightening commentary and entertaining “backstage” stories about every one of these 50 unforgettable films. 272 pages. Running Press. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 **$4.95**

1997743 THE RUNAWAY BRIDE: Hollywood Romantic Comedy of the 1930s. By Elizabeth Kendall. A lively, erudite, and infectiousely enthusiastic work. It mixes film and social history to reveal our vision and to broaden our understanding of the wants of some of the best-loved movies ever made and of the complex and dire circumstances in which they were born. Photos. 285 pages. Cooper Square. Pub. at $18.95 **$9.45**

See more titles at erhbc.com/874
UPKy. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.00

1980’s birth through its bid to survive the modern digital world. Illus., many in color. 480 pages. Schiffer. Paperback. $29.95

**4927191** AD NAUSEAM: Nightmares from the ’70s & ’80s. By Michael Gingold. A year by year deep dive into the Gingold archive, with more than 700 ads! Within these pages you’ll see rare alternative art for film franchises. Gingold also provides personal recollections and commentary, and unveils vintage reviews to reveal what critics of the time were saying about these films. Fully illus. 368 pages. 1984 Publishing. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $37.95 $28.95

**4901699** ALFRED HITCHCOCK: The Legacy of Victoriam. By Paula Marantz Cohen. This study traces Hitchcock’s long directorial career from Victoriam to postmodernism. Cohen charts his development from his British period through his classic Hollywood years into his later phase, tracing a journey between familial allegiances and passion. Color photos. 256 pages. Abrams. 9½x12. Pub. at $40.00 $31.95

**4654110** STAR WARS COLLECTIONING A GALAXY: The Art of the Premiere Edition. By Samuel C. Schilling. This is the first work in English covering the whole saga, illustrating and documenting items. Color photos. 192 pages. FAB Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

**4921997** HITCHCOCK AND THE CENSORS. By John Billheimer. Traces the forces that led to the Production Code and describes Hitchcock’s interactions with code officials on a film by film basis as he fought to protect his creations, bargaining with reviewers and studio executives, and taking a lifetime of memorable films. Photos. 370 pages. UPKy. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95 $22.95

**3835645** HOMES OF HOLLYWOOD STARS. By Barry Morrow. Highlights the souvenir postcards and folders that were sold millions of tourists who visited Hollywood between 1920 and 1970—an era known as the “Golden Age of Hollywood.” Screen favorites Mary Pickford, Charlie Chaplin, Gloria Swanson, Marilyn Monroe, Judy Garland, Bette Davis, and many others’ homes are reproduced in black and white period images. 128 pages. Arcadia Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $23.99 $14.95

**4978510** NO BORDERS, NO LIMITS: Nikkatsu Action Cinema. By Mark Schilling. This is the first work in English about Nikkatsu, the Japanese B-movie studio of the 1990s, responsible for a barrage of sci-fi, fantasy, and horror classics during the last true “golden age” of the home video era. This guide tracks the history of the company, from its late 1980’s birth through its bid to survive the modern digital world. Illus., many in color. 480 pages. Schiffer. Paperback. $29.95


**3901459** MORE SEX, BETTER ZEN, FASTER BULLETS: The Encyclopedia of Hong Kong Film. By S. Hammond & W. Wilkins. In the nonpareil true story of the Hong Kong film industry, one that doesn’t skimp on the good bits, the hyperkinetic films themselves. Included are intrepid firsthand accounts of the culture and international fascination, to have emerged around these movies. Well illus. 344 pages. Headpress. Paperback. Pub. at $28.95 $23.95

**4946392** UNDEREXPOSED! The 50 Greatest Movies Never Made. By Josh Cochran & Michaela Hall. Underexposed bums and roadblocks that kept these films from reaching the silver screen. From the misguided and rejected, like uncut diamonds left in the ground, to hands and pulled a U-turn in development, like Steven Spielberg’s planned Oldboy adaptation starring Will Smith, he discusses plotlines, rumored casting, and so much more. Color illus. 192 pages. Abrams. $39.95


**4819977** HITCHCOCK AND THE CENSORS. By John Billheimer. Traces the forces that led to the Production Code and describes Hitchcock’s interactions with code officials on a film by film basis as he fought to protect his creations, bargaining with reviewers and studio executives, and taking a lifetime of memorable films. Photos. 370 pages. UPKy. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95 $22.95

**4978439** CINEMA SEWER, VOLUME 3: The Adults Only Guide to History’s Sickest and Sexiest Movies! By Robin Bougie. The celebrated underground series continues with a fourth wild volume, compiling gonzo writing, illustration and comics about the most insane, sexy, accidental, hilarious and outrageous movies in the history of film. Packed with previously unseen interviews, rants, comics, and rare classic movie advertising from the cult magazine. Adults only. 192 pages. FAB Press. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

**4978447** CINEMA SEWER, VOLUME 4: The Adults Only Guide to History’s Sickest and Sexiest Movies! By Robin Bougie. The celebrated underground series continues with a fourth wild volume, compiling gonzo writing, illustration and comics about the most insane, sexy, accidental, hilarious and outrageous movies in the history of film. Packed with previously unseen interviews, rants, comics, and rare classic movie advertising from the cult magazine. Adults only. 192 pages. FAB Press. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

**4776038** REX INGRAM: Visionary Director of the Silent Screen. By Ruth Barton. Follows the virtuosic director beyond his career in film to examine his personal life. His conversion to Islam, the rumors surrounding his ambiguous sexuality, and the circumstances of his untimely death. Barton provides an absorbing look at the daring and exhilarating days of early Hollywood. 48 pages of photos. 292 pages. UPKy. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**3974839** FRIGHTENING FAVORITES: 31 Movies to Haunt Your Halloween and Beyond. By David J. Skal. Spotlights 31 essential films ranging from monster greats to modern and classic horror to family friendly cinematic masterpieces, behind the scenes stories, and a trove of images. 213 pages. Running Press. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

**3908399** THE CASTLE ON SUNSET: Life, Death, Love, Art, and Scandal at Hollywood’s Most Infamous Address. By Shawn Barton. Since 1929, Hollywood’s brightest stars have flocked to the Chateau Marmont as if it were a second home. The Chateau has been a backdrop for generations of gossip and folklore. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $23.95

**4759996** LEWIS MILESTONE: Life and Films. By Harlow Robinson. This comprehensive biography is the first to present Lewis Milestone’s remarkable life—a classic rags to riches American narrative—in full and to explore his many acclaimed films from the silent to the sound era. 32 pages of photos. 296 pages. UPKy. Paperback. Pub. at $50.00 $35.95

**4946731** FUN CITY CINEMA: New York City and the Movies That Made It. By Jason Bailey. A visual history of the 100 years of filmmaking in New York City, featuring exclusive interviews with NYC filmmakers including: Noah Baumbach, Larry Clark, Greta Gerwig, Walter Hill, Jerry Schatzberg, Martin Scorsese, Susan Sidelman, Oliver Stone, Jennifer Westfeldt and more. Fully illus, most in color. 352 pages. Abrams. $34.95 $29.95

**4980635** CINEMA BY DESIGN: Art Nouveau, Modernism, & Film History. By Lucy Fischer. Traces Art Nouveau’s long history in films from various decades and global locations, appreciating the movement’s avant garde aesthetic and integrating it into cinema. Fischer’s work explains why an art movement embedded in modernist sensibilities can flourish in contemporary film. Illus. 266 pages. Columbia University Press. Paperback. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**4978400** CINEMA SEWER, VOLUME 2: The Adults Only Guide to History’s Sickest and Sexiest Movies! By Robin Bougie. The celebrated underground series continues with a fourth wild volume, compiling gonzo writing, illustration and comics about the most insane, sexy, accidental, hilarious and outrageous movies in the history of film. Packed with previously unseen interviews, rants, comics, and rare classic movie advertising from the cult magazine. Adults only. 192 pages. FAB Press. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

**3978400** CINEMA SEWER, VOLUME 2: The Adults Only Guide to History’s Sickest and Sexiest Movies! By Robin Bougie. The celebrated underground series continues with a fourth wild volume, compiling gonzo writing, illustration and comics about the most insane, sexy, accidental, hilarious and outrageous movies in the history of film. Packed with previously unseen interviews, rants, comics, and rare classic movie advertising from the cult magazine. Adults only. 192 pages. FAB Press. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

**4927162** SHAKESPEARE SONGS: The Complete Lyrics. By Laurence Senelick. This definitive volume contains the complete Shakespearean lyrics from both the printed and manuscript sources, with thirteen of the sonnets determined as original. 464 pages. UPKy. Paperback. Pub. at $36.95

**4978447** CINEMA SEWER, VOLUME 4: The Adults Only Guide to History’s Sickest and Sexiest Movies! By Robin Bougie. The celebrated underground series continues with a fourth wild volume, compiling gonzo writing, illustration and comics about the most insane, sexy, accidental, hilarious and outrageous movies in the history of film. Packed with previously unseen interviews, rants, comics, and rare classic movie advertising from the cult magazine. Adults only. 192 pages. FAB Press. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95


**494019 TRAVELING SOUL: The Life of Curtis Mayfield. By Todd Mayfield with T. Atia. Curtis Mayfield was one of the seminal vocalists and most talented guitarists of the music industry, and his story is one of the Civil Rights Movement. Curtis’s life was famously cut short by an accident that left him paralyzed, but in his declining health he received recognition of the music industry, his family from Russia to Europe and eventually America. 32 pages of photos, 375 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $29.95. $6.95

**485659 MELLENCAMP: By Paul Rees. Mellencamp’s story is the story of the heartland. His coming of age as an artist and evolution into legendary status, with the highs and lows of Sir natra’s life and career. singer to the mid-1960s, Consiglio worked with her ballads and rockabilly tunes, before the Nashvi lle sound to the nation with her ballads and rockabilly tunes, before her life tragically ended in a plane crash at age thirty. 306 pages. Chicago Review. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99. $19.95

**493030 WILD THING: The Short, Spellbinding Life of Jimi Hendrix. By Philip Norman. Hendrix’s story to vivid life against the backdrop of, and intertwearing new interviews with friends, lovers, band members, and his family, this narrative reconstructs Jimi’s remarkable life. Filled with revelatory insights into some of the greatest moments in rock history, this is a transfixing account of a music legend. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 390 pages. Liveright. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. $13.95

3816745 SLOWHAND: The Life and Music of Eric Clapton. By Philip Norman. He is Eric Clapton, but he has always been known as rock music’s greatest virtuoso. While no life has been more “rock ‘n roll” than Clapton’s, no one’s story is more compelling. 335 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. $4.95

**4919491 CITIZEN CASH: The Political Life and Times of Johnny Cash. By Michael Stewart Foley. Johnny Cash was an American icon known for his level baritone voice and somber demeanor. He’s one of the best selling musicians in history. 24 pages of photos, some in color. Little, Brown. Pub. at $30.00. $24.95

**47860X THE DOUBLE LIFE OF BOB DYLAN: A Restless, Hungry Feeling (1941-1966). By Clinton Heylin. The definitive biography of one of contemporary culture’s most significant artists during a musical revolution, Nobel Prize winner, and a chart-topping recording artist. Heylin’s meticulously researched, and consistently riveting account is必不可少 to get to the life story of an artist who has been the lodestar of popular culture for six decades. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 260 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $30.00. $21.95


3923320 MY LOVE STORY. By Tina Turner et al. In this eye-opening and compelling memoir, Turner sets the record straight about her illustrious career and complicated personal life. This explosive and inspiring story of a woman who dared to break any barriers put in her way, is an outstanding investigation of a notoriously private artist and performer—and the definitive account to date of Turner’s life and work. Photos. 609 pages. Faber & Faber. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $9.95

**48321X LOWSIDE OF THE ROAD: A Life of Tom Waits. By Barney Hoskyns. Affectionate and penetrating, and based on a combination of assiduous research and deep critical insight, this is an outstanding investigation of a notoriously private artist and performer—and the definitive account to date of Waits’s life and work. Photos. 609 pages. Faber & Faber. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $9.95

4786779 MY LOVE STORY. By Tina Turner et al. In this eye-opening and compelling memoir, Turner sets the record straight about her illustrious career and complicated personal life. This explosive and inspiring story of a woman who dared to break any barriers put in her way, is an outstanding investigation of a notoriously private artist and performer—and the definitive account to date of Waits’s life and work. Photos. 609 pages. Faber & Faber. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $9.95

**474010 CONTE STONE JOHN: The Biography. By David Buckingham. On many first-hand interviews with his close associates and musical collaborators, this is a page-turning and entertaining story. It provides a fascinating and revealing portrait of one of the most adored pop artists ever. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 432 pages. Andre Deutsch. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $13.95

**3954865 JONI MITCHELL. By Mark Bego. An in-depth biography of a fascinating singer and songwriter. Includes an examination of Joni’s sudden role as a mother, in her fifties, as her daughter Kilauren finds more than three years later, the truth about her rumored love affairs with Crosby, Stills, Nash, and Young, and her relationships with fellow recording artists, as well as Georgia O’Keeffe. Taylor Pub. at $24.95. PRICE CUT to $9.95

**485439X ON TOUR WITH LEONARD COHEN. Photos by Sharon Robinson. An impressionistic view of what it was like to be on tour with the legendary singer–songwriter and poet. Robinson reveals the day-to-day life of the road, onstage and behind the scenes, and the chemistry of Cohen and his supporting artists, together on an incredible journey. The complete story of a world’s most recognized and iconic rock superstars. Photos. 238 pages. Independent Music Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $4.95
Notable Films

4922824 CINEMATIC CITIES: New York—The Big Apple on the Big Screen. By Edward J. Robertson. A love story of filmmaking that includes behind the scenes stories and trivia, as well as a neighborhood handbook full of tips on where to eat and shop in 228 shops and restaurants along the path of your favorite films. Examples include James Stewart’s spy perch in Rear Window or the baptism in The Godfather. Photos. most in color. 167 pages. Running Press. Pub. at $20.00 $6.95

1913147 SPACED IN BLACK FILMS The Official Visual Companion to the Films. By L. Fitzpatrick & S. Gosling. The ultimate retrospective to the universally beloved film franchise. Unveiling the secrets behind the stars, the film contains concept art, sketches, storyboards, costume designs, makeup tests and more. This volume tells the story from film to script to screen. Color photos. 208 pages. Titan. 10¼ x 13. Pub. at $50.00 $9.95

★ 4905938 PLANET OF THE APES: The Complete History. By Sean Egan. Explores every aspect of this phenomenon—from books to films, comic books to television, and video games to merchandise—providing an overview that is truly definitive. With the help of new and exclusive interviews, Egan attempts to gain an understanding of how a cinematic legacy changed the world. 275 pages. FSG. Pub. at $25.00 $11.95

★ 3997510 THE ART AND MAKING OF PACIFIC RIM UPRISING. By Daniel Wallace. This deluxe volume is filled with incredible concept art and behind the scenes insights. Director DeKnight’s expansive vision through a wide range of remarkable visuals and interviews with key cast members is examined here. The reader will also discover special features including booklets, foldouts, and stickers. 156 pages. Insight Editions. 11¼ x 10¾. Pub. at $45.00 $3.95

4943341 HARRY POTTER: The Broom Collection & Other Artifacts from the Wizarding World. By Jody Revenson. A visual guide to these magical artifacts, their makers, and their riders. Profiles of each broom feature stunning new illustrations of the original props, insights from cast and crew, and other filmmaking secrets from the Warner Bros. archive. 12 pages. Insight Editions. 12¾ x 9¾. Pub. at $29.99 $11.95

★ 3962679 THE ART AND MAKING OF AQUAMAN. By Mike Avila. Takes readers deep into the process of the creative forces behind Aquaman. Stunning original concept art and behind the scenes photography highlight in-depth interviews with the artists and production designers whose meticulous work brings to life an underwater world never before seen on movie screens. 177 pages. Insight Editions. 11¼ x 10. Pub. at $45.00 $4.95

★ 3902226 PEYTON PLACE COMES HOME TO MAINE: The Making of the Iconic Film. By Mac Smith. Explores the making of the film in Camden, Maine, the work of Grace Metalious, the author of the book, and gives a behind-the-scenes look at the filming of the cinematic blockbuster. 110 pages. Down East. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95


4725980 HARRY POTTER FILM VAULT, VOLUME 6: Creature Companions, Plants, and Shapeshifters. By Jody Revenson. Rediscover the creature companions, magical plants, and shapeshifters of the Wizarding World with this fully illustrated behind the scenes look at the development and creation of the magnificent creatures seen in the movies. Included is a collectible art print for Harry Potter fans everywhere. 64 pages. Insight Editions. 8½ x 11. Pub. at $16.99 $14.95

★ 4784439 GODZILLA VS. KONG: One Will Fall. By Daniel Wallace. Captures the behind the scenes of the biggest battle in movie history, with this deluxe illustrated volume that explores the art and making of Godzilla Vs. Kong. Wallace captures every stage of the filmmaking process, giving you unprecedented access to the creation of the hit movie event. 158 pages. Insight Editions. 11¼ x 10¼. Pub. at $45.00 $32.95

Actors, Celebrities & Performing Artists

4839080 THE REAL BETTIE PAGE: The Truth About the Queen of the Pinups. By Richard Foster. Bettie Page has been called the most photographed model in history. Foster is the first reporter to contact Page during long absences, and the first to tell her full story. From her days in Nashville, to becoming America’s iconic pinup queen, writing everything between her story marriages, and her decade-long isolation in a California mental institution. 222 pages. Citadel. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $6.95

4998434X INGA’S Great Love, Hollywood Perfect: John and J. Edgar Hoover’s Prime Suspect. By Scott Farris. In a life more fascinating than fiction, Inga Arvad was an actress, foreign correspondent, World War II spy, and community leader among a tribe of headhunters, Hollywood gossip columnist, and suspected Nazi spy. Blending alluring glamour and Hitchcockian drama, her rollicking story comes to life in riveting biography. Photos. 457 pages. Lyons, Pub. at $32.00 $7.95

★ 4910982 MARY PICKFORD: Queen of the Movies. Ed. by Christel Schmidt. Featuring more than two hundred photos, posters, and stills from the collections of the Library of Congress and the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, this stunning volume paints a fascinating portrait of a true icon of motion magic. 276 pages. UpEmail. Paperbound. Pub. at $45.00 $9.95

1905562 ABSOLUTELY: By Joanelle Lamuy. Full of personal memories and iconic imagery, Lamuy relates her iconic life from her early days in the heat and the dust of the Tropics, through her days as a model working for some of the best-known names in fashion and photography, to her days as a beautiful young actress in singing ‘60s London. Fully illus., most in color. 272 pages. Weidenfeld & Nicolson. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 $6.95

4891201 HEDY’S FOLLY. By Richard Rhodes. Here is the fascinating and completely true story of how film star Hedy Lamarr and avant-garde composer George Antheil invented the technology behind today’s home GPS devices possible. Their revolutionary invention, spread-spectrum radio, is based on the rapid switching of communications signals frequencies. Photos. 262 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $6.95

4910915 JACK NICHOLSON: The Early Years. By R. Cran & C. Fryer. In 1975, Nicholson was on his way to becoming a household name, having already started in, written, and directed. Cran and Fryer interviewed him for what began as a thesis for a film class, but quickly morphed into a larger portrait of Nicholson’s unique craft as well as his insights into what it takes. 24 pages of photos. 214 pages. UK. Printbound. Pub. at $19.95 $7.95

3967948 IN PIECES: A Memoir. By Sally Field. In this intimate, haunting memoir, Sally Field tells her story for the first time, opening up about a challenging and lonely childhood, the craft that has set her free, and a powerful emotional legacy that shaped her journey as a daughter and a mother. Photos. 414 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95 $10.95

470584X BRUCE LEE: The Celebrated Life of the Golden Dragon. The celebrated life of Bruce Lee is told through his own words drawn from his diaries and journals, and illustrated with rare family photographs and stills from his movies and TV appearances. 180 pages. Tuttle. 8½ x 11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/874
191789 ADVENTURES OF A YOUNG NATURALIST: The Zoo Quest Expeditions, by David Attenborough. In 1954, a young Attenborough had the opportunity of a lifetime, to travel the world finding rare and elusive animals for London Zoo’s collection, and film BBC for a new called Zoo Quest. This is the story of these travels. Photos. Two Roads. Paperback. $7.95

487186 WHEN HEAVEN CALLS: Life Lessons from America’s Top Psychic Medium, by Matt Fraser. The author opens up about his psychic experiences, including how he discovered his spiritual gift, what it’s like to connect with souls on the other side, what communicating with the dead means, and about embracing life, and how readers can tap into their own intuitive awareness to manifest their dreams, goals, and desires. Color photos. 210 pages. Gallery. Paperbound. $26.00

4919220 THE DANCER WITHIN: Intimate Conversations with Great Dancers, by Rose Eichenbaum. A collection of photographic portraits and short essays based on confidential interviews with 40 dancers and entertainers, many of them world famous. This work reveals how these artists triumphed, but also how they overcame life and death doubt, injury, and aging. 294 pages. Wesleyan. Paperbound. $29.95

4999467 THE ESSENTIAL JACK NICHOLSON, by James L. Neibaur. Looks at Nicholson’s most important works, explaining why his performances are essentially vital. 224 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. Paperbound. $42.00

379876 THE JOHN WAYNE CODE: Wit, Wisdom and Timeless Advice from the American Icon, Ed. by Jeff Ashworth. During his 72 years and more than 150 movies, John Wayne imparted a seemingly endless range of advice, wisdom and good-old-fashioned common sense to his audiences. Collected in this attractively bound volume by the people who knew him best, this is the ultimate compendium of knowledge accompanied by striking photos of the Duke himself. 148 pages Meda Lab Books. Paperbound. $15.99

3899916 DUKE IN HIS OWN WORDS: John Wayne’s Life in Letters, Handwritten Notes and Jottings, by Jeff Ashworth et al. America’s favorite gun-slinging cowboy also played the roles of dutiful father, loyal friend, unwavering patriot and part-time sergeant. This collection contains a rare and wonderful glimpse into the mind of the man behind those sides to come to the surface in this collection of correspondence to friends, fans, and former Commanders in Chief. Photos. 203 pages. Meda Lab Books. Paperbound. $15.99

4846443 HOW I SLEPT MY WAY TO THE MIDDLE: Secrets and Stories from Stage, Screen, and Interview. By Kevin Pollak. A gift of a night with an unlikely young man of the industry looking at the journey from childhood in a struggling neighborhood to his success as a world-class actor. Photos. 250 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. $23.00

179687 ALWAYS LOOK ON THE BRIGHT SIDE OF LIFE: A Sortabiology, by Ernie Iden. We know him best for his unforgettable roles with Monty Python. Now Idle reflects on the meaning of his own life in this entertaining memoir. This is a revealing look at what goes on in the mind of an internationally loved performer. Photos. 216 pages. Knopf. Paperbound. $26.00

570736 JIMMY STEWART: The Truth Behind the Legend, by Michael Munn. This in-depth biography covers more than just Stewart’s military careers. It reveals his extraordinarily volatile temper, the accusations of racism, and astonishing tales of heady love affairs, hookers and hoodlums, and of Stewart’s run-in with Mafia man Benjamin “Bugsy” Siegel. SHO PWORN.

570737 ALAN ALDA: The 1983 Biography, by Raymond Strait. Presents Alda’s life and career with illuminating, and wonderfully novelistic look at Brooks’s film career and military careers. It reveals in-depth biography covers more than just the meaning of his own life in this entertaining memoir. Photos. 216 pages. Wesleyan. Paperbound. $29.95

192876 BLOWING THE BLOODY DOORS OFF: And Other Lessons in Life, by Michael Caine. Over the six decades of his remarkable career, Caine has made success look easy. In reality it has been one huge learning curve, from his unlikely beginnings as the son of a London fish porter to pursuing his dream of being an actor. Along the way, Caine has learned the funniest, illuminating best. Photos. 274 pages. Hachette. Paperbound. $28.00

385766 FUNNY MAN: Mel Brooks, by Patrick McGilligan. Mel Brooks’ lifelong crusade to become a brand name of popular humor is at the center of this exhaustively researched and wonderfully novelistic look at Brooks’ personal and professional life. McGilligan insightfully navigates the epic ride that has passed him, and his life’s journey as a comedy world of its own as he deals with his success and the inevitable tensions. Photos. 256 pages. Dutton. Paperbound. $26.00

298976 BLOODY THE BLOODY DOORS OFF: And Other Lessons in Life, by Michael Caine. Over the six decades of his remarkable career, Caine has made success look easy. In reality it has been one huge learning curve, from his unlikely beginnings as the son of a London fish porter to pursuing his dream of being an actor. Along the way, Caine has learned the funniest, illuminating best. Photos. 274 pages. Hachette. Paperbound. $28.00

298976 BLOODY THE BLOODY DOORS OFF: And Other Lessons in Life, by Michael Caine. Over the six decades of his remarkable career, Caine has made success look easy. In reality it has been one huge learning curve, from his unlikely beginnings as the son of a London fish porter to pursuing his dream of being an actor. Along the way, Caine has learned the funniest, illuminating best. Photos. 274 pages. Hachette. Paperbound. $28.00

379867 THE JOHN WAYNE CODE: Wit, Wisdom and Timeless Advice from the American Icon, Ed. by Jeff Ashworth. During his 72 years and more than 150 movies, John Wayne imparted a seemingly endless range of advice, wisdom and good-old-fashioned common sense to his audiences. Collected in this attractively bound volume by the people who knew him best, this is the ultimate compendium of knowledge accompanied by striking photos of the Duke himself. 148 pages Meda Lab Books. Paperbound. $15.99

3899916 DUKE IN HIS OWN WORDS: John Wayne’s Life in Letters, Handwritten Notes and Jottings, by Jeff Ashworth et al. America’s favorite gun-slinging cowboy also played the roles of dutiful father, loyal friend, unwavering patriot and part-time sergeant. This collection contains a rare and wonderful glimpse into the mind of the man behind those sides to come to the surface in this collection of correspondence to friends, fans, and former Commanders in Chief. Photos. 203 pages. Meda Lab Books. Paperbound. $15.99

3998943 MY DAYS: Happy and Otherwise, by Marion Ross. In this warm and candid memoir, filled with loving recollections from the award-winning Happy Days team—from break-out star Henry Winkler to Cunningham wild child Erin Moran—Ross shares a sometimes painfully honest look at the highs and lows of a life that had many. Photos. 232 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. $23.00

3733903 I WAS THAT MASKED MAN. By Clayton Moore. With F. Thompson. Clayton Moore, the man behind the mask, takes his fans back to the thrilling days of yesteryear as he shares his real life adventure of becoming an American Icon. This is Moore’s personal memoir told with candor and sincerity, the engaging story of the life that led to his becoming a hero to millions. He represented to millions of Americans. 232 pages. Photos. 266 pages. Taylor. Paperbound. $17.95

3872195 NATALIE WOOD: The Complete Biography. By Suzanne Finstad. For nearly four hundred interviews with Natalie Wood’s family, close friends, legendary costars, and virtually everyone connected to her death, Finstad reveals painful truths in Wood’s relationship with James Dean, Frank Sinatra, Warren Beatty and Robert Wagner, and she uncovers what really happened to Natalie on that fateful boating trip in 1981. 16 pages of photos. 569 pages. Broadway. Paperbound. $30.00

367315 BUT ENOUGH ABOUT ME: A Memoir, by Burt Reynolds & J. Winkler. Chronicles Reynolds’ meteoric rise to fame from Oscar nominations to the spread in Cosmopolitan magazine that took him from rich to poor and back again. Reynolds shares the wisdom that has come from his many highs and lows and opens up about his romances and breakups. Covers, in color. 302 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. $16.00

2917144 ONCE UPON A FARM: Lessons on Growing Love, Life, and Hope on a New Frontier, by Rory Feek. Now, two years after his wife Joey’s passing, as Feek takes their four-year-old daughter Indiana’s hand and walks forward into an unknown future, he takes us on a personal journey into his hope and the kind of healing that comes only through faith. Color photos. 236 pages. Thomas. Paperbound. $24.99

4872037 THE WAY I HEARD IT. By Mike Rowe. A ridiculously entertaining, seriously brilliant memoir, The Way I Heard It is Mike Rowe’s number one short-form podcast, delivered with Rowe’s signature blend of charm, wit, and ingenuity. It’s also a memoir crammed with surprises and sharp observations, and behind the scenes moments drawn from a remarkable life and career. Drawings. 254 pages. Gallery. Paperbound. $16.99

3925080 MARLON BRANDO: Anatomy of an Actor. By Florence Colombani. When the New York Times remembered Marlon Brando as “the rebellious propidgy who electrified a generation and forever transformed the art of film acting,” Brando’s biographers analyze the most of his iconic roles in film and examine why and how he became “a truly revolutionary presence” in the film world. Well illus., most in color. 192 pages. Prado. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. $45.00
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Television & Radio

**CD 4857305** MR. DARNBOURGH INVESTIGATES. Take a bill of F.G. Wodehouse's wittiest and most whimsical adventures, and add the ambiance of 1940s radio, and you'll get the tone of these streamlinened little mysteries. Freddie Darnborough and his sidekick, who loves this show, are the story of the program. Over three hours on 4 CDs. Falcon. Pub. at $27.99.

**CD 4857410** RAFFLES THE GENTLEMAN THIEF, VOLUME ONE. Collects three gentleman thief stories. The first episode of The Ilebs of March introduces Bunny to Raffles's life of crime and adventure. In A Costume Piece South African diamonds are the cheese in this story and Raffles the hungry mouse. In The Ides of March a woman falls in love with a two-fisted lawyer in the town of Dos Rios. 224 pages. Del Rey. Pub. at $36.00.

**CD 4857283** TALES FROM THE TAPESTRY: THE HOUSEWIVES: The Real Housewives. By Emily Nussbaum. In this collection, Nussbaum takes us on a behind-the-scenes tour of the filming locations of the award-winning Netflix series The Crown. The series re-creates the romance and intrigue at the heart of Britain's royal family, and in this work Nussbaum links the show to the story, linking each fictional site to its real-life counterpart. Fully illus. in color. 336 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Pub. at $35.00.


**CD 4857275** ADVENTURE, VOLUME ONE. Includes three classic radio shows. The Passing of Soapy Smith is the true story of the last of notorious Gold Rush character Jefferson "Soapy" Smith. A Good Suit of Clothes: When Al Green dies his tailor friend makes him his final suit, and it's most unusual. In The Miller two nuns, stranded in the jungle after a plane crash, encounter a mysterious old man. GDL Multimedia. 4948637.

**CD 4857273** THE TWILIGHT ZONE RADIO DRAMAS, COLLECTION 1. These Twilight Zone radio dramas feature a full cast, music and sound effects and today's biggest celebrities. Including Jane Seymour, James Keach, Stacy Keach, and Prince Albert. This sumptuousely illustrated companion volume takes readers on a behind-the-scenes look at the Twilight Zone.


**CD 4857269** THE HOUSEWIVES: The Real Housewives. By Brian Moylan. In the spring of 2006, a new kind of show premiered on Bravo. Over the next ten years Bravo housed a couple of super-model actresses, Andy Cohen's talk show career, 36 divorcees, and a White House party crash, and approximately one million memes! Moylan is here to tell the full story! 292 pages. Flatiron. Pub. at $27.99.


CD 4929683 MONTY PYTHON LIVE AT DRURY LANE. A record of the classic rock show that began in February 1974 and boasted the greatest hits. Reclaiming several classic sketches from the miniseries. At last! The 1974 show for Python immortality. Collects 23 tracks including The Parrot Sketch; The Lumberjack Song; Bruce’s Song; Nudge, Nudge; and many more. EMI Music. $7.95

CD 492657Y MONTY PYTHON’S LIFE OF BRIAN. Dedicated to the classic scenes from the movie. The style that producers Graham Chapman and Eric Idle came up with was to treat this as a “fly on the wall” recording of the actual shooting of the film. Contains material not heard in the final cut. 37 tracks including Brian Song, The Wise Men at the Manger (Part 2); and, more. Virgin. $7.95

CD 492658Y MONTY PYTHON’S LIFE OF BRIAN. Dedicated to the classic scenes from the movie. The style that producers Graham Chapman and Eric Idle came up with was to treat this as a “fly on the wall” recording of the actual shooting of the film. Contains material not heard in the final cut. 37 tracks including Brian Song, The Wise Men at the Manger (Part 2); and, more. Virgin. $7.95

DVD 4917774 EMINEM: The Marshall Plan. Fullscreen, traces the history of Eminem’s career by way of the ecological shift in music history. The first cover virtually has the rise to the top of the entertainment business and the second overflowing with interviews from the man himself. 144 minutes on two DVDs. Disc at $26.95 $5.95

DVD 492667Y MONTY PYTHON’S HOLY GRAIL. The memorable moments from the film play a big role in this, including Knights that Say “No!” the Hand Grenade of Antioch. They are skillfully stitched into the fabric of the new sketches and there is a continual sense that anything could happen. Collects 27 tracks. Virgin. $9.95

DVD 4938444 FOR THE LOVE OF MUSIC; A Conductor’s Guide to the Art of Listening. By John Mauceri. Unpretentious, graceful, instructive, this is a resource for the aficionado, the novice, and all those looking to have the love of music fired within them. Mauceri covers history and explains the music itself, helping us to understand what it is we hear when we listen. Illus. 210 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95

DVD 4943899 SONIC BOOM: The Impossible Rise of Warner Bros. Records from Hendrix to Fleetwood Mac to Madonna to Prince. By Peter Ames Carlin. The roster of Warner Bros. Records and its subsidiary labels reads like a list of Rock Hall Fame inductees. From Ostin and the unlikely crew of hippies, eccentrics, and enlightened execs transformed an out of touch company, revolutionized the industry, and created the most successful record label in the music history. Photos. 274 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $29.95 $7.95


* 4937858 THE BEATLES AND SG. PEPPER. A Fan’s Perspective. Compiled by Paul Spizer. FavoriteBeatles is about SG. Pepper, written by fans for fans. Included are dozens of fan recollections that add a personal touch demonstrating the fan base for the Beatles. This is a celebration of the most famous band in modern music history. Color photos. 160 pages. Imagine & Wonder. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $15.95

* 3864081 ASTRAL WEEKS: A Secret History of 1968. By Ryan H. Walsh. Van Morrison’s Astra is an iconic rock album shrouded in legend, a masterpiece that has touched generations of listeners and influenced everyone from Bruce Springsteen to Tom Waits. This author unravels the album’s fascinating back story, along with the untold secrets of the time and place that birthed it. Boston, 1968. Photos. 357 pages. Penguin. $19.99 $4.95

* 4854272 STORIES BEHIND THE BEST-LOVED SONGS OF CHRISTMAS. By Ace Collins. Behind the Christmas songs we love to sing lies fascinating stories that will enrich your holiday celebration. Takes a look at over thirty favorite songs and carols, Collins introduces you to people you’ve never met, stories you’ve never heard, and meanings you’d never dreamed possible. 212 pages. EMI. $16.95 $11.95

* 4894782 OVERPAID, OVERSEXED AND OVER THERE: How a Few Skinny Brits with Bad Teeth Rocked America. By David Hepworth. The Beatles landing in New York in 1964 was the opening shot in a cultural revolution nobody predicted. Suddenly the youth of America was trying to emulate the music and manners of British groups. The resulting fusion of American and English music was the dawn of a new age. 316 pages, some in color. 314 pages. Black Swan. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

* 4935281 EASY-LISTENING AID GRIP: An Elevator Ride into the Psychedelic Pop. By Joseph Lanza. Defines and shows how psychedelic pop opened up new and strange sound vistas that took listeners through a mind bending time travel odyssey from rock to vaudeville, from tin pan alley, British music hall, and the melodic traditions that made song hits before your grandmother was born. Lanza celebrates the paradox linking the two musical traditions. 257 pages. Feral House. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

4837644 CAN’T SLOW DOWN: How 1984 Became Pop’s Blockbuster Year. By Michaelangelo Matos. The definitive book on the most iconic pop year of the 1980s. A well written history that includes a mid-eighties pop and the time it defined, from Cold War anxiety to the home computer revolution. Big acts like Michael Jackson, Prince and Madonna shot out pop charts with groundbreaking scenes of hip-hop, indie rock, and club music. 16 pages of photos. 468 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95

* 4937864 THE BEATLES ON THE ROOF. By Tony Barret. On a bitterly cold January day in 1964, the rooftop concert could be heard in the streets surrounding London’s Savile Row. Crowds gathered at ground level and above. People climbed onto rooftops to get a better view. For the first time in more than two years, The Beatles were playing live in public. Photos. 175 pages. Omnibus. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $15.95

4974553 COVER ME: The Stories Behind the Greatest Cover Songs of All Time. By Joel Whitburn. Charting the most fascinating history of an ever-evolving musical tradition, Padgett profiles 19 of the most iconic cover songs ever—From Elvis Presley’s “Big Mama (Big Mama Thornton cover) to Adele’s Make You Feel My Love (Bob Dylan cover) and Johnny Cash’s “Hurt (Nine Inch Nails cover). Fully illus., many in color. 232 pages. Sterling. $22.95 $9.95

4692238 BOB DYLAN: American Troubadour. By Donald Brown. Looks at Dylan’s career, from his first album to his late masterpiece Tempest. Brown provides insightful critical commentary on Dylan’s prodigious output as he charts Dylan’s career the context of its time in order to assess the relationship of Dylan’s music to contemporary American culture. 267 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $35.95
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RED WINE: The Director’s Cut. Widescreen. For three days in the small town of Bethel, New York, half a million people experienced the defining moment of their generation—a concert unprecedented in size, scale, and influence, a coming together of people with a single common goal: peace and music. This set includes movie, music and extras some never released before. Rated R. English SDH. Over three hours on 3 Blu-rays. Warner Bros. Enter. $9.95

4929655 MONTY PYTHON SINGS (AGAIN) A 25th anniversary deluxe edition of their classic album. With additional brand new recordings, long-forgotten gems from the vaults, this is bigger than ever. Collects 50 tracks including A Boy Cook on the Bright Side of Life; The Meaning of Life; The Silly Walk Song; Money; and more. Virgin. $15.95

4877845 STRANGE FRUIT: Billie Holiday and the Biography of a Song. By David Margolick. Recorded by jazz legend Billie Holiday in 1939, Strange Fruit is considered to be the first significant song of the civil rights movement and the first direct musical assault upon racial Lynchings in the South. Photos. 138 pages. Ecco. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95


4884094 THEY JUST SEE A LITTLE WEIRD: How KISS, Cheap Trick, Aerosmith, and Starz Remade Rock and Roll. By Doug Brod. An eye and ear opening look at how rock has transformed itself into the most exciting genre of the 1980s. 328 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $28.00 $9.95

3972178 ELVIS IN VEGAS: How the King Reinvented the Las Vegas Show. By Richard Zoglin. Elvis’s 1969 opening night in Vegas represented a new engagement than any other show in Vegas. By examining the legacy of the scene, and diversity of the movement and its characters, L.A. Punk. 4894235

3974553 COVER ME: The Stories Behind the Greatest Cover Songs of All Time. By Joel Whitburn. Charting the most fascinating history of an ever-evolving musical tradition, Padgett profiles 19 of the most iconic cover songs ever—From Elvis Presley’s “Big Mama (Big Mama Thornton cover) to Adele’s Make You Feel My Love (Bob Dylan cover) and Johnny Cash’s “Hurt (Nine Inch Nails cover). Fully illus., many in color. 232 pages. Sterling. $22.95 $9.95

4692238 BOB DYLAN: American Troubadour. By Donald Brown. Looks at Dylan’s career, from his first album to his late masterpiece Tempest. Brown provides insightful critical commentary on Dylan’s prodigious output as he charts Dylan’s career the context of its time in order to assess the relationship of Dylan’s music to contemporary American culture. 267 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $35.95
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**Music Collectibles**

484324X GOLDMINE JAZZ ALBUM PRICE GUIDE, 3RD EDITION. By Dave Thompson. Featuring over 30,000 vinyl albums covering some 50 years of recorded music, this is the only identification and value guide dedicated solely to collecting jazz vinyl pressed in the United States. Albums are listed alphabetically by artist name, with details like record label, catalog number, release year, values, in Near Mint condition and recording notes. Illus. 506 pages. Krause. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95 $9.95


4978124 UKULELE: For Beginners. By Andrew Leo Lovato. If your goal is to play the ukulele, Ukulele: For Beginners is the perfect first step. Offers you tips on how to hold, tune, and play it; how to choose the right ukulele and more. Illus. 104 pages. Terra Nova. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

478012 PIANO EXERCISES: Idiot's Guides as Easy as It Gets! By Karen Banger. Packed with tons of fun and challenging lessons, this guide teaches you pedaling, hand crossings, virtuoso arpeggios and ornaments, scales, chords, rhythms, and more. The accompanying audio CD contains music examples, demonstration tracks that exercise should sound, and play-along tracks. 256 pages. Alpha. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $8.95

497032 HARMONOGRAPH: A Visual Guide to the Mathematics of Music. By Anthony Ashton. In this charming pocket guide, Ashton uses a Victorian device known as a Harmonograph to tell the ancient story of Harmony and the intervals of the scale. With useful appendices and fine line drawings, this is a unique and original introduction to this universal subject. Paperback. 122 pages. Faber. Pub. at $22.95 $9.95

4699254 LEV'S VIOLIN: A Story of Music, Family, and Italy. By Linda Ballin. From the moment she hears this violin for the first time, Attlee is captivated. Eager to discover all she can about its ancestry and the stories contained within its delicate wooden body, she sets off to find the secrets of the Italian violin. This is the beginning of a beguiling journey whose end she could never have anticipated. 214 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95 $6.95

4976686 SIMPLE UKULELE CHORDS. By Jake Jackson. Chords arranged by key as a chord per spread, this is a flexible, comprehensive solution for anyone learning or playing the ukulele at any level. Organized with essential, useful and occasional chords, and an introduction to strumming, ukulele types and a simple guide to understanding chords. Full color. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $3.95

4978885 SONGWRITER’S RHYMING DICTIONARY: Made Easy. By Jake Jackson. This simple but comprehensive work opens up a world of ideas, offering easy to advanced rhyming schemes based on vowel sounds and multiple syllables. Brilliant for all styles of music: rock, pop, jazz, folk and country. 256 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $5.95


4978932 TIPBOOK FLUTE AND PICCOLO: The Complete Guide. By Hugo Pinksterboer. A convenient guide for flutists who want to get the most out of their instrument. This work provides practical information including tips on selecting an instrument, tuning and accessories, maintenance, and adjusting the flute. With a glossary, 224 pages. Hal Leonard. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

4978933 GUITAR RENAISSANCE: The Complete Guide. By Hugo Pinksterboer. A convenient guide for guitarists who want to get the most out of their instrument. This work provides practical information including tips on selecting an instrument, tuning and accessories, maintenance, and adjusting the guitar. With a glossary, 240 pages. Hal Leonard. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

4978934 CIGAR BOX GUITARS: The Frying Pan Banjo, and Other DIY Instruments. By Hugo Pinksterboer. A handy guide for guitarists who want to get the most out of their instrument. Offers you tips on selecting a guitar as well as practical information, including chapters on selecting a guitar, tuning and accessories, mouthpieces, maintenance tips, and a glossary. Illus. 224 pages. Hal Leonard. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

4978935 CIGAR BOX GUITARS: Cigar Box Guitars, the Frying Pan Banjo, and Other DIY Instruments. By Hugo Pinksterboer. A handy guide for guitarists who want to get the most out of their instrument. Offers you tips on selecting a guitar as well as practical information, including chapters on selecting a guitar, tuning and accessories, mouthpieces, maintenance tips, and a glossary. Illus. 224 pages. Hal Leonard. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

4978936 GUITAR REVOLUTION. By Scott Walker. As one of the greatest songwriters of his generation, Scott Walker has created distinctive and diverse music over his long career. Walker’s lyrics curated by the artist himself. 198 pages. Faber & Faber. Pub. at $22.95 $6.95

4978937 THE BEST OF ACOUSTIC & DIGITAL PIANO BUYER. Ed. by Larry Fine. Included in this volume are more than 30 articles on: buying a new piano, buying a used or restored piano, caring for a piano, moving a piano, how to acoustically optimize your piano, repairing your piano, restoring, selling or donating a piano, and much more. Color photos. 256 pages. Brookside. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95

1980006 LEV’S VIOLIN: A Story of Music, Family, and Italy. By Linda Ballin. From the moment she hears this violin for the first time, Attlee is captivated. Eager to discover all she can about its ancestry and the stories contained within its delicate wooden body, she sets off to find the secrets of the Italian violin. This is the beginning of a beguiling journey whose end she could never have anticipated. 214 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95 $6.95

**MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS & INSTRUCTION**


4978957 SIMPLE UKULELE CHORDS. By Jake Jackson. Chords arranged by key as a chord per spread, this is a flexible, comprehensive solution for anyone learning or playing the ukulele at any level. Organized with essential, useful and occasional chords, and an introduction to strumming, ukulele types and a simple guide to understanding chords. Full color. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $5.95

4978958 SONGWRITER’S RHYMING DICTIONARY: MADE EASY. By Jake Jackson. This simple but comprehensive work opens up a world of ideas, offering easy to advanced rhyming schemes based on vowel sounds and multiple syllables. Brilliant for all styles of music: rock, pop, jazz, folk and country. 256 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $5.95

4929389 GUITAR CHORD BIBLE. By Phil Capone. This compact dictionary of over 500 popular chords in their most common voicings, clear photographs and easy to follow diagrams and instructions. Fingerings for each chord are clearly indicated on a fretboard, and all on technique are given whether or not relevant to specific scales. 256 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

4944720 UKULELE FOR BEGINNERS: How to Play the Ukulele in Easy-to-Follow Steps. By Walter Grove-White. Ukulele is quick to learn, inexpensive to buy and one of the most portable instruments you can find. This light-hearted guide includes tips on how to hold, tune and play it; tunes to learn, and a history of the instrument. Fully illus., some in color. 175 pages. Cassell. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $6.95
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4962893 PIANO DUETS: Selections from the Classical Repertoire. By David Dutkanicz. These solo piano duets are adapted from the works of great composers, offering exercises that promote rhythmic steadiness and cultivated sight reading skills. Features Schubert’s Variations on a French Song; Dvorak’s Slavonic Dances, Op. 72; and many other popular selections from the classical repertoire. 35 pages. Dover. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at: $9.95. $7.95

4973678 PEDAL ACCORDION: Far-Effects Pedals as Cultural Artifacts. By Ronald Light. A themed exploration of guitar effects pedals as cultural artifacts, derived from a 2017 design exhibition at San Francisco State University curated by Light. An anthropological quest, this work explores how effect stomboxes allow for quasi-supernatural power transition to and from musicians on their instruments. Destroying instruments from over 30 years of color photos. 112 pages. Backbeat Books. 8x10½. Pub. at: $29.95. $22.95

4721896 FOUR CENTURIES OF MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS: The Marlowe A. Sigal Collection. By Albert R. Rice. Captured in over 700 striking color photos are many historically significant musical instruments. The book is designed to appeal to both the seasoned collector and the music lover, offering thorough descriptions of significant makers and their history. The book includes a brief illustrated history of the evolution of musical instruments. 4705440 Pub. at: $40.00. $39.95


4965121 SCALES & ARPEGGIOS: Exercises. By David Dutkanicz. 42 pages. Dover. 8½x11. Paperbound. $9.95


4974855 FLYING V: Metal Rock. Paperbound. Pub. at: $19.99. $15.95

2970961 ACCORDION STORIES FROM THE HEART. By Angelo Paul Ramunni. 143 pages. New England Accordion. Paperbound. Pub. at: $5.95. $4.95
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DVD 4888464 ANDY WILLIAMS: My Favorite Duets. Many of the great musicians, singers and actors of our time appeared on the Andy Williams Show. This collection features hits with The Andrews; Ray Charles; Judy Garland; Pearl Bailey; Johnny Mathis; Tony Bennett; Sammy Davis Jr.; Lena Horne, and a host of others. 77 minutes. Questar. $5.95

4826345 ALL WE ARE SAYING: The Last Major Interview with John Lennon and Yoko Ono. By Brian Southall. Fully illus. with photographs. This book, based on interviews published in 1981, just after Lennon’s assassination, this is a rich and vivid interview with Lennon and Yoko Ono, wide-ranging in its coverage of all kinds of music, discussing their extraordinary childhoods, privacy, the true story of how the Beatles broke up, Lennon and Paul McCartney’s collaborations, and more. 259 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at: $16.00. $11.95

1924893 FEEDBACK: The Who and Their Generation. By Casey Harison. In this account of the superband’s impact during its first decade, Harison describes the key role played by The Who in the creation of the “Generation” of rock ’n’ roll fans. When the band burst forth onto the scene, they quickly established their reputation for amping up the volume, pushing the distortion effects, and taking a new generation on their kind of performance. 209 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. Pub. at: $85.00. $5.95

Blu-ray 4716302 SCORPIONS: Forever and a Day. In 2010, after almost 50 years on stage, the legendary Scorpions embarked on a career-capping, three-year world tour. With cameras rolling front, back and side stage, the band took advantage of the opportunity to capture their entire history. This is the portrait of a band Rated. In Color and B&W. In German with English subtitles. 100 minutes. MVD Visual. $4.95

193470 ROADHOUSE BLUES: Steve Ray & Texas R&B. By Hugh Goram. More than just a biography and musical exploration of the late guitar genius, it tells the stories of the Texas musicians who shaped his career before he became the master he did. Influenced him so deeply, and puts into context Vaughan’s rise to fame, and his influence on his contemporaries. Photos. Pub. at: $17.95. $14.95

4939051 THE STREET WHERE I LIVE: A Memoir. By Alan Jay Lerner. At once an intimate memoir of three great shows—My Fair Lady, Gigi, and Camelot—and a candid account of the life and times of the author, one of America’s most acclaimed and popular lyricists. In this fascinating narrative Lerner reveals himself to be a man of great talent, laurels, and love. 349 pages. Anchor Paperback. Pub. at: $17.95. $12.95

4919394 TREASURES OF BOB DYLAN, SECOND EDITION. By Brian Southall. Follows Dylan’s journey from provincial folk singer to winner of the Nobel Prize for Literature, incorporating his many musical forays into styles including folk, rock, country and gospel. This collection includes photographs, rare memorabilia and insightful text that covers every aspect of his career. Slipcased. Fully illus. 62 pages. Carlton. 11¼x10¼. Pub. at: $39.95. $29.95

4723589 STONED: Photographs & Treasures from Life with the Rolling Stones. By Jo Wood. Includes more than 500 never before seen photographs, notes and memorabilia from Wood’s collection. The book features ticket stubs, programs and other compelling pieces of musical history. Slipcased. Fully illus. 62 pages. Carlton. 11¼x10¼. Pub. at: $39.95. $29.95

4812050 SYMPATHY FOR THE DRUMMER: Why Charlie Watts Matters. By Mike Edison. Captures the bristling energy of the band that provided the time in which they lived, and offers a wide-eyed reflection on why the great ‘N’ Roll band in the world needed the world’s greatest rock ’n’ roll drummer. Paperbound. Backbeat Books. Pub. at: $16.95. $12.95

DVD 4853059 TINY TIM: One Man Parade. Filmed on July 4, 1994 in Dallas, Texas at a private party. Tiny Tim details his life. His oddball appearance, his musical skills, his attempts to join the Army, and performs a host of patriotic numbers both beloved and obscure. 45 minutes. Ship to Shore. Pub. at: $13.95. $9.95

Notable Performers & Composers


**DVD 469270** C.P.E: A Listener’s Guide to the Other Bach. By David Hurwitz. Accompanied by a full-length audio CD featuring a selection of the composer’s finest and most representative works, this survey offers a comprehensive overview of his magnificent, largely unknown body of music, providing insights into his legacy for anyone who cares to explore the world of his music. 214 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

**DVD 469295** COUNTING DOWN THE BEATLES: Their 100 Finest Songs. By Jim Beviglia. Features Beviglia’s list of the best songs in the band’s unparalleled oeuvre, ranked in descending order from 100 to one, each accompanied by a lengthy essay providing insightful info. 468 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. Pub. at $36.00

**LIMITED QUANTITY** **DVD 4849869** I’M GONNA SAY IT NOW: Lennon & McCartney in the Seventies. Ed. by Richard Houghton. These illuminating interviews and quotations paint a revealing portrait of the music of the man and the musician, opening a window into the cultural atmosphere and volatile times in which he lived. The Beatles are more than just a funny guy. Photos. 232 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**DVD 3826031** LENNON ON LENNON: Conversations with John Lennon. Ed. by Jeff Burger. These conversations, selected from interviews and quotations paint a revealing portrait of the man and the musician, opening a window into the cultural atmosphere and volatile times in which he lived. The Beatles are more than just a funny guy. Photos. 232 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**DVD 4863357** HOT STUFF: The Story of the Rolling Stones. By Matt Lee with C. Lembach. The Rolling Stones’ biggest Rolling Stones collection looks like! Showcasing over 1,400 pieces of memorabilia, painting a unique visual portrait of the band’s dreams and reality of all time. All is accompanied by informative texts and anecdotes about the items, and how they fit into the story of the Stones. Color photos. 256 pages. Welbeck. 9/11x11. Pub. at $29.95

**DVD 4699270** THE COMPLETE LYRICS, 1978-2013. By Michael Doctor. This fully updated edition is a must-have for all fans of the dark, the beautiful and the defiant—for all fans of the songs of Nick Cave. 529 pages. Penguin. Paperbound.

**DVD 469936X** THE COMPLETE converting into a worldwide phenomenon. Their tale is told by childhood friends, fellow musicians, band members, producing and non-producing interviews with the band and those close to the band at the time. 62 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95

**DVD 475803X** THE VALENTINES: The Early Years. Fullscreen. The film chronicles the rise of Edward Van Halen, but ultimately endured. This documentary provides information about the song. 199 pages. Omnibus. Paperbound.

**DVD 4664310** CHUCK BERRY: The Original King of Rock ‘n’ Roll. In the high-proof documentary, the absolute instigator of rock ‘n’ roll, Chuck Berry, is truly revealed with unprecedented exclusive access. Include bonus features. 103 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95

**DVD 4664690** PINK FLOYD: The Wall: Collector’s Edition. Fullscreen. Featuring rare studio and live footage, exclusive archive interviews, and interviews from close to the band at the time and a host of other contributors with access to the finest film yet on this extraordinary piece of work—and what came along afterwards. 83 minutes. Smokin’. Pub. at $14.95

**DVD 375948X** PINK FLOYD: Journey to the Moon. Fullscreen. As reviews of the trip Pink Floyd took, from their inception in mid 1960s when the iconic Syd Barrett led the group, through Syd’s enforced departure and David Gilmour’s turn as front man, vocalist, co-composer, and onto the early ‘70s. Features seldom seen studio and performance footage and rare interviews with the band and those close to them. 62 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95

**DVD 4865294** KRAFTWEAK: Ready Player One. Fullscreen. Kraftwerk’s contribution to the development of electronic music is unsurpassed. Reviews the career and music of Kraftwerk, from their inception in the late 1960s to their celebrated period in the mid-1970s, and their resurgence during the 1980s. Three hours. Smokin’. Pub. at $14.95

**DVD 4664409** LONDON: The Wall. In the high-proof documentary, the absolute instigator of rock ‘n roll, Chuck Berry, is truly revealed with unprecedented exclusive access. Include bonus features. 103 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95

**BACH’S MUSICAL UNIVERSE: The Composer and His Work.** By Christoph Wolff. Includes a deeply into the composer’s own rich selection of collected music, cutting across conventional boundaries of era, genre, and instrument. Emerging from a thorough study of a master and massive oeuvre, this volume is a focused discussion of a meaningful selection of compositions. Wolff details Bach’s creative process across the various instrumental and vocal genres. Illus. 410 pages. Smokin’. Pub. at $40.00

**4869467** MORNING GLORY ON THE VINE: Early Songs & Drawings. By Joni Mitchell. With this beautifully illustrated volume, Joni’s long-ago Christmas presents come to life. Filled with her handwritten lyrics and reproductions of many of her stunning drawings—portraits, abstracts, and random things—it’s a gift for all year round. Pub. at $26.95

**DVD 3878406** THE KINKS: Fifty Years on the Road. Provides an insight into the unique journey of one of the most important and influential British bands of all time. 50th. Pub. at $30.00

**DVD 3916723** COME TOGETHER: Lennon & McCartney in the Seventies. By Richard Houghton. Filled with personal photographs, memorabilia, fascinating anecdotes and stories that have never been published before, these first-hand accounts of The Who are from the smallest of venues to festivals and arenas. 446 pages. Red Planet. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**DVD 492665X** BEE GEES: How Deep Is Your Love. By Michael O’Neill. Formed in 1958, the Bee Gees consisted of brothers Barry, Robin, and Maurice Gibb. The band went on to sell 200 million records worldwide, with #1 singles in the U.S. and 5 in the UK between 1967 and 2001. In short, they were one of the most successful writing, recording and producing talents of all time. This is their incredible story. Photos, most in color. 133 pages. Omni. Pub. at $32.95

**BACH’S MUSICAL UNIVERSE: The Composer and His Work.** By Christoph Wolff. Includes a deeply into the composer’s own rich selection of collected music, cutting across conventional boundaries of era, genre, and instrument. Emerging from a thorough study of a master and massive oeuvre, this volume is a focused discussion of a meaningful selection of compositions. Wolff details Bach’s creative process across the various instrumental and vocal genres. Illus. 410 pages. Smokin’. Pub. at $40.00

**DVD 4670507** THE BEATLES 50TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION. Get a behind-the-scenes look at the greatest band in history. Explore over 60 key Beatles sites in The Beatles London: on the road and on the phone for fans of all ages, no matter how familiar you are with the songs, the stories, the videos, or the tour itself. The Beatles London also takes you on a tour of some of his favorite spots. 106 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95

**DVD 4683357** HOT STUFF: The Story of the Rolling Stones. By Matt Lee with C. Lembach. This Rolling Stones’ biggest Rolling Stones collection looks like! Showcasing over 1,400 pieces of memorabilia, painting a unique visual portrait of the band’s dreams and reality of all time. All is accompanied by informative texts and anecdotes about the items, and how they fit into the story of the Stones. Color photos. 256 pages. Welbeck. 9/11x11. Pub. at $29.95

**DVD 4974990** CONVERSATIONS, By Steve Reich. Through insightful, wide-ranging conversations, classical music composer Steve Reich, sits down with past collaborators, fellow composers, and musicians who have played a role in the unfolding of his prolific career as a composer as well as the music inspired by him and that has been inspired by him. Photos, some in color. 347 pages. Hanover Square Press. Pub. at $27.99

**DVD 390108X** BACH’S MUSICAL UNIVERSE: The Composer and His Work. By Christoph Wolff. Includes a deeply into the composer’s own rich selection of collected music, cutting across conventional boundaries of era, genre, and instrument. Emerging from a thorough study of a master and massive oeuvre, this volume is a focused discussion of a meaningful selection of compositions. Wolff details Bach’s creative process across the various instrumental and vocal genres. Illus. 410 pages. Smokin’. Pub. at $40.00
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### Country Music

**$7.95**

**4913343** PRODUCING COUNTRY: The Inside of the Great Recordings, By Michael Jarrett. This work tells the story of country music from its early years to the present, by the producers describing the making of country music's great recordings. Photos. 287 pages. Wesleyan. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95

**$9.95**

**4940091** DOLLY ON DOLLY: Interviews and Encounters with Dolly Parton. Ed. by Randy L. Schmidt. “Nobody knows Dolly like Dolly” declares Dolly Parton. This is a collection of interviews spanning five decades of her career featuring material gathered from celebrated publications. Also includes interviews, where they have not been previously available in print. 389 pages. Chicago Review. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

**$19.95**

**4922523** HEARTWORN HIGHWAY: The Life and Career of Mary Chapin Carpenter. This 1973 concert is the definitive documentary of the life and music of this beloved country singer-songwriter. Includes a career-spanning interview with the artist, as well as live performances from some of her most iconic albums. 120 minutes. The Collector’s Forum. Pub. at $26.95

**$5.95**

**4944119** DAVID BOWIE: The Final Changes. Fullscreen. This documentary provides a unique perspective on the final years of the legendary musician’s life, with rare footage and interviews that offer a glimpse into his world. A must-see for fans of all ages. 155 minutes. Two DVDs. The Collector’s Forum. Pub. at $26.95

**$5.95**

**4686013** ELTON JOHN: Fifty Years On. By Peter Travers. The celebrated songwriting partners Elton John and Bernie Taupin have had a lasting impact on popular music and culture, and this documentary celebrates their extraordinary band. Featuring interviews with key figures from their career, this film provides a unique insight into their creative process and the enduring appeal of their music. 136 minutes. Various. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

**$4.95**

**4951433** NINE INCH NAILS: Sound & Vision. Fullscreen. This set contains the complete 1995 D'Amato film, which chronicles the dawn of Industrial music in mid to late 1970s Britain. It goes on to document NIN’s remarkable career trajectory throughout their rise to prominence in the 1990s and beyond. DVD. 4971256

**$5.95**

**4917979** GREEN DAY: Between Us That Fucker Fucker. The most consistent and challenging band to have emerged from the nu-punk explosion in the late 1980s—almost the only act left from that era still standing—this documentary captures their story continues to stride ahead with an unparalleled output of near perfect music. This film celebrates the longevity and starting impact of Green Day that Green Day has been the heart of a quarter of a century. Footage includes interviews from two on two DVDs. Pride. Pub. at $26.95

**$5.95**

**4951441** LEONARD COHEN: Aturovitraram. Fullscreen. Explores Leonard Cohen’s entire working life from his early poetry and songs to his multi-platinum albums and world tours and top 10 albums. This documentary focuses on this modern day musical hero and the extraordinary life he has led. Over 4 hours on three DVDs. The Collector’s Forum. Pub. at $26.95

**$7.95**

**4944151** LEONARD COHEN: Triumvirate. Fullscreen. Features interviews with key figures from his career, as well as live performances from some of his most iconic albums. Explores Leonard Cohen’s entire working life from his early poetry and songs to his multi-platinum albums and world tours and top 10 albums. This documentary focuses on this modern day musical hero and the extraordinary life he has led. Over 4 hours on three DVDs. The Collector’s Forum. Pub. at $26.95

**$5.95**

**4941941** THE SMITHS: 30 Years of the Queen Is Dead. Fullscreen. In celebration of the band’s 30th anniversary, this box set features interviews with band members and industry insiders, as well as rare footage and live performances from some of their most iconic albums. 75 minutes. I.V. Media. Pub. at $19.95

**$5.95**

**4944194** THE SMITHS: 30 Years of the Queen Is Dead. Fullscreen. In celebration of the band’s 30th anniversary, this box set features interviews with band members and industry insiders, as well as rare footage and live performances from some of their most iconic albums. 75 minutes. I.V. Media. Pub. at $19.95

**$9.95**

**4944193** QUEEN IS DEAD. Fullscreen. The most influential rock band of the 1980s, Queen is celebrated with this comprehensive documentary that explores their rise to fame and the impact of their music on the world. Featuring interviews with band members and industry insiders, as well as rare footage and live performances from some of their most iconic albums. 75 minutes. I.V. Media. Pub. at $19.95

**$9.95**

**4917972** KURT COBAIN: The Early life of a Legend. Fullscreen. Celebrates the life and career of Kurt Cobain, focusing most notably on the years before success turned him into a rock icon. This documentary also features contributions from family members and close friends plus exclusive interviews and rare footage. Also includes CD. 4951433

**$9.95**

**4950089** RAGE AGAINST THE MACHINE: DVD Box Set. Fullscreen. Celebrates and documents the longevity, artistic merit and discontent of Rage Against the Machine and in so doing reveals a story that can stay from their earliest days to the point at which they reached the world stage and took notice. This collection gets to the heart of rock’s most radical and political act. 1.5 hours. Chrome Dreams. Pub. at $24.95

**$5.95**

**4943511** THE WHITE STRIPES: Candy Coloured Blues. Fullscreen. Hailed as the saviors of rock ’n’ roll, the White Stripes blasted out of Detroit and turned the world on its head. This documentary goes behind the music to get the inside track on the making of this unique band. Packed with interviews, this film takes an in-depth look at a band whose sound has never been heard before. 65 minutes. Chrome Dreams. Pub. at $9.95

**$4.95**

**4940016** THE BEATLES FINALLY LET IT BE. Compiled by Bruce Spizer et al. This volume includes interviews and concert footage from a live performance of the Beatles’ last album on January 1969 rehearsed and recording sessions, as well as film of the band performing live in concert and in other filmed performances. 200 pages. Image & Wonder. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

**$15.95**

**4917960** RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS: The Last Gang in Town. Fullscreen. The Red Hot Chili Peppers will always be remembered as the wild men of pop music. This band is the musician who pioneered a fusion of funk, punk, and rap that has evolved into something he never wanted to be. With this film, the Red Hot Chili Peppers showcase their unique style and influence on the music world. 86 minutes. Lettfield. Media. Pub. at $9.95

---
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**DVD 4917820 KATY PERRY: The Girl Who Ran Away.** Fullscreen. Charts Katy Perry’s coming-of-age life and career, through 2010, going back to her early childhood growing up in a strict Christian family, to her extraordinary rebirth as a bona fide pop princess, with the entire world watching. 71 minutes. Senator Intellectual. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

**489991 STEELEY DAN FAQ: All That’s Left To Know About This Elusive Band.** By Anthony Robustelli. Clear up some of the many misperceptions and misconceptions about the band and sheds new light on the genius behind the songwriting of Donald Fagen and Walter Becker, the perfection of their productions, and the myriad musicians who have played a role in creating the distinctive Steely Dan sound. Photos. 397 pages. Backbeat Books. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**DVD 493406 BEASTIE BOYS: Horseplay.** Fullscreen. This documentary tells the incredible story of the Beastie Boys, via interviews, rare footage and more. From the start these boys were labeled as “no-hopers,” those least likely to survive the top—but they proved the critics wrong. A tale of breakfast-cereal cans and Buddhism, you can only expect one thing—the unexpected. 63 minutes. Channel Dreams. $4.95

**DVD 497252 ADELE: Back in the Pink.** Fullscreen. Covers her rise from Brit school wannabe to one of the most talented singer-songwriters of the world. Includes a CD of recorded interviews with Adele herself. 151 pages. Channel Dreams. $17.45

**DVD 496787 FRANK & CO: Conversations with Frank Zappa 1977–1993.** By Joe Kloet. Frank Zappa and Kloet were friends for many years, and during that time Kloet recorded nearly every conversation that the two had. Through more than two hours of these in-depth conversations, Kloet reveals a thoughtful, sensitive, and expansive Zappa, offering readers new insights into the life and career of one of the greatest masters of twentieth-century music. Photos. 317 pages. Jawbone. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**DVD 494416X NICKELBACK: DVD Collector’s Box.** Fullscreen. This documentary explores Nickelback’s backgrounds, their early years as a struggling Canadian rock group, their slow rise to the top of the charts and success they’ve achieved more recently. Includes interviews with the band and those who know them best, rare footage, seldom seen photos, two 100 minutes on two DVDs. Channel Dreams. Pub. at $10.95 $5.95

**DVD 4917952 RAGE AGAINST THE MACHINE and THE ART OF PROTEST: Revolution in the Head.** Fullscreen. Since their explosive debut, this band has been the group most associated with the American protest movement. This film dissects the work and career of the group and looks at their place in this always evolving landscape of protest music and performers who have spoken out on behalf of, and drawn attention to, the world’s marginalized, downtrodden and oppressed. 106 minutes. Sex Intellectual. $5.95

**DVD 484081X THE SMITHS: Sad About the Wrong Boy.** Fullscreen. Covers the entire career of The Smiths, from the early days as up-and-coming band, through the rise to superstardom and eventual dissolution, and on to their constantly changing line-up. With rare footage of the band, interviews with all the band members, and contributions from friends, colleagues and contemporaries. 97 minutes. Smokin’. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**DVD 4944125 OASIS: Morning Glory.** Fullscreen. Revisits and re-assesses this power house of a rock band. With the use of archival footage, interviews with the band members and contributions from those around at the time, this program uncovers why the band’s second album is arguably their most satisfying, 82 minutes. Sexy Intellectual. $5.95

**DVD 4738721 GONE WITH THE WIND: The Remarkable Rise and Tragic Fall of Syd Skynyrd.** Revisits the story of Lynyrd Skynyrd in a unique manner, using a mixture of seldom seen film, new and archive interviews, contributions from an esteemed panel of members past and present as well as those closest to the group. Also provides a fascinating first hand description of the fateful 1971 plane crash. 163 minutes. Sexy Intellectual. $5.95

**DVD 4738683 LED ZEPPELIN: DVD Collector’s Box.** Fullscreen. A visual celebration of Led Zeppelin, the astonishing music they made, the unforgettable shows they performed and the incredible lives they led. As Britain’s most successful group. With rare footage throughout, interviews with the band and those close to them, this film is a must have for any fan of this legendary band. 6 full screen. Pub. at $24.95 $17.45

**DVD 4944178 OASIS: Brothers in Arms.** Fullscreen. Featuring documentary and interview footage of Noel and Liam at work, rest and play, and waxing lyrical about everything under the sun—not least each other—and with oodles of the music which made this duo a force to be reckoned with. Nearly 4 hours on three DVDs. The Collector’s Forum. Pub. at $26.95 $7.95

**DVD 4943481 MICHAEL JACKSON: A Remarkable Life.** Fullscreen. Genius, Legend, Emperor of Pop. The superlatives used to describe the man often referred to as “The King of Pop.” This documentary goes behind the scenes to discover what it took for a boy with a passion for music to dominate pop charts for more than 30 years. Packed with interviews. 70 minutes. Channel Dreams. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

**DVD 4975051 METALLICA: The Big Box of Metallica.** Fullscreen. Brings together two albums, both of which feature live tracks, documentary material, interviews with band and others in their entourage, and a host of other features about this soaring and ever-expanding band. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. The Collector’s Forum. Pub. at $26.95 $19.95

**DVD 4738756 MOTT THE HOOPLE: The Whole Story.** Fullscreen. This 90 minutes film covers the entire career of one of the greatest bands of a generation— arguable the best, rare footage, seldom seen photos, two 100 minutes on two DVDs. Channel Dreams. Pub. at $10.95 $5.95

**DVD 4963246 FALL OUT BOY: DVD Collector’s Box.** Fullscreen. Covers the entire career of the group, from the early days as run-of-the-mill pop rockers in suburban Chicago to the most recent tours and the amazing story behind these unique, visionary individuals. 70 minutes. Channel Dreams. Pub. at $19.95 $50.00

**DVD 4810295 GEORGE MICHAEL: Faith for Beginners.** Fullscreen. Contains filmed interviews, press conferences and other public events featuring Michael. Taken from all eras of his career, during which a man of humor, honesty, decency, intelligence reveals, often it odds with the image the media was prone to have portrayed of this remarkable performer. Smokin’. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

**DVD 4974541 RADIOHEAD: Monthly.** Fullscreen. With much of the band’s private life shrouded in mystery, this documentary uncovers the making of this legendary act and what it took for them to become one of the biggest rock acts on the planet. Covering the group and those who’ve known them best, this takes you where cameras haven’t previously gone. Channel Dreams. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

**DVD 485251X THE ROLLING STONES UNZIPPED.** Ed. by Ien Gallacher. Traces the Rolling Stones’ impact and influence on rock music, art, design, fashion, photography and filmmaking. Packed with exclusive interviews, artworks, outtakes and memorabilia, together with dazzling images of the band’s instruments and outfits, this stuning volume immerses you in the world of the Stones. 286 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $12.95 $37.95

**DVD 4790251 WHO IS HARRY NILSSON? Fullscreen. Tells the story of one of the most talented singer-songwriters in pop music history. The film reveals what to extent his life reflected his complex and contradictory as his music, from his spirited relationship with John Lennon to his close friendship with Ringo Starr. 116 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

**DVD 4944135 FALL OUT BOY: DVD Collector’s Box.** Fullscreen. Having emerged in 2001 from Chicago’s musical underground, Fall Out Boy went on to become one of the biggest bands in rock history. Their first wave in the mid nineties. This reveals the extraordinary story of these unlikely heroes. Collects rare band footage, seldom seen live and studio clips, and exclusive interviews. 146 minutes. Channel Dreams. $17.95 $9.95

**DVD 4943455 KORNOROGRAPHY: The Unauthorized Biography of Korn.** Fullscreen. With the release of their self titled album in 1994, Korn became the voice of a disaffected generation. Rewriting the hard rock rule book, they continue to explore new avenues, and expanding the outer limits of sonic introspection. This documentary takes you to the unknown, revealing the amazing story behind these unique, visionary individuals. 70 minutes. Channel Dreams. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

**DVD 4934598 DEPECHE MODE: The Show Must Go On.** Fullscreen. Traces the almost surreal development of Depeche Mode from their friramentals with New Romanticism at the dawn of their career, through their biggest hits, to their most futuristic and expansive tour, and into their latest hits and the story behind them. Covers the entire career of the band, to the most recent tours and the amazing story behind these unique, visionary individuals. 70 minutes. Channel Dreams. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

**DVD 4734403 DA DOO RON RON: The Story of Phil Spector.** Fullscreen. Rare and fascinating insights into Spector’s eccentric personality from interviews with The Ramones, Etim Eberteg, Jerry Leiber, Lesley Gore, and others, reveals the making of this fantastic early 60’s footage of Songwriter writing songs in his mansion and rehearsing The Blossoms in his studio. 77 minutes. Charly. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

**DVD 477096X AC/DC: Every Which Way.** Fullscreen. This two DVD set celebrates and documents the band’s musical career from the days when the early line up could be found playing the backrooms of pubs in Australia and Europe, through the mighty Bon Scott period, to the current line up and recordings with Brian Johnson at the helm. Includes mountains of rare footage and classic interviews. Over three hours. Pride. Pub. at $26.95 $19.95
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